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THE IDAHO-COTANY, et al.,
Defendants-Appellants.

1
1
)

CLERK'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho
in and for the County of Bannock.
HONORABLE PETER D. McDERMOTT, District Judge
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Alan Johnston
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

JERRY LOSEE AND JOCAROL LOSEE,
1
husbmd and wife, and as Members md Employees )
of Sky Enterprises, LLC, an Idabo Limited Liability)
Compmy,
1
Plaintiffs,
)

CASE NO, CV1-

)

1
1

VS*

THE IDAHO COMPANY, an Idaho Carporation,
SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Company, and WILLIAM. F. RIGBY,
individually,
Defendants.

)
)

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR PAIZTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

1
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
:ss

County of Banllock

1

JOCAROL LOSEE, being first duly sworn upon her oath, deposes and states as' follows:
1.

I an the one of the Plaintiffs in the above entitled matter. If caIled to testify

concerning the matters herein, I could do so competently.
2.

1 am married to Jerry Losee, one of the other Plaintiffs.

mF1DAVIT DI SUPPORT
OF MOTIONFOR PARTIAL
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,
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3.

My husband and I own real property near Lava Hot Springs, more specifically

described as Lot 9, Block 1, Mount Juniper Ranchettes, Bannock County. This property consists
of our residence and a small shop building.
4.

In September of 2003, my husband and I agreed to form an entity, known as Sky

Enterprises, L.L.C. My husband and I were to own half of the company and the other half of the
company was to be owned by the Idaho Company, who has as its primary principal, the
Defendant, William F. Rigby.
5.

Sky Enterprises, L.L.C. was formed and an Operating Agreement was entered

dated September 23, 2003. A copy of such Operating Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit

"A".
6.

7.1 of the Operating Agreement makes reference to the capital contributions to be

made by the parties and refers specifically to "Schedule I", attached to the Operating Agreement.
Pursuant to Schedule 1, the Idaho Company was to supply a capital contribution for the company

in the amount of $135,000.00.
7.

The Idaho Company also signed a document entitled "Sky Enterprises, L.L.C.

Membership Interest Purchase Agreement". A copy of this document is attached hereto as Exhibit
"B" . Section 2 of such document states:

Section 2. SALE OF MEMBERSHIP INTEREST. Subject to the
terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Investor hereby agrees,
and the Company hereby agrees to sell and issue to the Investor a
50% limited liability company membership interest in the Company
(the "Membership interest"), in consideration for a Capital
Contribution to the Company of One Hundred Thirty Five Thousand
Dollars ($135,000) (the "Znvestor's Capital Conhibution"). It is
understood that the Investor's [sic] Capital Contribution may be in
the form of assistance with obtaining an operating credit line for Sky
Enterprises, L.L.C.
-196-
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8.

Shortly after the formation of the company (Sky Enterprises), the Idaho Company

began to make "advances" to the company. Such advances were not contributions of capital as
contemplated in the Membership Interest Purchase Agreement (Exhibit "B"), but were in fact,
advances made pursuant to Paragraph 7.4 of the Operating Agreement. It is my understanding that
the advances were evidenced by Proinissory Notes. Previously, the Defendant's have provided us
with a "balance sheet " as of May 1, 2005. It reflects a long term liability to "Idaho Company"
in the amount of $262,343.54. The balance sheet is attached hereto as Exhibit "C". Nothing in
this balance sheet indicates that the Idaho Company has invested "capitaln- as the Operating
agreement and the Membership Interest purchase agreement contemplates.
The Defendants have also provided us with another document which is attached hereto as
Exhibit "D". We are not sure what this document is supposed to reflect- hut it does show a
number of "loans" beginning July 7,2004, and continuing thereafter. At no time did my husband
and I authorize loans to Sky Enterprises LLC.

Exhibit "Dmfurther makes reference to loans

made after February 1, 2005. I had understood there would be no loans after February 1, 2005.
The Idaho Company was to provide the capital for the company's operations. Our agreement was
the capital was an at risk investment by the Idaho Company and not a series of loans - in effect leveraging the company's many needs with my husband's inventions and our personal residence.

9.

Paragraph 7.4 of the Operating Agreement provides in pertinent part "An advance

pursuant to this Section 7.4 shall constitute a loan from the Person [Member] to the Company, and
shall not constitute a Capital Contribution. Advances made pursuant to this Section 7.4 may,
and, if requested by the lending Person or Persons [Member or Members], shall, be evidenced by
a promissory note from the Company to the lending Person(s) [Member(s)] . . . .

-197-
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10.

As Sky Enterprises began its operations, Defendant Idaho Company would advance

ceitain funds and would evidence such advances by virtue of Promissory Notes from Sky
Enterprises to the Idaho Company.
11.

To my knowledge and belief, the Idaho Company has never supplied the

consideration ($135,000) for its purchase of a Membership Interest, pursuant to the Membership
Interest Purchase Agreement.
12.

The Defendant, Idaho Company, rather than contribute its capital, has instead

engaged in a course of conduct designed to strap Sky Enterprises withdebt. Further, even though
a number of units of the Rite Back have been manufactured and packaged for market, Sky
Enterprises, through its counsel, has told us it has not sold even one. The Defendants have
attempted to cancel the 1-800 telephone number. The Defendants have let the Federal Tax
IdentificationNumber expire. There have been purchasers who have made orders, but Defendants
have not filled them. For example, Exhibit "En is attached. There is an invoice reflecting an
order for forty eight units. The Defendants did not ship to the customer. The check for this order
had been held by Lowell Hawkes, our former counsel. When the Defendants refused to ship to
the customer, Mr. Hawkes returned the check to Petri Sales Associates.
13.

Perhaps the most telling and difficult part of this is the fact that Sky Enterprises

asked my husband and I to sign a Promissory Note and to execute a Deed of Trust, pledging our
home and real property as collateral for such Note and Deed of Trust. Attached hereto is a copy
of the Promissory Note as Exhibit "F". Also attached hereto as Exhibit ' G " is the Deed of Trust.

-198-
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14.

At the time we signed the Note and Deed of Trust, we were told by the defendant

Bill Rigby that these were merely for documentation purposes, and that they would not be
recorded. Mr. Rigby said he needed this for his records, "in case the bank got audited (I
understand the bank referred to is the Bank of Idaho - an entity in which Mr. Rigby has a
controlling interest). We were shown a document purported to show the advances made by
Defendants to date. The Note we were asked to sign exceeded that amount. Mr. Rigby told us
the extra sum was to cover additional advances. Neither my husband nor I understood that our
execution of these documents would amount to a lien against our home and real property. The
amount of the Deed of Trust far exceeds any equity we had in the property. We signed these at
Mr. Rigby's request and upon his assurance that they would not be recorded. Mr. Rigby told us
he knew we were then refinancing our home and did not want to interfere with that process. We
were not given a copy of the ~ o t and
e Deed of Trust when we signed them.

15.

My husband and I had understood that the thrust of our agreement with the Idaho

Company in the formation of Sky Enterprises was that the Idaho Company, as an investor, would
supply the operating capital necessary to operate the company, and that my husband, who is an
inventor, would supply the necessary expertise in inventing devices and preparing them for
manufacture and sale.

16.

The Defendants have engaged in a course of conduct to place my husband in a

position where we are not in an equitable position within the company. The Idaho Company and
its principals have continually strapped the company with debt, as opposed to making a capital
contribution. We had understood that they were willing to make an investment, and put their
money at risk. Instead, the Idaho Company has simply encumbered Sky Enterprises and
encumbered the assets of Sky Enterprises and my husband and I. They have taken steps for
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purposes of squeezing us out and forcing us into a position wherein we cannot earn a living,
cannot sell or refinance our home, and have no control of the assets of the company. The

Defendants have taken possession of all the cosnpany's assets, but have done nothing with them
in terns of moving the company forward in terms of sales, marketing, and manufacturing.
FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGWT.

Q

8-43

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2 I

C

'

$ 9ENAROMMEL
NOTARY PUBLlC
STATE OF IDAHO

+cs+&M~w-+

$

day of February 2007.

Residing at Pocatello
My Commission Expires:

f

pUog4*0

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

p k l a y of February 2007,I served a true and correct copy

of the foregoing pleading on the following person(s) in the manner indicated below:

Edward W. Pike
PIKE& SMITH
P. 0. Box 2949
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2949

[ 4rst
Class Mail
[ 3 Hand-Delivery
[ Gj46csimile

Facsimile: 208-528-6447
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OPERATBNG A G ~ ~ E ~ N T
6PP
SIC? EMTERPRISE,
L.L. C.
(AN L
D
m LIMITED
E ~

DATED AS OF September

9

Boisc129152.2 004139COW01
.

-'
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SCHEDULES AM) EXHIBITS
SCJBDULE 1
SCXEDULE2

hllember Registry
Management Board and Officers

E2GZiin A
E m r rB

Articles of Organization
Employment Agreement

OPERATING AGREEI\/IENT

S k j Enterprises,
~
L.L.C.
(An Xdaho Limited Liabiiiq Company)

THE OPEFATING AGREEMEIqT of Sky Entei-prises, LLC, an Idaho Iimitedliability, is entered
into and shall be e&ctive as of September-,
2003 (the "Eflective Date'), by and between Jerrv Lee. &
iildividual residents in the Stnte of Ida110 ("Losee"), and Tbe Iddlo Company, an Idaho
corporation (the "l~z~icsfor"
and togetller with Jerr)~Lee Losee, JoCarol Losee, the "InitiuI Men~bcrs"),and
the other Persons executing this Agreement from tiil~eto time as Members.

u,

RECITALS:

h

Jerry Lee Losee & JoCarol Losee, formed the Company in Septenlber of 2003as au Idaho
A.
limited liability company pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and tile Idaho Limited
Liability Act, Idaho Code @53-601 et seg.
The Investor and the Company are entering into a Membership Interest P~uchase
C.
Agreement of even date herewith (the ctPurclzase Agreeme~zt"), pursuant to which the Lnvestor is
purchasing ZL 50% Membership Interest; and it is a condition of the Investor's purchase of such interest that
the parties ~nterinto this Agreemerit>in order to provide for the governance of the Comparr~~
and to set
forth in detail the Members' respective rights and duties to the Company.
The Menlbers eiccuting this Agreement, or a couuterpart hereof, agree t o the ternls and
C.
conditions ofthis Agreement, as it may from time to time be amended according to its terms.
Capitalized terms used hereinshall have the meanings given such .terms in Article 17 of
D.
TIUSAgreement.
AGREEMENTS:

.

,

NOW, TrreREFOB, in consideration of the mutud representations, covenants and agreements
containid herein and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiellcy of \$hicl~are
l~erebyacknowledged, the parties hereto agree as folloi~s:
ARTICLE 1- ORGANIZATION
Formation. The embers have formed the Company a s a limited. liabiliw c o ~ u ~ a n y
1.1
pursuant to the Act. Articles of Org&ization described in Se+on 53-603 of the Act (the "'Articles'') have
been filed with the Secretary of State ofthe State of Idaho in coonfomlity with the Act. The Co~npanyan4
if required, each of the Members shall execute or cause to be executed from time to time all "other
iustmments;certii?&ates, notices, and documeuts and shall do or cause tobe done all such acts andthings
(u~cludingkeeping books and records and malhg publications or periodic filings) as may now or hereafter
be required for the formation, valid existence a114 when appropriate, termination of the. Company as a

.

.

limited liability company under the laws of the State of Idaho. A file-stamped copy of the Articles of
Organization is attached to this Agreeme~ltas Exhibit A.
1.2
Company Name. The name of the Compa~~y
is Sky EnTerprises, L.L.C., and all business
of the Company shall be conducted under that nanxe or.under any other name or variations tl~ereofas tile
Management Board shall determine, but in any case; only to the extent permitted by applicable. IZTW.
Registered Agent and Registered Office; ~rincipalOffice. The registered aient for d ~ e
1.3
service of process and the registered office shall be that Person and location reflected in the Articles as
filed in the office of the Secretaqlof State of Idaho. The Management Board may, from time to time,
change the registered agent or ofilce throughappropriate filings with the Idaho Secretary of State. If the
registered agent ceases to act as such for any reason or the registered office shall change, the Management
Board shall promptly desiylate a replacement registered agent or file a notice of change of address as the
case may be. If the Management Board shall fail to designate a replacement registered agent or change of
address of the registered office, any Member may designate a replacement registered agent or file a notice
of change of address. The
office of the Company shall be located at such place as the
Management Board may designate, and the Company shall maintain its records there, as provided in
Section 3.1 hereof. The Company may have such other oftices as thle Management Board may designate
fiom tune to time.

3B

Term. The term of thus Agreement (the "Ter~tz")slxall end, if not sooller terminated ,in
1.4
accordance uith the provisious hereof, on December 31, 2050.
1.5
Counsel. The Members haye been given the opportunity to retain counsel to re6resent
their separafe individual interests in connection wit11 such matters.

.

.

No State-~awPartnership. The embers h v e formed the Company uuder th~eAct: and
1.6
exyressly do not intend hereby to form a partnersllip under either the Idaho Uniform Partnership Act or fie
Idaho Uniform Lunited Partnership Act. The Members do not intend to be partners or joiut venturers to
each other, or as to any third party, for any purposes other than Federal and state tax purposes, and tFLis
Agreement may not be constmed to suggest otherwise. To the ex%entany Member, by word or action,
represents to another Person that any other Member is a partner or joint venturer with such ~ e & b e i ,or
. h t the Colnpany is a partnership or joint venture, theMember making such misrepresentation shall be
liable to all other Member(s) ~vhoincur personal liability by reason of such wro~~giiil
represe~~tation.
ARTICLE 2 -PURPOSE ANI) NATURJZ OF BUSWESS

2.1
Purpose; Poker a n d Authority. The Compa~~y
is being formed for the f o l l o ~ 6 ~ ~
purposes: (a) to manufacture, sell, and distribute 'consumer and industrial tools and products; w d (b) to .
engage in anj~l a u ~businesspemted
~l
by the Act or the laws of any jurisdiction in which the Colnpany
nlay do business. The Conlpany shall have all powers provided for in the Act and the authorit), to do ail
things necessary or convenient to accor&lisb its purpose and operate its businessas described in t k s
Article 2a11d elseull~erein thus Agreement Not~~~ithstandillg'anytb;~g
herein to the contrary, notlling set.
forth herein shall be col~struedas autllorizing the Compaql to possess any purpose or povr,er,or t o d o any
act or t11ing;forbidden by law to a li~nitedliability con~$a~ly
organized under the laws ofthe State of.rdaho.
,

,

'

Company Property. No Property of the Company, real, personal or otherwise, shall be
2.2
deemed to be owired by any Member individually, but shall be owned by and title shall be vested solely in
the Company. Without limiting tlie foregoing, all trade secrets, iirteilectual property, and otller business
assets used or de7ieloped by the Company are and shall be owned and coirtrolled exclusively by, and ill the
sole discretion of, the Company. The Membersliip Interests of t l ~ eMembers in the Company shall
constitute their own personal property.
Employment Agreement. The Company is autliorized to enter into an Employment
2.3
Agreernemrt wit11 Jerry Lee Losee and JoCarol Losee, substantially in the fonn of Exhibit B heret.0.
ARTICLE 3 - ACCOUNTING AND JXECORDS; T N : htATTERS
~ e c o r d sto be Maintained. At the expense of the Company, Ilre Management Board
3.1
shall maintzin or cause.to be maintained reasonable books, records and accounts of all operations and
expenditures of the Company. At a minimum, the Company shall keep the following records at its
principal office in accordance with Section 52-625 of tlse Act:

4

'3

5

A current and past list, setting forth the full name and lastknown mail~ngaddress,
(a)
of eacll current and former Member, Assignee and Board Member, UI alphabetical order,
A copy of the Articles and all amendments thereto, togetlier with executed copies
@)
of any powers of attorney pursuant lo wbich Articles of Amendment have been executed,
Copies of the Company's Federal, foreign, state and local&coine tax returns and.
(c)
financial statenients, if au)~,ior the three (3) most recent years or, if those returns and statements
were not prepared for any reason, copies of the information and statements provided to, or which
should have been provided to, tlre Members to enable thein to prepare their Federal, state and local
tax rebms for the period;
Copies of this Agreement, ulcl~tdingall anrendments hereto, and copies of any
(d)
wrinen operatmg agreements no longer in effect; and
(e)

.

Any other books aid records' required to be maintained by the Act.

Access t o ~ o o k sand ~ e c o r d s . Members
" ~ ~ ~ shill have the right at all reasonable timnes
3.2
during usual and na&al business hours to examine, aid make copies of or extracts from, the books of
account of the Company and the records required, to be maintained hereunaer. Such right 1na9 be
exercised
through. any Representative of such.Member designated by it. Each Member slxall bear all
.
expenses incurl-ed in any such exaininati'ou made for such Member's account. An)? information obtained
and copied pursuant to operation of tlris Sectioi13.2 shall be kept and ~naintainedin strictest c61Lfdence as
provided in Article 15 hereof, except as required by law.

3.3

Financial and Tax Reporting Principles.

Accounting PrincipIes. The Company's books a13d records shall be kept, ;und its
(a)
income tax returns and Eiiiancial statements prepared, under such permissible method of accounting,
consis~entlyapplied, as the Managenlent. Boarrl detemi~tesis in tlze besl interes~of tlie C o n - ~ ~ a land
ly ~ t s
Members, except tlmt the financial staterneizts and records shall be kept as consistent as reasonably
practicable with GAM.

(b)

5
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'

Taxable Year. The taxable year oEl.l~eCompany shall be its Fiscal >'ear

3:4
Annual Reports t o Crrn-ent Members. To the exTent reasonably practicable, he
Campany shall prepare and mail to each currelit Member, or s h l l cause to be prepared and mailed. to each
current Member, w i t h ninety (90) days of the end of each Fiscal Year, a financial report setting forth file
follov&g: (1) a balance sheet of the Company as of the close bf such ~ i s c aYear;
l
fii) a statement showing
tE,e Net Profit or Net Loss of the Company for such Fiscal Year in reasonable detail; and (iii) a ~ t m m & ~ l t
indicating changes in the aggregate'Capital Account balmilces of the Members' for s u c l ~Fiscal Year. The
m u a l finmcid statements of the Company need not be audited a d ~ o r k d
upon by independent
certified public accouats, d e s s t l ~ eManagement Board deems such action to be in the best interests of h e
Company and its Members.

'i.

.i

3.5
Tax l n f a r k a t i o n for current and Former h!iembers. To the extent reasonably
practicable, within ninety (90) days after the end of each Fiscal Year, the Cornpay shall prepare and nlail
to each Member and, to the extent necessary, to each fomer Member (or such Member's legal
representatives), a report setti?g forth in sui%icientdetail such d o m a t i o a as s b l l enable such Member or
fomer Member (or such Member's legal representatives) to prepare their respective Federal, state 'and
local income tax returns in accordance with the laws, rules and regulations-then prevailing. T h e Coznpany
shall also provide Form R-1s to ACe~nbersas soon as practicable aBer the end of each Fiscal Year.

..

3.6
Filing of T a Returns. The Tax Matters Partner (as defined m Sect~on3 7 below) s]lail
prepare iurd file, or cause to be prepared and filed, s Federal information tax rehrn and any required state
and local income tax and ~nforrnationreturn for each tax year ofthe Company. The Tax Matters P m e r
has sole and absolute discretion as t o ~vhetheror not to prepare and file (or cause to be prepared a d filed)
composite, group or sim3ar state, local and foreign txx returns an behalf of the Mernbers where and to the
extent permissible under applicable law. Each Member hereby agrees to execute any rdevant doculne&
(including a power of caltorney aathoriziug such a filing), to furnish arry relevant information and othemlise
to do a n e g necessary in order to facilitate my such coxnposite, group or sinxila filing. Any t a e s paid
by the Cornripany in connection with any conlposite, group or similar filing shall be treated a s an advance to
the relevaat Members (with kiterest being charzed thereon) and shall be recouped by the Cornpa.ngl out of
any Distributions subsequently made to the relevant Members. Such ad~/mlzlcesmay be funded by
Compx~yborrowings. Botl~the deduction for interest payable by the Company with respect to a,y sucl1
bono~vings,and fie corresponding income from interest received by tlie Coniyany froin tile ~ - e l e ~ i a ~ ~ t
Members, slzail be specifically allocated to such Members.
Tax Matters Partner. Jeny Lee Losee & JoCarol Losee shall b e desimated as tll:lze tax
3.7
matten partner of the Company (the "Tm Matters Partrzer.") as provided ill section 6231(a)(7) of ~e
Code. Each Person (for purposes of this pro~risiona "Pass-Thru Pn7fizer") whicii holds or colltrols a

Meiubership Interest on behalf of, or for the benefit of,;uiother Person or Persons, or \x~hicllPass-Tlli
Partner is beneficially owned (directly or indirectly) by another Person or Persons, shall, within thirty (30)
days following receipt from tl~eTax Matters Partner of aNotice or docume~lt,convey such Notice or other
document in writing to all holders of beneficial inlerests in the Company holding such Me~ubership
lnterest through sucll Pass-Tluu Partner. In the event "the Company shall be the subject of an income tax
audit by any Federal, state or local authority, to the ex<ent the Company is treated as an entity for purposes
of such audiL including administrative settlement and judicial review, the Tax Matters Partner shall be
authorized to act for, and its decision shall be final and binding upon, the Company and each Member and
Assignee. N1 expenses incurred in counection wit11 any such audit, investigation, settlelnent or 'review
sllall be borne by the Company.
Tax Elections

3.8

:V

h!,

..J

Elections. The Coinpany shall make tlue following elections on the appropriate
(a)
tax returns: (i) to adopt the Compan),'~ Fiscal Year in acsordmce with the Code and applicable
Regulations; (ii) to adopt an appropriate method of accounting; and (iii) any other election t l ~ e
Managemeirt Board deems appropriak and in the best interests of the Company arid the Members,
including without limitation, an election under section 754 ofthe Code.
Intent' of Parties. It is the intent of the palties to this Agreen~elltthat the
(b)
Company be treated as a partnership for United Sbtes Federal income tax puzposes and, to the exqent
permitted by applicable law, for state and local franchise and income tax purposes. Neither the Company,
the Managenlent Board, the Tax Matters Partner nor any Member may make any election for the Company
to be excluded from the application of the provisions of Subchapter K of Subtitle A of the Code or an,l)i
other provisions of applicable state or local la\v, and no provision of this Agreement shall be construed to
sanction or approve,sucl~an election.
Evidence of Payments. Company slrall provide to Managen~entBoard written evidence of
3.9
all payments paid by cornp& on a monthly basis.

ARTICLE 4 - MEMBERSKIP; RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF MEMBERS
Registry of &limbers. Attached as Schedule I' hereto is a registry of the names of the
4.1
Meinbers, together with their addresses, heir Membership m d Percentage Interests in, and theG Capital
Contributions to', the Company. The Management Board shall cause tn be made all appropriate entries on
and periodically amend Scluedule I to reflect accurately the membership in and ovvnersl~i~
of the Compan.~,
during theTem1 of this Agreement. Tile Company shall not issue & certificates evidencing ownership of
M&nbership Interests, and the regis'try maintained on Schedule I shall constitute t l ~ esole and ekclusive
evidence of Membership Interests and Transfers of Membership Interests or any portion or interest therein.
on ~ivhicllthe Coinpany and the Members shall be entitled to rely in detem~ningthe owners of record of
Mernbersliip Interests in the Co~npa~uy.
,

.
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4.3
other Activities of Itembers. Subject to the confidentiality provisiolls of Article 15
hereof, each Member, actiilg in its individual capacity, may engage in rvhatever activities such Member
may cl~oose,uritl~outhaving or incurring any obligation to offer any interest in such activities to the
Company or any Member.

Lack of AuthoriG. No Member in the Member's capacity as such (other than as a Board
4.4
Member) shall have the authority or power to act for or on behalf of the Company, to do any act that iuould
be binding on tile Company or to incur any expenditures on behalf of the Compansr. Members shall have
ouly such voting and other management and pariicipation rights as are specifically set forth herein.
Withdrawal of a Member. Except as provided in this Agreement, no Member shall
4.5
voluntarily resign or otherwise witl~drawas a Member. An)! Member u111o resigns or otl~emlisewithdraw~s
as aMember or voluntarily causes a dissolution of the Company under Section 12 hereof shall be in breach
of thidgreement Unlessothenvise approved by a Management Board as a M@or Decision., a Member
wllo resigns or withdraws shall be entitled to receive only those Distributions to which such Person would
have been entitled had such Persoil remained a Member, and ouly at such times as -such Distiibutioils
would have been made had such Person remaiued a Member. Except as othemrise expressly provided
herein, a resigning or withdrawing Member shall become an Economic Interest Holder. The remedies for
breach of tlus Section 4.5 shall include monetary damages which may be offset against distributions by the
Company to which such Person would otllem~isebe entitled; such remedy shall be in addition to any other
available remedies at law or in equity.
4.6

Voting Rights

General. Except as othenwise provided this Section 4.6, or otherwise provided
(a)
in this Agree~nentor the Act, aU determinations, decisions, approvals, and actions affecting the Company
and its business and affairs shall be determined, made, approved or authorized by t11eMaiagemeut Board.
Ail Members sllall be elltitled to vote on any' matter submitted to a vote of tbe Menibers by the
Management Boardor required under the terms of this kreement. EconomicXlllerestHolders shill not be
entitled to vote on any matters. [this is stated in the soctio??4.51
Acts Requiring btember Approval. Subject to the restrictions..set fo&~.in
(b)
Section 4.6(c), the following actions shall be submittedto the vote of the Members a~xdshall require the
approval of a Majority Vote. of the Members: (i) any nlerger or consolidation of the .Compauly with
another Entity or acquisition of another ~ntity;(ii) a transaction withthe Company or a transaction
connected with the conduct or winding up of the Company ill \vhich a Board Member has a direct or
a Board Member's personal use of propertyof the Comnpany;
indirect inserest; (iii) a transaction iuvolvi~l~
(iv) an &nendment to the Articles, or, subject to Article 14, this Agreement; (71) the sale, exchange, lease or
other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets, includulg any intellectual property, of the
Company (otber than in the ordinary course of business) ~vhichis to occur as part of a single piati or
transaction; (vi) the dissoi~tionof the Comp+uy pursuant to Article 12 hereof, a ~ (vii)
d the acln~itta&e or
.
acceptance by the Company of any capital or capital in-kind.

.. .

.

(c)
Restriction on Powers. Notwithsta~~ding
Section 4.6(bl bereo$ the Members
shall have no right to take any action which u~o111d chaiige the limited liability of the Members or the
Management Board, or expose the Members or the Management Board to liability to a greater cerTen'; tl,all
is expressed in this Agreement, or to affect the partnership scatus ofthe Company for Federal income tax
purposes. Any action talccii in contravention of tllis Section 4.6(c) shall be void and of no force or effect.

ARTICLE 5 - MEETINGS O F MEMBERS
5.1
IXeetings. Meetings of the Members, for an)' purpose or purposes, may be called by the
Ivfanagement Board or by Members holding at least a. 20% Membership Interest in the Company.
'

5.2
Place of Meetings. The Manageine~itBoard or the Members may designate any place.
either within or outside the State of Idaho, as the place of meeting for any meeting of the Members. . If no
designation is made, or if a special meeting is called, the place of meeting shall be the principal office of
the Company unless another location is agreed upon by the Members. Meetings niay be held via telepholle
or teleconfereiicing. All meetings shall be documented in writing by the Coinpany
5.3
Notice of Meetings. Written notice stating the place, day and hour of the'meeting and, in
the case of a special meeting, the purpose or purposes for which the meeting is called shall be delivered not
less than ten (10) nor inore than Bty (50) days before the date of the meeting, either personall~r,via
internatiouaUy recognized courier service, or by fax; by or at the direction of the Members calling the
111eeting,,toeach Member entitled to vote at such meeting. If sent via courier, such notice shall bedeelned
to be delivered one (1)business day after being sent, addressed to the Member as specified in Section 18.8,
witb charges thereon prepaid.

v*L
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5.4
Record Date. For the purpose of d e t e r n ~ Meinbers
g
entitled'to notice of or to \tote at
any meeting of Menhers or any adjournment thereof, or Members entitled to receive payme& of any
distribution, the date on which notice of the nieeting is mailed or the date on i~hichthe resolutioil decla&g
such distribution is adopted, as the case inay be, shall be the recol-d date for such determination of
Members. When a detemlination of Meinbers entitled to vote at any meeting of Memnhers bas been made
as provided in this Section j.4, such determination shall apply to any adjounui1ent thereof.
.
.
5.5
Quorum. The presence in persol1 or by proxy of the holders of a inajonty of the
Membership Interests in the Company, \which shall include at leas? one representative of Investor, shall
constitute a quorum at any meetingof Me~nbers. In the absence of a quonun at any such meeting, a
majority of Membership Interests h ~ l dby Meinbers so represented map adjourn the meeting from time to
time for a period not to exceed 60 days without further notice. However, $the adjolimnlent is for inore
tlian.60 days, or if after the adjournment a neuj record date is fixed for the adjounled meeting, a notice of
the adjourned meeting shall he given to eacli Member of record entitled to vote at the meeting: At such
adjourned meeting at which a quorum shall be prese~ltor represented, any business may be ~ransaited
- ivhich might have been lransacted at the meeting as originally noticed. The h4einbers present at a duly
organized meeting may continue to transact busin~ss&ti1 adjoumnlent, nohh'ithsiandiiig the withdri~jwa]
during such meeting of that percentage of Me~~lbirship
Interests ~vhoseabsence iwould cause less than a
quorum to be present.

'

,

Manner of Acting. If a quon~inis present, the affirmative vote of a Majority Vote of
5.6
Meinbers represented at the meeting in person or by prosy shall be the act of the Members, unless tile vote
of a greater or lesser percentage is required by this Agreement or the Act.
Proxies. At all meetings of Members, a Member may vote in person or by proxy executed
5.7
l ~ Con~pa?lybefox-e or at the time of t l ~ e
in writing by tlle Member. Such prosy shall be filed ~ i t the
meeting.
Consents. Action required or permitted to be taken at a meeting of Members may be
talcen witl~ouia meeting ifthe action is evidenced by one or more written consents describingthe action
taken, executed by Meinbers holding the Percentage Interests required to approve. such action and
deli~,eredto the Company for inclusion in.the Company's minutes. Action taken under this Section 5.8 is
effective -\?illenall Members holding the Percentage Interests required to approve such actioil lave signed
such consents, unless such consents spec& a different effective date The record date for determining
Members entitled to take action without a meeting sllall be fils date the first Member sigus a consent.
5.8

'?

r,.:. '..7
,

Waiver of Notice. When my notice is required to be given to a Member, a waiver thereof
5.9
writing s i p e d by the Member entitled to such notice, whether before, at, or after the time stated tllerein,
shall be equivalent to the giviilg of such notice.

'i

ARTICLE 6 - MANAGEMENT
General Management. Pursuant to the Articles, the Company is manager-managed.
6.1
Subject to such nmiters ~x~hich
are expressly reserved hereunder or b ~the
i Act to the Members for decision,
the business m d &airs ofthe Company shaU he managed by and under the directiou of a Board of
Mauagers (hereinafter the "Ma.rznge~~zent
Boariy) that shall col1ectively act as manager in accordance with
tile Act The Management Board shall direct, manage and control the business of the Cornpany to the best
of its ability. Other than rights and powers expressly reserved herein or b)~the Act to the Members, and
authority delegated to Oi5cers of the Con111any in accordance with tbis Article 6, the Management Board
shall have h U , exclusive and complete discretion to manage and control the business and afcairs of the
Co~llpany,to make all decisions &ccting the busiuess and &&
si
of the Company axd to take all such.
actions as it deems necessary or appropriate to accomplish the purposes ofthe Combmy set forth herein.
Number; ~lectian,and Term of h4anagement Board. The number of Board Members
6.2
canstituting the Mauagement Board shall be five (5); determined as follows: (i) the Investor shall elect
two (2) members to the Management Board, (ii) Jerry Lee tosee & JoCarol Loses s ~ l elect
l
two (2)
nlembers to t l ~ eMauagement Board, and (iii) Jerry Lee Losee & JoCarol h s e e and the hvestor together'
shall elect one (1) mutually acceptable person to the Management Board. The members of the
Mailag,elnent Board shall he identified on Schedule 11 attacl~edhereto, wluch shall be amended from tiine
to tinie, as the menlberslrip of the Management Board changes. No decrease in the llumher of Board.
Me~l~bers
constituting the Management Board shall have the effect of shortening the ten11 of any
kcurnbent Board Meinber. Each Board Member shall remain a inemnber of the Management Board of tl1e
Coillpany for the term for u~l*chhe or she is elected and until his or her successor is elected and clualified
or until his or her resignation or reinoval..
6.3

Meetings of the Rtanasement Bonrd. Meetings of the Marlagement Board may be called

by or at the request of any two (2) Board Members. The person or persons authorized to call special
meetings of the Manage~nel~t
Board maji fix any place, either within or witliout the State of Idaho, a.s the
place for holding any special meeting of theManagement Board called by them.
6.4

Notice and Waiver of Meetings of the h4anagement Board

Written notice of any special ineeting ofthe Board shall be give11.x folio\us: (i) by
(a)
mail to each Board Meinber at the Board Member's address at least seven (7) days prior to the meeting; or
(ii) by personal delivery, telegram, e-mail or facsimile transmission at least five ( 5 ) business days prior to
themeeting to each Board Member. Xf mailed, sucli notice sball be deemed delivered when deposited in,
the United States mail>so addressed, with postage thereon prepaid. If notice be given by telegram, e-mail
or facsimile transrnissio~sucli notice sl~allbe deemed delivered when the telegram, e-mail or facsiluile
transmission is delivered to the telegraph company or transmitied by the sender.
Any Board~embermay waive notice of any meeting. The attendance of a Board
(b)
Member at any meeting shall constitute a waiver of notice of such meeting, except where a Board Member
attends a meeting for the express purpose of objecting to the transaction of any business because the
ineeting is not lawfully called or. convened. Neither the business to be transacted at, nor t l ~ epurpose ot
any regular or special meeting of the Board need be specified in the notice or waiver of notice of such
meeting.

,\.
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6.5
Quorum. A majority of the number of Board Members which shall include at least one
representative of Lnvestor, shaU constitute a qUoNm for the transaction of business at
meeting of the
Board; provided, however, if less than a majority is present at a meeting, a majority of the Board Members
present may adjourn the meeting from t i e to tinle ~vitlloutfurther notice.
6.6
Acts or Decisions of Management Board. Except as otherwise req~~ired
by the Act or as
specifically set forth in this Agreement; the act of the majority of the Board Members present in person or
by proxy at a meet in,^ at which a quorum is present shall be the act of the Board,and shall be aid
coustitute the act of the Company. Each Board Member shall .he entitled to one (1) vote on all matters
submitted to the Managelllent Board. Uuless authorized to do so by this Agreement, or by resolutio~~
of
the~anagementBoard, no Member, employee or agent ofthe Company shall have an?l power or a u t h o ~ t ~ ,
to bind the Companyin any way, to pledge its credit or to render it liable for any purpose.

,

Major Board Decisions. Ndhvithstanding any provision of this Agreeinent to the
6.7
contrasy, the follo~vingactions shall be deemed 'Mnjor Board Decisiohs," \vhich shall require file
afknative vote of a majority of the Board Members, wl~ichshall include at least one representative of
Investor :
(a)

Company;

Tbe approval' and adoption of &iual operating plan and capital budget for t l ~ e
..

Except as specifically authorized in this Agreement, transactions between the
(b)
Compmy and a Me1llbe.r or any Affiliate 'of a Meinber, or transactions in ~vllicha Member or ally
Affiliate of a Member has a financial interest, including the le~ldingof money
the Cornpalljly
any Member or Affiliate of any Member, or the le~ldiigof monqaQ the Company
any Meinber

or Miliate of any Ivlember;
The obligation of the Members to n~alceany additional Capital Contributions to
(c')
tile Company other than as set forth on Schedule I hereto;
The appointment, compensation (if my) and removal, and otl~er terms and
(d)
conditions of employment, of all Officers and bey einployees of the Company;
The contracting (need to clarify for day-to-day operationslservices where we
(e)
might team witl~anotliercompany) and. incurring of any liability for or on behalf of the Company
or the commitment of the Coinpany to any capital expenditures in excess of $5,000, which i r e not
itemized in the Company's annual operating plan and capital budgets appro~ledby the Board;
The admisiion of any Person as an Additional Member of the Company (otl~er
(
than as specifically provided in Article 11 hereof);
Authorizing the Company to inake an assignmenffoi the benefit of creditors, file a
()
voluntary petition in bankruptcy or corsent to the appointment of a receiver for the Company or its
assets;

<B
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(h)

The making of Distributions of Distributable Cash (except for Mandatory Tai

Distributions);

(3

The dissolution or liquidation of the Company;

(j)

The confession of a jud,pent against the Company;

(k)

Entering n~toany other agreement other than m The orduiary course of business, or

(1)

The h i A g or termination of my and all
p r o v i d i services to the
Company, including without limitatioi~attorneys, accountants and engineers. (Are
we saying that the Board,by majority vote will do all hiring and firing?)

Informal Action by Management Board. Any .action required orpemitted to be talcen
at any meeting of .the Management Board may be taken without a meeting if Board Menlbers sufficient to
apcrove such actioll pursuant to the t e r m of this Agreement consent thereto in writing, and the writing or
writings arefiled with the minutes of proceedings of the Mauqjement Board. Reasonably promptNotice
of the taldng of any action taken withont a meeting by less than unanimous willen consent shall be given
to those Board Members who have not consented in writing.
6.8

.

.

Participation by E1ectron.i~hteans. Ally ~ o a r Member
d
may participate in a meeting of
619
the M&ageinent Board by Geans of telephone couference or similar .~onimunicationsequipment by vrrhicb.
aU perSons participatkg in thi meetulg can hear each otherat the same time. Such participation shall
'constitute presence in person at the meetillg.
,

6.10 Resignation. h y Board Member may resign at m y time by giving five ( 5 ) days'
advance written notice to the Management Board and to the Initial Members w110 selected Ilirn or her. The
resignation of any Board Meniber sllall take effect at silcb time as silall be specified in such notice and,
unless othenvise specified therein, tile acceptance of such resignation shaii not be necessary to make it
effective. A Board Member shall be deemed to have resigned upon an Event of Baixkruptcy affecting the
Board Member or his or her death or if the Board Member is incapable for ninety (90)days or more in an),
co~lsecutivetwelve (12) month period of participating in tlxe conduct of the business of tile Company in tile
same maluler in wluch the Board Member participated before the incapacity. The resignation of a Board
Member wl~ois also a Meilz\~ershall not affect the Board Member's rights as a Member and shall not
constit~~te
a witlldrawal of such person as a Member. Upon the sesiguation of a Board Member, the
vacancy created thereby shall be filled pursuant to Section 6.12 hereof.

6.11 Removal. A Board Member may be removed at any time, with or without cause, but 0 1 x 1 ~
by the Initial Member wlio selected that Board Member. For tliese purposes, "cause" shall meall m y
Disabling Conduct.
6.12 Vacancies. A Board Member vacancy occurring for an), reason may be filled by the
Initial Member who selected tlxe Board Member \?hose absence has created tile vacancy. Each Board
Member selected to fill a vacancy will serve the unexpired term of the Board Member's predecessor in
office.Escept as may be othemise set forth intbis Agreement, any Board Member's position to be filled
by reason of an increase in the number of Board Members shall be filled by written agreenlent of a
majority of tlie Board Members then in office or by election at any meetulg of the Initial Members called
for that purpose. A Bo&rbMember chosen to fill a position resulting £ram an iucrease in ilhe number of
Board Members shall hold office until the Board Member's sucoessor has been elected and duly qualified.

$+?
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6.13 Presumption of Assent. A Board Member who is present at a meeting of the
Management Board at whicll action on any matter has beeu taken shall be presumed to have assented to the
action taken unless a dissent slvll be entered in the minutes of the meeting or unless the Board Member
files a written &sent to suoh action with the person acting as the secretary of the meeting before the
adjournment thereof or shall forward such dissent by registered mail to the Secretaj of the Coi11p;uxy
imnediateiy after the adjoummeilt of the meeting. Such right to dissent shall llot apply t o a Board
Member \?rho voted in favor of such action.

'

6.14 . iiilinistesial Acts. Unless the Management Board consists of one (1) person, no Board
Member (acting in his or her cal~aciiyas suoh), shall b a ~ any
e authorit)! to bind the Company to an$ third
paq, with respect to any matter exceyt pur.suant to a resoiution expressly authoriziug such action ~vhich
resol~~tion
is duly adopted by the hhagenlent Board by the affirmative vote required foi suchmatier'
pursuant to the terms of tlus Agreement. Any Person dealing with the Coinpany may rely (wi111out duty of
further inquiry) upon a duly adoptedresolntion or certificate signed by all meinbers of the Managenlent
Board as to:,(a) the idelrtity of any Member or Board Member; (6)the existence or nonexistence of any fadt
or facts which constitute a condition precedent to acts by the Management Board or v~hichare in any other
iilaimer germane to the affairs of the Company; or (c) tile identity of the persons \?~l>o
are a~tlhorizedto
. .
execute and deliver any instrument or docume~iton behalf of the Company. ,
,

6.15 Liability of Management Board Except as may be otherwise provided by the Act or
this Agreement, no Board Meniber shall be (i) personally liable for the debts, obllgat~o~~s
or Iiabrlities of

the Company, including any such debts, obligations or liabilities arising under a judgment decree or order
of a court; (ii) obligated to cure ally deficit in any Capital Account; (iii) required to return all or an),
portion of any Capital Contribution; or (iv) required to lend any hnds to the Company.
6.16 Delegation of Authority; Officers. Tile Management Board may delegateto one (1) or
inore individuals, each of~vhom\vill serve at tl~epleasure of tile Board, the authority to take care of the
Coinpany's daji-to-day business (each of whom in such capacity may be referred to individually ill this
Agreement as an "Officer" and collectively as "Of3cers"). Officers may, but need not be, Members or
Board Members. Each Officer shall hold office at the pleasure of the Management Board, or until iris or
her failure to qualify for sucb position pursuant to the tern>shereof, death, resigiation or removal with or
without cause by a majority of the Management Board. 'Any authority delegated by the Board under this
Section 6.16 is subject to the limitations contained in this Agreement, nonwaivable pro~iisions of
applicable law and the specific authorization given by the Management Board; provided, ho~evel: that ally
authorization may be amended, modified, or revoked by a vote of the Management Board at any time. For
convenience of reference, h e Board may ideut8y the Officers as Chairpersol1 of tile Board, President, Vice
President, Secretary, and Treasurer. Any one individual may hold more tl~anone office. The initial
Officers of the Company, if any, are set forth on Schedule II hereto.
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6.17 Duties t o Company; Compensation. Board Members a n d Officers shall devote such
time to management as is necessary to properly conduct the Company's business. The Company, up011
approval of t l ~ eManagement Board as a Major Board Decision, may pay to any Board Member or OEder
compensatiou for services rendered to the Conlpany, either pursuant to a separate written employment
agreement or otherwise. A Board Member or Officer, other tllail one ~ 1 1 0is employed full-time by the
Coinpaiy; may engage in any other business activity, except for activities that are materially h a r n h l to the
Company.
6.18 Reimbursement for Expenses. Each Board Member shall be -entitled to b e reimbursed
by the Company, as a11 expense of the Company iu perfonnillg senlices as part of the Management Board,
fir tlie actual, reasonable, and necessary expenses incurred on behalf of the Company upon submitting an
itemized account of the expense to the Company sufficient to substantiate the expense for tax purposes.
ARTICLE 7 - CAPITAL CONTRTfjUTIONSAND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

'

Initialbilember Contributions. Ea.ch Initial Member stlall make the Capital Cpntfibution
7.1
described for that Member on Schedule I at tl~etime and on the tenns specified on Schedule I and shall
peiformthat Member's Commitment andshall receive that fi4enlbership and Percentage Interest described
on Schedule I. Eno time for the Capital Corrtributionis specified, the Capital Contiibutions shall be made
at such time asthe Initial Member s i , ~this Agreement or a counterpart signature page hereto.
1.2

Intentionally Left Blank

Enforce&ent of Commitments. Ld l l ~ eevent any Member (a 'cDelinquerxt Me,rzbern)
7.3
fails to pe&rm the Delinquent Member's Commitment, as set forth in Schedule 1, or any additibnal'
Capital Contributions approved by the Management Board as a Major Board Decision, as applicable,.tl~e
Management Board shallgive tlle Delinquent Member a Notice of the failure to meet the Commitment. Lf
the Delinquent Member fails to perform the Coininitment (ulcluding the paymenl: of any costs associated.
\

with the failure to comply with the Conm~itmentaud interest on such oblisatioils ar the Default lilterest
Rate) u~ithinten (10) Busi~~ess
Days of the giving of Notice, the Management Board may takesuch action,
including but not limited to, reducing the Deli~lquentMember's Percentage Interest ill the Company
proportioi~atelyby the ainoulrt due, a11dor any other action it deems appropriate.

,$

.I

7.4
Loans by Board Members, il4embel-s, Officers and their Affiliates. 111the eveilt the
Compa11~1does not have silfilcient casll to pay its obligations, a Member, a Board Member, an Officer or
a13i Affiliate thereoc with the consent of a the Management Board as a Major Board Decision (excluding
any Board Member who is tile11 a Delinquent Member), may advance all or part of the needed funds to or
on behalf of the Conlpai~y. If more t l m one h4ember wishes to advauce funds t o the Colnpany as
contempla1:ed by this Section 7.4, each such Meinber shaU advance such fUllds in proporlion to their
relative Sharing Ratios. An advauce pursuant to this Section 7.4 shall constitute a loan from that Person.to
the Compaiy, and sl~allnot constitute.a Capital Contribution. Advances made pursuant to this Section 7.4
c ea dp~omissorynote from the
may, a114 if requested bFthe lelldillg Person or i ) e r s o n s , ~ ~ ~ d e n by
Qmpany to the lending Person(s) bearing a non-usurious floating rate or mterest e-nate
plus 3 percent, s-etd
on the first day of each month for as long as the loan is outsta~ding
based 011 such changed Prime Rate in effect on the Business Day before the first day of such 1nontI1,
'?rime Rate" means the p h ~ rate
e (or base rate) as announced by Bank of Idaho, or other Bank agreed to
by the Board, from tune to time The Company sl~allnot be permitted to make any Distributions to its
Members, as contemplated in Section 8.1 hereof (other than Mandatory Tax Distributions), unless a ~ l d
until all loans pursuant to this Sectio~~
7.4 have been repaid in h l l .
7.5

Capital Accou~~ts

(a)
Establishment and Maintenance.
A separate Capital Accoullt ~vill be
maintained for each Member and Assignee tluouglrout the Term of the Company in accordance wifll fie
rules of sectiou 1.704-1@)(2)(iv) of the Replations. Each Member's and Assigi~ee'sCapital Account
he increased by (1) the amount of money contributed by such Person to the Colripany; (2) the h i r irrarltet
value of property contributed bg such Person to the Company (net of liabilities secured by such contributed
propxty subject to which the Company is considered to assume or take such propeqr, as provided in
section 752 of the Code); (3) allocations to such Member or Assipnee of Net Profits; (4) m y items u? &e
patufe of income and gain that are s'pecially allocated to the Member or Assi8nee pursumt to &is
Agreement; and (5) allocations to such Meinber or Assignee of incoine and gain exempt 501n Fed&
income tax. Each Member's or Assignee's Capital Accoullt will be decreased by (1) the amount of inoney
distributed tosuch Person by the Company; (2) the fair market value of Company Property distributed to
such person by the Conrpany (net of liabilities secured by such distributed Property subject to \?rhich such
Person is considered to assuine or take such Property, as proiided in section 752 of the Code); (3) th&
amount of Net Loss and itenrs of loss, deduction and ex$ense that are specially allocated to the Meinber or
Assipee pursuant to t!is Agreement; and (4) airy other decreases required by the Regulatioils. Iii the
evelrt of a permitted Traksfer of a Memnbersl~ipInterest or of Econo~~lic
RigLrts in the Coulpany, the Capital
Acctjunt of the transferor shall becomethe Capital Accouut ofthe transferee to the extent it relates to
transferred Meinhership Merest or Econonric Rigl~ts.
Compliance 71'ith Regulations. The manner in which Capital Accounts are to be
(b)
maintained pursuant to this Section 7.5 is u~tendedto. con~p,lywith the requireme~ltsof section 704(h) of
the Code aild the Regulatious promulgated thereunder. I f in the opinion of the.Compaw,f's legal counsel or

accountants tile manner in which Capital Accoii~rtsare to be maintained pursuant to the preceding
provisions of tixis Section 7.5 should be modified ill order to coir~plywith section 704(b) of the Code and
the Regulations thereunder, then notwitllstandiilg anytl~ingto the contraq contained in t l ~ epreceding
provisions of this Section 7.5, the Tax Matters Partner shall modify the method in whicb Capital Accouiits
are maintained; provided, however, that an>' change in the manner of maintaini~lgCapital Accounts shall
not materially alter the econonlic agreement between or ainong the Members.
interest. Except as ma>/be specifically set forb in this Agreement, no Member shall be
7.6
entitled to receive interest. on sucli Member's Capital Contributions or Capital Account balance.
Priority and Return OF Capital. Except as may be specifically
7.7
Agreement, no Member shall have priority over any otlier Member, either as to the
Contributions or as to Net Profits, Net Losses or Distributions provided, hoiuever, that
not apply .to loans (as distinguished from Capital Contributions) ~'hucha Member
Company pursuaut to Section 7.4 hereof.

provided in this
return of Capital
this Sectionshall
has made to the

Redemption of Membership Interests. Except as may be specifically set forth in this
7.8
Agreement no Member shall have any rights to require the redemption by the Company of its Membership
Interest in tile Company.

, c\,

ARTICLE 8 -DISTRIBUTIONS AND &LOCATIONS

1\ 1

d

8.1

Current Distributions

Management Board Determination. From time to time, the Management ~ o a r d
(a)
shall determine in its discretion as a Major Board Decisioq to v11lat exqent, if any, the Compa~iy's
Distributable Casli on band exceeds the current and anticipated needs, including without limitation, needs
for Operating Cash Expeilses, debt service, Resenres and Mandatory Tas Distributions. To the extent such
excess exists, and subject to the requirements of Section S.l(b1, the Management Board, in its sole
discretion, may make distributions of Distributable Cash to the Members.
(b)
Mandatory Tax Distributions. Not~~~ithstanding
any other provision of tKis
Agreement to the contrary, the Company shall make pro rata distributions to each Member and Economic
Interest Holder at least equal to the estimated federal and state income taxes attributable to their iucome
received from the Co~i&n~and required to be reported by each Member under the Code. This e~t.ima$.ed'
t& liability shall be computed as if ali Members are taxed. at tl~e'maxknuinfkderal and Idaho State tax rate.
Qese minimum mandatory lax distributions ("Mandatorj~Tax Distributions'3 shall be declared and paid
on an anuual bisis prior to April' 15lh6fthe year following the year on which the tas is based.
Priority of Distributions.
Subject to Section S.l(bl, Distributions of
(c)
Distributable Cash shall be made in the followki~gorder of priority:
'

I~titialZj~,
fifty percent (50.0%) to the Investor and fifty percent (50.0%) to
(i)
NAMES and the other Members, if any, in proportion to their I-espectivePercentage I~rterests.
(ii)

Tl~ereafter, to the Members 1n accordai~ce \vith their respecti1,e

Percentage Interesls in the Company
8.2
Dist~.ibutionsin Kind. Tlie Management Board may make Distributions in kind if, iu its
sole and absolute discretion, a disposition of assets at the time of distribution would be in the best iilterests
of tlie Members. For all purposes ofthis Agreement, (i)
Cornpaily Property (otlier than U.S. dollars)
that is distributed in kind to one or more Members with respect to a Fiscal Year (including any in-kind
Distribution upon the dissolution and winding-up of the Company) shall be deemed to have been soldfor
cash (in U.S.dollars) equal to its fair ~narlcetvalue (net of any relevant liabilities secured by sucI1
Property); (ii) the unrealized gain or loss inherent in such Company pro pert]^ shall be treated as recogtlized
gain or loss for purposes of determining Net Profit or Net Loss; (iii) such gain or loss shall be allocated to
t11e Member's Capital Accounts pursuant to this .&ic1e 8 for such Fiscal Year, and (iv) s~ichin-kind
Distribution shall be made after giving effect to sucll allocation pursuant to this hrticle 8.
8.3

Sale Proceeds. Distributions of Sale Proceeds shall be'distributed among the Members as

follows:
P

Iititial/y, fifty percent (50.096) to the Investor and fifty percent (50.0%) to Jeny
(a)
Lee Losee, JoCarol Losee and the other Members, if any, in proportion t o their respective
Percentage Interests;

1'

a.

3"

Titereafter, to the Members in accordance with their respective Percentage
(b)
Luterests in Ibe Company.
Liquidation Distributions. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Article 8,
distributions in liquidation of the Company shall be made to the Members in the manner set forth in
Section 1.2.21c).
8.4

8.5
Withholding. ~ o t w i t h s t a n d ianylh'mg expressed or implied to the contra?, 'in tllis
Agreement, the Management Board is authorized to take an], action tlmt it determines to be i1ecessar)i or
appropiate to cause the Company to comply with any Federal, state, local and foreign \withholding
requirement with respect to any payment, allocation or Distribution by the Company to any Member or
other Person. All amounts so witlheld, and, in the manner determined by the Management Board, kl its
sdle and absolute discretion,amounts wirhheld with respect to any payment, allocation or distribution by
any Person to the Company, shall be treited as Distributions to the Members under the appl'icab!e
pmvisioi~sof this ~ ~ r e e m e n If
t . any such witljlolding requirement with respec.t to any Member exceeds
the amount distributable to such Member under this Agreement, or if any withl~oldingrequirement was
satisfied uith respect to any item previously allocated, paid or distributed to such Member, such Member
or any successor or Assignee with respect to such Member's Memberslcp Interest, hereby indemnifies a l ~ d
agrees t o hold harmless the Tax Matters Paher, the Management Board, the other Members and fie
Compaay for such excess or anlount or such amount required to be witld~eld,as thecase may be, togetIler
with any applicable interest, additions or penalties thereon.
8.6
Restrictions on Distributions. The foregoingprovisions of this Article 8 to the contrar),
not~thsknding,no Distributions to the Members shall be made (a) if such Distributions would violate an),
law, rule, regulation, order of directive of any Governmental Body tlien applicable to tlie Company, (b)
other than Mandatory Tax Distributions pursuant to Section 8. lib], to the ex%entthe Mauagen~entBoard, h,

its discretion as a Major Board Decision, determiner that any amount otllemrise distribi~tableshould be
retained by the Company to pay, or to establish Reserves for the payment of, any liability or obligation of
the Company, whetlier liquidated, fixed, co11tinge:rt or othem~ise,or to hedge an existing investment: or (c)
to the excent that the Management Board, in its discretion as a. MGor Board Decision, determines that the
Distributable Cash availabie to the Compao)~is insufficient to pemlit sucll Distribution.
8.7

Allocation of Net Profits and Net tosses.

~ a Saleof Company Propeliy. The Net Prof:t
Allocations Not ~ e s u l k n21-orn
(a)
or Net Loss for any fiscal year of the Company, after giving effect to the special allocations set fort11 in
Secfions 8.8 and sLq,the Net Profit or Net Loss for any fiscal year of the Company (excluding Net Profits
or Net Losses resulting fi-om a Sale, exchange, i:ivoluntary conversion, condeinnation or otller disposition
of Company Property) shall be allocated (i).first, 50% to the Investor and 50% to Jeny Lee Losee, JoCarol
Losee and the other Members, if any, in proportion to their respective Percentage Interests; and (ii)
tkcreafler, to the Members in proportion to their respective Percentage Interests in the Cornpan?.
Allocations Resulting From a Sale of Company Property. All Net Profits a1d
Nettosses arising out of the Sale of Company Property shall be allocated as foliows.
(b)

Auy Net Loss realized by the Company
(i)
involuntary conversion or other disposition of Company property' (the "Loss
as follows:

-horn
012

tile Sale, exchange,
Sale'? shall be allocated

First, proportionately to .those Members having positive Capital
(A)
Account balanceimtil all positive Capital Account balances have been reduced to zero; aid

(B) . Tlzcreafler, any remainu~gLoss on Sale slmll be allocated to the
htembers in accordance with their I-espectivePercentage Itere* in the Compa~ly.

..

, h y Net Profit' realized by the Company frolxl the Sale, esohailge,
(ii)
involuntary conversion, condemnation or other disposition of Company Property (the "Gair1 o n Sale")
shall be allocated as follov~s:

First, 50% to the Investor and 50% t i Jerry Lee Losee, JoCarol
.
(A)
Losee and the other Members, if any, in proportion to their Percentage Interests in the Company,
until the Invest01's Capital Account balance'equals the excess, if an)',of its aggregate Capital,
Coninbutions to the Company over the amount of Sale Proceeds and Distributions of Distributable
Cash (excludiug Mandatory Tax Distributions), plus the Investor's Preferred &turn, previously
distributed to the Investor;
~ccorzd:proportionately to the Members h'a~ingnegative Capital
Account balances (determined prior to any distribution under Section 8.3 above whic11. is
attributable to Gain 011 Sale) in proportioil to such negative balances until they are increased to
zero;
(13)

Tlrerrafieter., to the Members in proportion to their respective
(C)
Percentage Iiiterests in the Conrpany.

Special Allocations. The follo~vingspecial allocations shall be made for any Fiscal Year
8.6
ofthe Company in the follo~?dngorder:
~ i n i m u t nGain Chnrgeback. If there is a net decrease in Cornpany Minimum
(a)
Gain during any Fiscal Irear, each Member shall be specially allocated items of Company incoiile and gain
for such year (and, if necessary, subsequent years) in an anloullt equal to such Per~oii'sshare of ale net
decrease in Company Minimum Gail>,detennined in accordance with Regulation Sections 1.704-2(f) and
1.704-2(g)(2).The items to be so allocated and the manner inwhich those items are to be allocated among
tlie Members, shall be determined in accordancewith Regulation Sections 1.704-2(f) and 1.704-2(i)(2).
This Section X.8(aJ is intended to satisfy the milrimurn gain cliargeback requirement in Regulation Sectioll
1.704-2(f) and shall be inkrpreted and applied accordiilgly.
Member Minimum Gain Chargeback. If there is a net decrease in'Member
(6)
Minimum Gain during any Fiscal Year, each Member who has a share of that Member Minimu111 Gain,
determined in accordance witb Regulation Section 1.704-2(i)(5), shall be specially allocated items of
Company income andgain for such year (and, ifnecessqr, subsequent years) in an amouut equal to such
Person's share of the net decrease in Menlber Minirnu~x~
&h, determined in accordance with Regulation
Sections 1.704-2(i)(4) and 1.704-2(i)(i).The items to be so allocated, and the manner in which tbose.items
are to be allocated among the Members, shaU be detennined in accordance with Reslation Sections
1.704-2@)(4)and 1.7042(j)(2).This Section 8.8(bl is intended to satisfy.the t n ~ n u mgain chargebaclc
requirement in Regllalion Section 1.704-2(i)(4) and sliall be inte~yretedand applied nccordingiy,
Qualified Income Offset. In tire event that any Member unexpectedly receives
(c)
(S),
any adjustments, allocations, or distributions described in Regulatioll Sections 1.704-(l)(b)(2)jii)(d)(4),
or (6), items of Company income aird gain shall be specialig allocated to such Personin an amount and ill
a m m e r sufficient to eliminate as quickly as possible, to the. exqent required by Regulation Sectioli
1.704-(l)(b)(Z)(ii)(d),the Deficit Capital Account of lhe Member (which Deficit Capital Accoullt shall be
determined as if all other al'ocatio~ls provided for in this Article 8 have been tentatively made as if this
Section' 8.8(c) \were not in this Agreemelit).
(d)
Nollrecuurse Deducations. Nonrecourse Deductions shall be allocated ainong
the Members in accordance with their rerpectlve Percentage Tnterests

onr recourse

ilferniea
Deductions. h y Member Nonrecourse Deductions shall
(e)
be specially allocated among tlie Members in accordance with Regulatiol~Section 1.704-2ji).
..

8.9

Corrective Allocations

Economic Agreement. The allocations set forti, in
Allocations to Acbie~~e
(a)
Section 8.8 are intended to colnpl~~
with certain regulatory requuelnents under Code Section 704(b). The'
Members intend that, to the extent possible, aU allocations made pursuantto such Sectioils will, over the
Term of the Compairy, be offset either with other allocations pursuant to Sectionn8.8 or kit11 special
allocations of other iten~sof Compa~lyincome, gain, loss, or deduction pursuant to. this Section 8.9(a).

. .

Accordingly, t11e Tax Matters Member is hereby.aulhorized and directed to make offs~ttingallocations of
manner the Tax Matters
Company income, gain, loss, or deduction under this Section 8.9(al in ~6~11atever
Manber determines is appropriate so that, after such oEsening special allocations are made, the Capital
Accounts of the Meinbers are, to the mtent possible, equal to the Capital Accounts each would have if the
provisions of Section 8.8 were not contained in this Agreement and all income, gain, loss, and deduction
ofthe Company were instead allocated pursuant to Section 8.7.
Waiver of Applicrttion of h'linimum Gain Chargebacli. The Tax Matters
.(b)
Member silall request from the Comrnissioller of the Internal Revenue Senlice a waiver,.pursuant to
Replation Section 1.704-2(f)(4),of tile minimum gain chargebaclc requuemenls of Regulation Section
1.704-2(f) if the application of suc11 minimum gain chargeback requireinent would cause a perinanent
distortion of the econo~nicarrangement of the Members, as reflected in Section 8.7.
8.10

Ott~ei.Allocation Rules.

General. Except as otherwise provided in this Ageemeut all items of Company
(a)
income, gain, loss, deduction, and any other allocations not otheiwise provided for shall be divided among
the Members in the same proportions as they share Net Profits or Net Losses, as the case may be, for the
year.
Allocation of Recapture Items. In making any allocation among the Members of
(b)
income or gain from the sale or other disposition of a Company asset, the ordinary income portioq if any,
of such income and gaiu resulting from the recapture of cort recovery or other deductions shall be
allocated among' those Members ~vbowere previously allocated (or .\vbose predecessors-in-iuterest were
previously allocated) the cost recovery deductions or other deductions resulting in the recapture items, in
proportiou to the amount of such cost recoveu deductions or other deductions previously allocated to
&em.
(c)
Allocation of Excess Nonrecourse Liabilities.
Solely for purposes of.
dstermining a Member's prqortionate share of the "excess nonrecourse liabilities" of the Company within
tLe nleauing of Regulation Section 1.752-3(a)(3),the Menbers' interests in the Company's pro* shall be
allocated amoni theMembers in accordance with their respective Percentage Interests.
Allocations in Connection with varying Interests. Lf, during a Companj~FiscaI
(d)
yearithere is (i) a permitted transfer of a Membership Interest or Economic Interest under this ~ g r e e m k n t
during a Company fiscal year or(ii) the admission of Additional Menibers, thenNet Profit, Net Loss, each
item tllereof, and all other tax itenls of the Compaily for such period shall be divided and allocated among
the Members and Economic Interest Holders by talciilg into account their varying interests during such
Fiscal Year in accordance wiib Code Section 706(d) and using any conventions permitted by la!. and
selected by tile Tax Matters Member
,

organization Expenses. The. Tax Matters Partuer may, in its sole and absolute
(e)
discretion, allocate 01-ganizationExl~eusesas dehed for purposes of section 709(a) of the Code (and, to
the ex.tent necessary, any other items in lieu thereof) to the Capital Accounts of the Members so that, as
nearly as possible, tile cumulatii~eamount of such Organization Expenses (and such other items in lieu
tl~ereof)allocated with respect to eacl~Memberslup Interest is the same amount.

,

6.11

Determination of Net Profit or Net Loss

Computation of Net Profit or Loss. The "Net Profitii" or ' N r l Loss" of the
(a)
Company, for each Fiscal Year or other period, shall be an amount eqiial to the Company's taxable income
o r loss for such period, determineii in accorda~lcewith Code Section 703(a) (and,for this purpose, all irems
of income, gain, loss or deduction required to be stated separately pursuarlt to Code Section 703(a)(l),
including income and gain exempt from federal income tax, shall be included in tarable income or loss)
adjusted as provided in Section 8.1 l (bl.
Adjustments to Net Profit or Net Loss. For purposes of computing Net Profit or
(b)
Net Loss on the disposition of a1 itelxi of Conlpa~ryProperty or for purposes of determining tile cost
recovery, depreciation, or amortization deduction with respect to any Propeal, the Company shall use
such Property's book value determined ill accordance with Regulation Section 1.704-l(b). Consequently,
each Property's book value shall be equal to its adjusted basis for federal income tax purposes, except as
follows:

. !,

2w

'2

The initial' book value of any Property contributed by a Member to tlie
(i)
Company shall bethe gross fair ma.rlcet value of such Property at the time of contribution;
The book value of all Co~npanyProperties may be adjusted to equal their
(ii)
respective gross fair market values, as detenined by the Tax Mat?ers Member as of the follo~ving
times: (i) in connection with the acquisition of an interest in the Company by a new or existing
Member for more than a de mininus Capital Contributio~(ii) kl conuection with the liquidation of
the Company as defined in Regulation Section 1.704-(l)(b)(2)(ii)(g), or (iii) ul connection with a
more than de mixinis distribution to a retuing or a continuing Member as consideration for all or a
portion of bis or its interest in the Company. In the event of a revaluation of any Company assets
hereunder, the Capital Accounts of the Members shall be adjusted, including continuing
adjustments for depreciation, to tihe extent provided in Re,aulation Section 1.704-(1)(h)(2)(i\i)(f);
,

If tile book value of au iten1 of Company Propem has been determined
(iii)
pursuantto this Section 8.lllbL such book value shall thereafter be u s e d and shall thereafter be
adjusted bydepreciation or amortization, if any, taken into account vith respect to such Property,
for purposes of comp~~ting
Net Profit or Net Loss.
Items Specially AIIocated. Notvrpithsmlding ariy other provision of this
(c)
shall not be talcen into account in
any items that are specially allocated pursua~~t
to Sections 8.8 or
computing Net Profit or NetLoss.

8.12

ii/landatory Tax Allocations Under Code Section 704(c)

. Tax Allocations. In accordance withcode Section 704(c) and Regulation Sectio~i
1.704-3, iucome, gaiq loss and deduction with respect to anjl Propem contributed to the capital of the
Comlmny shill, solely for tax purposes, be allocated among the Menlbers so as to take account of any
variation bktvleen the adjusted basis of such Property to the C o n l p G for Federal income tax purposes and
its initial book value computed in accordance ~vithsubparagraph (i) of Section S . l l b l . Prior to the
(a)

-

contribution of any Properiy to the Company that has a fair inarlcet value that differs from its adjusted tax
basis in tile hands of the contributing Member on the date of contribution, the Tax Matters Meinber shall
designate tlie allocation met1'1od to be applied with respect to that Properly under Regulation Section
1.704-3. Unless otherwise deternhed by the hllanagei~lentBoard, the ailocatioii method to be used by the
Company shall betlie traditional metliod under Reg. 1.704-3(bj.
Book Value Adjustments. If the book value of any Company Property is
(b)
adjusted pursuantli, subparagraph (ii) of Section 8.1 lib), subsequent allocations of income, gain, loss altd
deduction with respect to such Property shall talce account of any variation between the adjusted basis of
skch Property for Federalincome tax purposes and its book value in tile saine manner as under Code
Section 704(c). The allocation method shall be tlie traditioiral inethod under Regulation Section 1.704.-3(b)
with respect to sucli revalued Property.

hllocatioiis pursuant to this ~ectioii8.12 are solely for purposes. of Federal, state, and local taxes
and shall not affect, or in any way be taken into account in computing, any Member's Capital Account or
share of Net Profit, Net Loss, or other items as computed for book purposes, or Distributions pursuant $0
my provision of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 9 - T W S F E R OF INTERESTS

1
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General. Except otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no Member shall
have the.risht to Transfer all or any part of its Membership Interest, unless (a) such Transfer is a Permitted
Transfer, as defined in Section 9.2 below, or (b).such Transfer i's otherwise carried out in accordance vrith
the provisions of tlus Agreemellt All amnpted Transfers in violation of the ten= of this Agreenient shall
be void nb iizitio. Each Member hereby acknowledges the reasonableness of the restrictions on Transfers
of Membership Interests imposed by this Agreement in view of the Compauy's purposes and the
relationship of the Meinbers. Accordingly, tlie restrictions on Transfer contained herein shall be
specifically enforceable.

9.1

ng
to the contrary contained in this
Permitted Transfers. ~ o t \ ~ i i l ~ s t & d ianfin!:
9.2
Agreement, (i) an individual Member, the estate of a deceased Member or attorney-h-fact or gudrdian of a
mentally incompetent Member, niay Transfer any or aU of his Economic Interest to one or more Family
Meinbers of.such Member (eacb a "'Fa~nilyTrarlsfer"); and (ii) a Member ~rluchis a corporation, limited
partnership, limited IiabiLity company or other entity may transfer &.>I or all o f its Membership or
Economic Interest to one or more of its equity holders (ea.ch, an ''Enti(1r Trrritsfcr")(a Family Transfer and
Entity Transfer, are referred to herein as 'FermitledTransfers"); p~ovidcd,howei~er,(i) such Permitted
Transfer nlust sati* the Conditions of Transfer set forth in Section 9.3 belovv, and (ii) such Pem~itted
Transferee shall not be admitted as a ~ e r n b e rfor
' l>~rposis
of political or "voting" power utlless and until
such Person is approved by the Management Board in accordance with Article 11. . In the event my
successor in interest is not approved as a Member, sucli succ'essor sl~allbe deemed to be an ~ c o n o ~ i c
Interest Holder as provided herein.
'

9.3

Transfers of Economic Intel-ests.

Conditions of Transfer. .4 Member may Transfer all or any portion of, or any
(a)
inteiest or rights in, the Member's Econoinic Interest if each of the follolt~ingconditions ("Co11dition.sof
Tra~tsfer")is satisfied:
the T r a ~ ~ ~may
f e r be accomplished witilout registration, or similar process,
(i)
imder Federal and state securities la~vs;
the trksferee delivers to the Company a written agreement to be bound
by all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including without limitation, this Article 9;
(ii)

the Transfer will not result m the termmatlon of i l ~ eCompany pursuant to
(iii)
Section 702 of the Code,
the Transfer will not result
(iv)
Investment Compai~yAct of 1940, as amended,

111

the Compa~~g
betng subject to the

the transferor or the transferee delivers the following information to the
(v)
Company: (A) tile transferee's tayayer identification number; and (B) the transferee's initial tax
basis in the transferred Economic Interest; and
(vi)

the transferor complies with the provisions set forth UI Section 9.4 below.

older

Economic Interest
Status. If the Conditions of Traslsfer are satisfied, the
@)
Member nay Transfer all or any portion of tile Member's Economic Interest. The Transfer of an
Economic Interest pursuant to this Section 9.3 shall not result in the T-sfer
of any of the transferor's
otherMembersbip hterest rights, including, without limitation, voting 01consensual riglxts. T l ~ transferee
e
of the Econo~nicInterest shall bave no right to: (i) become a Member; (ii) exercise m y Membersllip
Interest rigllts other than those specifically peitaining to the ovnership of an Econo~~c'Interest;
or (iii) act
as an agent of the Company.
Ri~htsof First Refusal. Each of the followmg occurrences uith respect to a Member
9.4
sbaU constitute an "Ei~e~zf
of OflerW
Bankruptcy Any Event of Baukmptcy;

(a)

Voluntary Offer. The voluntary offer by a Member to sell soille or all of his or
(b)
its Meinbetship Interest or Economic lilterest to the Company or to the other Members, wlucb shaU be
eyidenced by written notice to the Compauy and all otller Members (a "Iiolutztar~~
Ofleer"); or
,

.. .

...

.

~

.

rafsfer some orall of his or^
r, other than pursuant to a
its Membership Mere
Pennitled Transfer, evidenced by written notice delivered to the Company and all otller Members, which
notice includes the written offer received by the Member and which written offer must be bona fide,
itencze each of the material krms and conditions ,upon vrllli'cli the offer is made and reasonably evidence
the buyer's willulgniss and actual ability to close on the proposed transaction ivithin ninety (90) days of
the date of the att ten offer (a "Third Party Ofler").
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9.5
Offered Interest. The krm "Oflerecl Iirlerest" shall mean all of the Mell~bersbipZllterest
or Economic Interest owned by a Meinber as to whom an Event of Offer leiahas occurred (which Member, or
such Member's estate, trustee or other successor or assigix is referred to as the "Offeror"),
Notwitllstanding anything to the contrary contained in'this Agreement, any md all rights of the Company
arising under Section 9.7ia) as a result of the occurrence of an Event of Offer may be waived only b,, the
Management Board.
9.6

Options l o Po~.chase.

Company Option. Upoli the occuirence of any E\~eutof Offer, the Offeror shall
(a)
immediately noti.& the Company and each Member of such occurrence and the Company shall have tile
exclusive option to purchase all or part of the Offered Interest at the price determined under Section 9.7ia)
below (the "Conzpar~yOptiori"). The Company Option may be exercised by the Company delivering
Dvritten notice to the Offeror within 30 days (the "Cor7pnn:~ Optiori P-.rio63 after the date on mghich t13e
Company receives actual notice of
(i)

if arising out of a Voluntary Offer, the Event of Offer;

if arising out of a Third Party Offer and the consideration underlying such
(ii)
proposal consists entirely of cash, the Event of Offer;
if arising out of a Third Party Offer including non-cash consideration, the
(iii)
determination by the Appraisers pursuant to Section 9.7ial of the fair market value of any noncash consideration included in the Third Party Offer; and
ifthe Event of Offer is a1Event of Bankruptcy, the determination by tile
(iv)
Appraisers pursuant to Section 9.7ia) ofthe fair market value of the Company:
The written notice delivered by the Coinpaiy shall co&m the Company's iilteut to
exercise the Coinpaql Option and to acquire all or a portion of the Offered Interest and shall detail each of
the material terms and conditions (as set forth in the T l h d Party Offer; if applicable) upon which the sale
shall occur. If the Company tiinely exercises the Company O p t i o ~the sale and purchase of the Offeked
Interest as to \vlGch such option is exerCised shall be closed within 90 days after the date of such &tie"
notice of exercise at the herice determined pursuant to Section 9.7(a) below.
h h b e r Option. Ifthe Conlpany elects not to esercise the Company Option, or
(b)
esercises said option wi& respect to ody part of the Offered Interesf it shall so notify the other I\{e~nbers
no later thau ten (10) days after the expiration of the Comyansr Option Period. Each sucll other Melnber
'shall then have the option (the "Menzbcr Optior?"), exercisable by writtell notice to tile Company (y\~\llich
notice the Coinpany shall pronlptly foiward to t11e Offeror), no later t11an ten (10) days a&er such
notification of non-exeecise by the Conlpany or expiration of the earlier 10-day period, if such notice is not
give& to purchase that proportion of the remainiilg Offered interest that h e Percentage Interest o~h#ned
by
such Meinber hears to the Percentage Interests owned by all otberMeinbers electing to purclxase the.
remaining Offered Interest, at the price determined pursuant to Section 9.7ia). The written notfce
delivered by the Member shall confirnl the Member's intent to exercise the Member Option and to acquire

all or a portion of tile Offered Interest and shall detail each of the material tenns and collditions (as set
f o l ~in
l the Third Part)) Offer, if applicable) upon \?lluch tlie sale shall occur. If m y sudl other Member
duly exercises the Member Option, the sale and purcl~ase,at tlie price determined pursuant to &&
of the OfferedIntexest as 1.0 ~jllicl~
such Member Option is exercised, shall be closed within 90 days
after the date of the vslritteunotice of exercise of the Member Option by such Member.

m,

Snle. If neither tile Company nor the other Members elect to purchase all of the
(c)
Offered Interest or fail to consummate such purchase in accordance ~?~ith
this Agreement, then, subject to
tire other Members' Co-Sale Rights described in Article 10 below, the Offeror arising out of an Event of
Banlquptcjr or a Third Party Offer (but not. aVoluntary Offer') may, during the 90-day period beginni~lg011
tlie date the Member Option expires or the date set for closing and sale, as applicable, sell or otherwise
transfer the Offered lilterest not so purcilased (and, as to a Third Pa* Offer, only in accordance with the
terms and conditions set forth in the applicable notice). If tile purchase and sale of the Offered Interest
does not close within such 90-day period, the11 the Offered Interest shaU once again, b e subject to tlte
Company Option andMember Option provided in this Section 9.6 and the other Members' Co-Sale Rights
provided in Article 10 below.
9.7

Purchase Price; Appraisal; Closing.

Purchase Price. The price to be paid for any Offered Interest sold and purchased
(a)
pursuant to this Agreement shall be the appropriate pro rata share (without discounts for marketability or
minority interest but adjusted as appropriate if the Membership Interest or Economic Interest being sold is
less than the entire Offered Interest) of tlie fair market value of the underlying assets, less the'e'iiabilities, of
the Com$any as of the last day of the calendar month coinciding with or next preceding the date of
occurrence of an Event of Offer under Section 9.4 above (the "TfaluafioizDate"), and in accordance with
the UnifonnStandards of Professional Appraisal Practice, the Requirements of the Code of Professional
ai
of the .h~ericaninstitute of Appraisers; except
Ethics and Standards of the Professional ~ ~ p r a i sPractice
that (i) in the caseof a Third P a ~ gOffer, the purchase price of the Offered hterest shall be equal to tile
fair 111ar-lcetvalue of all' consideration included in the Third Party Offer (adjusted as appropriate if the
Membership Interest or Econonuc Iuterest being purchased and sold is less than f i e entke Offered
Interest), and (ii) in tlie case of a Voluntary Offer, the purchase price of the Offered Interest s11ali be as
agreed upon by the Offeror and (x) the Company, provided such price is approved by the Management.
Boar4 to tlle extent the Offered Iuterest is purcliased by the Company, a11d (3') the other Member(s), to the
extent that the Offered Interest is purcliased by another Member.
Appraisal. Unless other\vise agreed by the parties, the fair market value of the
(b)
underlying assets of the Company is of the Valuation Date or, in the case of a Third P a m Offer, the fair
.market value of any non-cash consideration included in the Tlird Party Offer, sllall be determined by
appraisal as hereinafter provided. \Vitluo fifteen (15) days aker the later of the date of (i) the Event of
Offer or (ii) tile date oil wvhich the Company receives actual notice of tile Event of Offer, the purchaser and
seller of the Offered Interest sliall each appoint an appraiser (an "App~aiser")
to detenl-be tlle fair market
Qalue of tlie ~ompany'sassets (or, in tile case of a Third Party Offer, the h i r market value o f any
consideration other tlun cash included in the Third Party Offer). If the t\vo Appraisers agree upon such
value, they shall jointly render a single written repo~tsetting fort11 their detem~inationof value, which shall
be binding on the parties. If the two Appraisers ca~ulotagree upon sucll fair market value deterlninatio~~
they each shall render a separate written report and shall appoint a tlurd Appraiser, \~Iioshall determine the

market value of
fair market value of the Company's assets (or, in the case of a Third Party Offer, the
any non-cash consideration included in the Third Party Offer) and render a \~rl.ittellreport of such
Appraiser's opinion thereon. The fair market value determination contained in the aforesaid joint writtell
report or written report of the third Appraiser, as the case may be, shall be binding' upon tile parties;
provided, hoioever,that if the fair market value determination contailled in the report of the third Appraiser
is more than tile higher of the first two appraisals, the higher of the first two &ppraisals shall govern; and,
provided,fur,ther, axat ifthe fair market value determination contained in tile report of the third Appraiser
is less than the lower of the first two appraisals, the lower of tile first two appraisals shall govern. Each
pafiy shall pay the fees and othe~costs of the Appraiser appointed by such party, and the fees and other
costs of the third Appraiser shall be shared equally by both parties. The determination of fair market value
nlade pursuant to this Agreement shall, in the absence of fraud, collusion or ally fornl of cormption, be
conclusive, and the Conlpany and the Appraisers shall be free from any and all liability resultant froill such
determination. Notwithstanding auylhing in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event that a Tllird Party
Offer illcludes consideratioil other than cash, the Offeror and the Company shall promptly provide to the
Appraisers all information requested by the Appraisers that is reasonably required to value such non-cash
consideration. Such inEormation shaU be provided to the Appraisers w i t h 15 days of the date of the
written request for same by the Appraisers.
Closiz~g.Closing ofthe purchase and sale of an Offered Interest to tile Cornpiny
(c)
or to another Member pursuar~tto this Agreeinent shall be at the offices of the Company, at a time
specified by the Company or Member, as appropriate, during regular busiuess hours and on a. Business
Day specified by the Company or Member, as appropriate, within 90 days after the date of writtenlxotiie
of exercise of the Company Option (in the case of a purcliase by the Companj~)or 90 days after the date of
written notice of exercise of the Member Option (in the case of a purcllase by a Member), or at such other
place, time and date as the parties to the purchase and sale shall mutually agree. At closing, tlle purchase
pice of any Offered Interest sold and purchased pursuant to this Agreement shall be paid by tile
purchaser(s) to the sellerjs) in cash or by certirjed or cashiers' check.
EffectiveDate of Sale. Except to the exTent otherwise required by applicable la\\,
(d)
aud subject to Section 9.2, the Offered Interest-to be purchased and sold under this Agreement shall be
deeined purcllased and sold as of the date of closing.
Execution of this Operating Agreement by ~ransferee..NoIMithstanding anything to
9.8
the contrary contained in this Agreement, no Transfer of an Offered Jnterest that is otherwise permitted by
this Agreement will be valid unless and until the transferee(s) of such Offered Interest (if he or t h q r llave
not previously agreed in writing to be bound by the terms aid conditions of this Agreemeit) have ese~uted
and delivered to t11e Company an addendum to this Agreement agreeing to be bound by the t e r m and
conditions hereof.
\70iing on Company Option. The exercise of the Company Option by the ~omnpan)r
lllust be approved by Che Management Board, excluding those Board mnenlbers elected by the Member \vllo
is the Offeror; and after such approval, the Mauagenlent Board is authorized and directed to co~~sum~n&te
the exercise of tile Cotnpar~yOption.
9.9

Approval of Transferees as hfembers No Persons to whom or 10ut111ch a Memnbersh~~
Interest has been transfei~edshall be a Meruber for purposes of pollt~calor "v~tlng"power, unless and
9.10

until such Person is approved as a Member by the Management Board in accordance with Article 11. hl
the event any sucli successor in interest is not approved as a Member, such successor shall be deemed and
Economic Interest Holder, and shall only be entitled to the econo~uicrights attributable to the Ecollomic
Interest so transferred as pernxitted bere~lnder.Notu~ithstandingailything to the contraql coiltailled in this
Agreement, any Member that is subject to ail Event of Banlcruptcy shall have no political or "voting"
power as a Member uilless and until such political or "voting" pourer is reinstated by Ole Manzgemellt
Board.
ARTICLE 10 - CO-SALE RIGHTS

'

10.1 Notice of Proposed Transfer. Upon receipt of notice of a Third Party Offer, as provided
in Section 9.6ial above, in lieu of exercising the Member Optioii described above, the other Members
elect to exercise their rights of co-sale contained herein ("CO-Snle Rifizts"). Eacli Member (other tha1l the
Offeror) shall have the right, exercisable upon writkn notice to the Offeror (the "Exercise Notice") wiitllin
twenty (20) days after receipt of the notice of the Third Party Offer, to participate 111the sale of the Offered
Interest on the same tenns and conditions is set forth in the notice (including, without limitation, the same
purchase price and payment tenns); provided, however, in no event shall a Meinber be required to accept
non-compete covenants, joint and several liability on broad representations and warranties' with the
Offeror, or other terms' and conditiolls uliacceptable to financial investors ill the ordinary course. Such
Exercise Notice shall indicate what portion of his or its Membership Interest the Member wishes to sell
uuder his or its right to participate. To the excent one or more Members exercise their Co-Sale Rigllts in
accordance wit11 the terms and conditions of this .Article 10, the Membership Interest that the Offeror may
sell in Liie trausaction shall be correspondiu,.ly reduced.
'10.2 S a l e of Membership Interests. Each Member rimy seU all or any part of b s or its
Membership Interest equal to the produd obtained by multiplying (i) the Menibership Interest covered by
the notice of Third Party Offer by (ii) a fraction, the i~ui?zei.atoi.
of which is Membership Iuterest owned by
the Member at the time of the proposed Transfer, and the denomii~ntorof ufhich is the total Men~bership
Interests owned by the Offeror and all other Members at the timeof the Transfer (the. "Meinber 's Pro Rats
Sizare"). By way of example, and not of limitatioiq if (A) tl~enotice from the Offeror with respect to a
Third Party Offer covers a 25% Membership Interest, (B)the Member owns a 50% Memberslcp Interest at
the time of Transfer, +nd (C) the Offeror and all Members as a group o m a 100% Membership Interest in
the Company, b t h e Member's Pro Rata Share is equal to a 12.5% Me~nbership'Interest, all of which tl1e
Member may sell pursuant to tlie Trat~sferNotice in accordance with this Article 10 (25% ?; I/,
(jO%+lOO"/,) = 12.5%).
10.3 Exceptions from Right of Co-Sale. Tlie rights of co-sale set forth in th& Article 10 ~ 2 1
not be applicable to one or more Permitted Transfers., or to ai]ly
transfer by Jerry Lee Losee & JoCarol
Losee of Menlbersllip Interests to Additional men~berswlluch have been approved by the Management
Board in accorda~cewit11 Article 11.
10.4 Closing of sale and Payment. The Membership Interests subject to each Member's CoSale Kglts sl~allbe tra~~ifened
to the proposed transferee in consummatioixof the Transfer specified in,
and pursuant to the terms and conditions of, the notice of Third Party Offer; and the proposed transferor
shall concurrently therewith reinit to the Member that portion of the sale proceeds to which the Member is
entitled by reason of its participation UI the Tra~~sfer.
To the extent that any proposed transferee prohibib

such assignment or otlierwise refuses to purchase aiy Membership Ii~terestifroin Members electing to
exercise their Co-Sale fiigl~tshereunder, the Offeror shall not sell to tlie proposed transferee all or any
portion of his or its Memnbership Interest unless and until, sii~~~~ltaneously
with such sale, the proposed
tra~isferorpnrchases that Membersl~ipInterest from the otlier Members, determined in accordance with
Section 10.2 above, on the same ternis and conditioiis as specified in the notice of Third Part)( Offer.
10.5 No Adverse Effect on Rights. Tile exercise or non-exercise of the Co-Sale Rights of an,,
Menlher hereunder to participate in one or more sales of a Membership Interest shall not adversely affect
such Member's rights to participate in subsequent sales of a Membership Interest by that Orieror or any
other Offeror hereunder, pursuant to Section 10.1 hereof.
10.6 Election Not t a I'articipate. If none of tlle otller Members elect to participate in the
Offeror may, not later than
Transfer of the Offered Interest subject -tothe notice of Tbird Party Offer,
sixty (60) days following delivery of tlxe notice of Tilird Party Offer to the Conipany and the other
Members, enter into an agreement providing for the closing of the Transfer of the Offered lilterest cov2red
by the notice within thirty (30) days of such agreement, on terms and conditions not more materially
favorable to the proposed transferee than tliose described in the notice of Third Party Offer. Any proposed
Transfer on tern15 and conditionsmaterially more favorable than those described in the notice, as well as
any subskquent proposedTransfer of any additional Offered Interest by the Offeror, shall again be subject
to the Co-Sale Rights of tlie other Members and shall require compliance' by the Offeror with the
procedures described in his Article 10.
10.7 Prohibited Transfers. In tlie event that aMember should Trausfer any Offered Luterest in
contravention of the Co-Sale Rights of the other Members under this Rrticle 10 (a '1Prohibitid
Transfer"), each Member, in addition to such other remedies as may be available at law, in equity or
othem4se under this Ageement, shall have the put option provided below, aid the Offeror shall b e bou~ld
by the applicable provisions of such put option.
l
the right
10.8 Put Option. In the event of a Prohibited Transfer, each other Member s l ~ lhave
to sell to the Offeror effecting the Prohibited Transfer tlmt Membership Luterest each sucli Member I V O ~
have been entitled to Transfer to tl3e proposed transferee under Section 10.2 hereof, had the Prollibited
Trajsfer been e£fected pursuant to.and ui compliancewith tile terms of this Article 10. Such sale to the
Offeror shall be made on tlie following tenns and conditions:

I ~

The price at which the Membership Interests are to be sold to the Offeror'khall be
equal to the price paid to the Offeror by the purchaser in t h e prohibited Transfer. If the
consideration for the Prohibited Transfer was other than cash, the cash equivalent of,such non-cgsl~'
consideration sliall be determined in good faith by tl~eManagement Board. The Offeror shall also
reimburse the other Members for a131 and all fees md expenses, including legal fees and expenses,
incurred pursuant to the exercise or the attempted exercise of their Co-Sale Rigl~tshereunder.
(a)

Witllili nillet)' (90) days after the later of tlie date on ~irhicbthe Meiuber (i).
(b)
recei~jednotice of the Prohibited Transfer or (ii) othenvise became &ware of the Prohibiteb
T~.ausfer,tIxeMemnber shall, if esercising. the put option created heieGy, deliver to the O£feror
notice of the Member's put option election.

The Offeror sl~all,upon receipt of the put option election by the Member pursumt
(c)
totllis Section 10.8, pay io the Member the aggregate purcliase price for the Membership Interest
aud tile amount of reimbursable fees and expenses, as specified in Section 10.S(a) above, in cash
or by other means acceptable to tile Member.
the foregoing provisior~sof this
10:9 Ability to Yoid Prohibited Transfe~..Not~~~itlxstandiug
Article 10, any atknxpt by a Offeror to Transfer an Offered Interest in ~~iolation
of this Article 10 hereof
shall be voidable at the option o f a majority ill interest of the otl~erMembers, if tile Members do not elect
to exercise tile put option set forth in this Article 10, and the Company agrees it will not effect such a
Transfer nor will it treat any alleged transferee as the holder of a Membership or Economic Interest
without the written consent of a majority in interest of the otlxer Members (excluding the Offeror). ,
ARTICLE 11-ADDITIONAL REERIIEERS; DISSOCIATION OF RILEMBEFS

1i.1 Admissions Generally. No Person shaU be admitted to the Company as an Additional
Member (other thgm the Iiutial Members) or as a Substitute Member, except iu accordance with Section
11.2 or Section 11.3, respectively. Any purported admission which is not in accordance with this Article
11 shall be null and void ab inztio. Upon admission of any Additional or Substitute Member, or upon the
dissociation of any Member, the books aud records of the Company, including, ~vithoutlilnitati01~,'
Schedule I hereto, shall be revised accordingly to reflect such admission or dissociation. Unless otherwise
specifically agreed by the Management Board, it is acknowledged and understood by the Members that
any Membership Interests issued to any Additional Members, including without limitation those granted as
compensation to employees and/or arising out of an exercise of option as described in il.r?(b),slwll be
transferred solely by Jerry Lee Losee & JoCarol Losee subject to Section 11.2 below, and that only bs
Membership Interest in the Conlpany shaU be diluted by the admission of any Additional Melnber or
Members.
11.2 Admission of Additional Rtembers. A Person shall become an Additional Melltber
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement only if and when one of the following conditions is satisfied:
The Management Boarcl, in its sole discretion as a Major Board Decision,consellts
(a)
to such adnussion; or
The Management Board receives a signed and completed counterpart sipamre
(b)
page to this Agreement and such other instruments as the Management Board may request, all of
which are in form and substance satisfactory to the Management Board as determined in its sole
aud absolute discretion.
11.3 Accounting. No Additional Meiiiber sllall be entitled lo any retroactive allocation of any
income, gain, loss or deduction of the Company. The Management Board may, at the time m Additional
Member is admitted, close the Company books (as though the Company's tax year had ended) or lnalte pro
rata alloc'atioils of income, gaia, loss or deduction t o an Additional Member for that portio'n of the
Conlpany's tax year in urhicb such Member was admitted iu accordance with the provisions of Code
Section 706(d) and the Regulations tIx&eunder.
11.4

Admission of Economic Interest Holder as Substitute bILemhes. An Economic Interest

Woider of all of a Member's Economic Interest in the Coinpan)! inay be admitted as a Substitute Member
and admitted to all Menlbership hltcrest rights of the Member vlbo illitially assigned the Mei~lbershi~
Interest oiliy if any when each of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a)
The Board receives written instruments (including, without limitation, such
Econoniic Interest FIolder's coilseilt to be bound by this Agreement as a Member) that are in form
and substance satisfactory to the Management Board, as determined in its sole and absolute
discretion;
Such Eco~~omic
Interest Holder shall have paid to the Company the alnount
(b)
determined by the Management Board to be equal to the costs and expenses incurred in comlection
wit11 such a.ssignmeilt, including, without limitation, costs incurred in preparing and filing such
amendments to this Agreement as may be required;
The Management Board cousents to such admission as a MGor Board Decision,
(c)
which consent may be given or withheld in its sole and absolute discretion;

If required by the Management Board UI its sole and absolute discretion, such
(d)
Economic Lnterest Holder shall execute and swear to an instrument by the tenns of which sucll
Person acknovr~leledgesthat the relevant Membership Interest has not been registered under the 1933
Act, or any applicable state securities laws, and covenants, represents and warrants that such
Assignee acquired the relevant Menlberslrip Merest for investment only and not with a view to the
resale or distribution thereat and
Such Economic Interest Holder shall furnish the Management Board with such
(ej
other similar information as the Management Board may reasonably request.

If admitted pursuant to the foregoing, the Substitute Member shall have all the rights and powers
and is subject to all the restrictions and liabilities of the Member originally assigning the' Membership
Interest. The adnlission of aSubstitute Member, shall not release the Member originally a s ~ i the
, ~ ~
Menlberslxip Interest from any liability or obligation to the Coinpany that rnay have existed prior to tile
qprwal.
11.5

Dissociation.

Events of Dissociation A Person shall cease to be a h?enlber upon tile happening
of any of the follow~ngex9enls
(a)

(i)

An Event of B a h p t q j with respect to the Member;

In the case of a Member 1~110is a natural person, the deatli of the Member,
(ii)
orthe entry of au order by a cou~tof competent jurisdiction adjudicating the Member incompetent
to m a ~ & ethe l\/icmber's personal estate;

In fie case of a Member who is acting as a Member by virtue of being a
(iii)
trustee of a trust, the termination of tl~etrust (but not merely the substitution of a new trustee);

Ln the case of a Member that is a separate Entity other than a corporation,
the dissolutioll and conmencement of windi~lgup of the separate Entiqi;
(is)

In the case of a Member that is a corporation, the filing of a certificate of
(v)
dissolutio~or its equivalent, for the corporation or the revocation of its.charter; or

Ln the case of an estate, tile distribution by the fiduciary of the estate's
(vi)
entire Membership Interest in the Company.
Effect of Dissociation. Upon any Member ceasing to be a Member pursuant to
(b)
above, such Member or its successor-in-interest shall become an Economic Interest Holder
a s to its Economic (but not Membership) Jnteresi entitled to receive the Distributions and allocations of
income, gain, loss, deduction and expense to which such Member would have been entitled, but shall not
be entitled to exercise any of the other rights of a I\ILember in, or have any duties or other obligations of a
Member with respect to, such Membership Interest. Such Member shall have no right to a return of its
Capital Contribution.
ARTICLE 12- DISSOLUTION AND WINDING UP
12.1 Dissolution. The Company shall be d~ssolvedupon the occurrence of any of he
following events (a "Dissolutio~rEvcrzl").
Upon expiration of the t e r n specified in Section 1.4

(a)

Expiration of Term.

(b)

Determinatioil by Members. The the IvIajority Vote of the Members to dissoive

(b)

Judicially. The entry of a decree of judicial dissolution under Section 53-643 of

hereof.
the Company.
the Act.
Notwithstanding anytling in Section 51-642 of the Act to the co~rtrary,to the maximum ex%ent
permitted by law, the Dissolution Events are the exclusive events that may cause the Company to dissolve,
and b e Company shall uot dissolve pliol- to the occurrence of a Dissolution Cveut, including, \vitllout
limitation, upon the retirement, Bahuptcy, insolvency, Liquidatiol~dissolution, insanity, expulsion, death,
iucapacity or adjudication of the incompetence of a Member.
of any of the Dissolution E v e ~ ~ t s
12.2 Liquidation and Tecmination. Upon thel~appenL~g
specified in Section 12.1, the Manageinent Board (or if there is 1x0 M a n q e r n e ~ ~ t ' B o a rMajority
ta
Vote of
the Merhbers) shall appoint a liquidator (the "Liquidator"), who maJ1 or may not be an agent or
representative of a Member. Tl~eLiquidator shall proceed diligelxtl51 to v k d up the affairs of the Company
and make final distributions as proyided in this Agreement and in the Act. The costs of liquidation shall be
borne as a Company expense. Until final distribution, the Liquidator shall continue to operate the
Company properties with all of the power and authoricp of tbe Members. The steps to be accomplished by
the Liquidator are a follo~s:

Accounting, As promptly a s possible after dissolution and again after final
(a)
liquidation, the Liquidator shall cause a proper accounting to be made of the Compaily's assets, liabilities
and operations througll the last day of the calendar month in which the dissoiution occurs or the final
liquidation is completed, as applicable.
Notice. The Liquidator shall cause the notice described in Sectiol~53-648 of the
(b)
Act to be mailed to each kncjwncreditor of and claimant against the Company in the manner described il,
such Section 53-648.
Winding Up, Liquidation and Distribution of Assets. The Liquidator shall sell
(c)
or otherwise liquidate all of the Company's assets as promptly as practicable (except to
extent the
Members may determine to distribute any assets to the Members and Assignees in kind) and shall apply
the proceeds of such sale and the remaining Company assets in the followu~gorder of priority:
(i)

Firsf, to payment and dtscharge of c l a n s of all cred~torswho are not

Members,
Second, to payment and discharge of .the cla~msof all cred~tnrsof the
(ii)
Compauy who are Members;

Dzird, to establish any Reserves that the Liquidator deems reasonably
(iii)
necessary for contingent or unforeseen obligations of the Company and, at the expiration of such
period as the Liquidator shall deem advisable, the balance then remaking in the manner provided
in subparagraph (iv) below; and
Fourth, by the end of the taxable year in wb.ich the liquidation occurs (or,
(iv)
if later, within ninety (90) days after the date of such liquidation), to the Members in accordauce
with theprovisions of Section 8.3 of this Agl-eemcnt:
12.3

[Intentionally Deleted.]

12.4 Purchase of Company Assets. Except as provided in Section 12.3 above, any Member
shall have the right to b~don any sales of assets of tlxe Company made pursuant to this Article 12
t
Net Loss
1 . Allocation of Net Profit and Loss in Liquidation. Tbe allocation of ~ eProfit,
and other items of the Company follou4ng the date of dissolution, including but not limited to gain or loss
upon the sale of all or substantially all of the Company's assets, shall be determined in accordance with tllk
provisions of Article 8 and shall be credited or charged to the Capital Accounts of tke Members ul the
same manner as Net Profit, Net Loss;. and other items of the Company ~xlouldhave been credited or
charged if there were no dissolution and liquidation.
12.6 No obligation to Restore Negative Capital Account Balance on Liquidation.
Notvr~ithstandillganything to the contrary in tlus Agreement, upon a liquidation within the meanu~gof
section .1.?04-l(b)(2)(ii)(g) of the Regulations, if any Member has a negative Capital Account balance
(after giving effect to all contributions, distributions, allocations and other Capital Account adjustments for

all taxable years, including the year during which such liquidation occur,;), sucls Member shall have no
obligation lo make any Capital Contribl~tionto the Company, and the ilegative balance of sucll Person's
Capital Account shall not be considered a debt owed by such Meruber to the Company or to any other
Person for any purpose wliatsoever.

12.7 Articles of Dissoiution. On con~pletiouof the distribution of Company assets as provided
in this Asticle 12, the Company shall be deemed terminated and the Liquidator (or sucli otl~er'Person or
Persons as the Act may require or permit) shall file Articles of Dissoiution with the Secretary of State of
the State of Idaho, cancel any other filings made, and take s u c l ~other actions as may be necessary to
tesmiiiate the Company iaaccordauce u~itbihe provisions of the Act.
12.8 Return of Capital Conti-ibutions Noni-ecoul.se to Other h'lembel-s. Except as provided
by law or as expressiy provided in this Agreement, upon dissolution each Member shall look solely t o the
assets of the Company for the return of its Capital Contribution. If the Company Property remaining after
flie ppajme~itor discharge of liabilities of the Company is insufficient to retun1 the Capital Con.tributions of
the Members, no Memberor Assignee shall have recourse against any other Member.
12.9 No Action for Dissolution. TLe Members acknowle&e that irreparable damage would be
done t o the goodwill and reputation of the Company if any Member should bring an action in court to
dissolve the Company unaer circumstances where dissolution is not required by Section 12.1. This
Agreemeut has been drafted to provide fair treament of aU parties and equitable payment &I liquidation of
the Company. Accordingly, except for their duties to liquidate the Company as required by this
->12 each Member hereby waives and reuounces its right to initiate legal action to seek the appointment of a
receiver or trustee to liquidate the Company or to seek a decree of judicial dissolution of the Company on
the ground that (a) it is not reasonably practicable to cany on the business of the Company in conforn~ity
with the Articles or this Agreement, or (b) dissolution is reasonably necessasy for the protection of the
rights or interksts ofthe complaiuing Member. Damages for breach of this Section 12.9 shall be monetag,
Darnages o d y (aid not specific pe~fomauce),and the Dainages may be offset against Distributions by the
Company to ~vliichsuch Meniber would otlieruise be entitled.

a ,+
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ARTICLE 13 -EXCULPATION AND WDEb'IMFICATXON
13.1 Definitions. For purposes of this Article 13, each of the following terms shall have the
meaning ascribed to such term in this Section 13.1.
Covered Person. The term "Covered Perso17," means and includes any of the
(aj
following Persons: (i) any former, current or future Board Member; (ii) any former, current or future Tax
Matters Partner; (iii) any former, current or future Member; or (iv) any former, current or future affiliate,
trustee, trustor, benefLciaiy, member, m a w e r , partner, sheholder, director, officer, enlployee,
rel3resentative, legal cou~~sel,
or agent of the Company, any Affiliate of tlie Co~npanyor any of the Persolls
listed in clauses (i), (ii) or (iii).

'

Proceeding. The tenn "Proceedi17g" meails and includes any threatened,
(b)
or completed demaud, mediation, arbitration, suit, cause of action, action or other proceeding, urlletber
civil, criininal, administrative or investigative in nature, to which a Covered Person is a party or in whicil a
Covered Persol1 is otherwise invoh~ed. Witl~outlinutulg tlie generality of the foregoing, 'FroceecE',~.g"
shall expressly include: (i) any Proceeding brought by tbe Conipauy against such Covered Person or

'

brought in the right of the Coinpi~~y
by any Person agahstsucl1 Covered Person; and (ii) any Proceeding
brought to establish any right to exculpation or indemnification under this Article 13.
Claim. The tenn "Clai~n"means and includes any claim, loss, damages, liability,
(c)
judgment, fine, settlement, compromise, award, cost, expense or other amount. arising from or otherwise
related to any Proceeding, iilcluding, witl~outlimitatio11, any attorneys' fees, expert witness fees or related
costs incurred in such Proceeding and any costs or expenses incurred in connection or otherwise related t o
such Covered Person's establishment of a. right to exculpation or indemnification in such Proceeding under
this Article 13.

"'\

13.2 Exculpation. Notwithstanding my provision of this Agreement to the contrary, whether
express or implied, or any obligation or duty at. law or in equity, and except to the ex%nt otherwise
explicitly provided by any other agreement or by applicable iavri, no Covered Person shall be liable t o the
Compauy or to any other Person for any act or omission related to the Company and the conduct of its
business, this Agreemeut, any related document, or any transaction or investment contemplated by this
Agreement or any related document to the extent that: (a) such act was committed or such omission was
made (i) in good faith by such. Covered Person, and (ii) in the, reasonable belief that such act or omission
was in the Company's best interests and within the scope of such Covered Person's authority, as granted
pursuant to this Agreement; and (b) such act or omission did not constitute fraud, willful misconduct, bad
faith or gross negligence.
13.3 Indemnification. To the fullest exqent permitted by applicable lams, except a s othemise
explicitly provided by any other agreement, the Company hereby indemnifies each Covered Person against
md hereby agrees to defend and protect such Covered Person asainst and to hold such Covered Person
free and harmless from any and all Claims arising from or otherwise related to such Covered Person's act
or omission to the extent h a t (a) such act or onlission was related to the Company o r its business, fiis
Agreement, any related document, or any transaction or investment contemplated by this Agreement or
any related document; (b) such act was cornmined or such omission was made (i) in good faith by such
Covered Person, and (ii) in the reasonable belief that such act or onussion was in the Company's best
interests and within the scope of such Covered Person's authority, as granted pursuant to this Agreement;
and (c) such act or omission did not constitute fraud, ~Yillfuimisconduct, bad h i t h or gross negligence.
13.4 Limit on indemnification. Notwithstanding Section 13.3 hereof t o Che contrary, no
Covered Person shall be entitled to iudemnification in any Proceeding under Section 13.3 t o the extent tilat
such Covered Person initiated the Proceeding unless (a) such Proceeding was brought to enforce the
Covered Person's rights to indemnification hereunder, or (b) the Management Board authorized, directed,
consented to, approved or ratified the bringing of such Proceeding, by formal resolution or other action.
13.5 Advanced Expenses. Costs and expenses ac.tually and reasonably incurred by a Co~,ered
Proceeding shall be paid by the Conxpany in advance of final dis1,osition of such Proceeding
Person in
upon receipt by the Company of an uildertaking by or on behalf of such Covered Person to repa38 such
amount if it shall be ultimately determined that such Covered Person is not entitled l:o exculpation l1ilder
Section 13.2 hereof and indemnification under Section 13.3 hereof.
13.6 Tender of Defense. Any Covered Person may tender defense of any Proceeding or make
detuand for exculpation or indemnification uuder this Article 13 by providing written notice in accordance

with tliis Agreement to the Management Board. Upon any tender of defense, the Company shall appoint
such legal counsel for ihe Covered Person as the Covered Person majJ reasonably approve and, subject to
tbe terms, conditions and other provisions of tliis Article 13, shall pay all attorneys' fees and related costs
incurred by tile Covei-edPerson to stlcl~l e p l counsel directly and in a timely manner.
13.7 Nd Presumption. The: termination of any Proceeding by a judgment, decree, order,
injunction, settlement, compromise, award, conviction or upon a plea of nolo contendere (or its equivalent)
shall not, of itself, create a presumption that (a) a Covered Person did not act in good faith; or (b) that the
Covered Person acted in a manner which (i) was not in tile Company's best interests, (ii) was not within
the scope of the Covered Person's authority, or (iii) the Covered Person did not reasonably believe to be in
the Company's best interests within the scope of the Covered Person's author it)^.
13.8 Si~ccessfulDefense. To the extent that m y Covered Person is successful on the meritsill
defense of any Proceeding, t l ~ eCovered Person shali be deemed add considered entitled to excuipation
under Section 13.2 hereof and indemnification under Section 13.3 hereof
Standard of Conduct, The dete&nation that any Covered Person has met or not met file
13.9
applicable standard of conduct required by Section 13.2 hereof or Section 13.3 llereof may be made by a
finding, judgn~ent,order or decree of any court or other presidiilg authority in any Proceeding, whether
upon application of the Company or of such Covered Person (regardless of whether the Company opposes
application).
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13.10 Nunexclusive Remedy. The rights and remedies under this -4rticle' 13 shall not be
deemed or considered exclusive of or (in any way) diminish, limit, restrict, alter or otherwise adversely
affect a n y other right to exculpation or to indenmification or to any other right or remedy available t o any
Covered Person nnder any agreement, any vote of Melnbers; anyvote of the h a a n ~ e m e n tBoard, my
applicable law or otherwise, both with respect to acts or omissions in an o,%cial capacity and acts or
omissions in a separate capacity while holding sucl~oEcial capacity.
13.11 Survival of Rights. The rig11t.s a n d remedies under tlus Article 13 shall survive and,
continue for any Person which bas ceased to be a Covered Person for any act committed or omission made
while' a Covered Person, and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs; executors, and administrators of such
Person.

.
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13.12 Amendments. An), repeal or modification of this Article 13 shaU not adversely s e c t any
risht or. remedy of such Covered Person pursuant to this Article 14, including the right to indemnification
or to the advancement of expenses of a Covered Person, existing at the tinle of such repeal or modification
with respect to any act or omission occurring prior to such repeal or modification.
ARTICLE 1 4 - Ah/LENDh/LENTS
14.1 Agreement May Be hfodified. This Agreement may be modified as provided in this
Article 14 (as the same may, from time to time, be a~nended).N o Member or Board h/iCmber sllall have
any vested rights in this Agreement vrrllich may not be modified through an amendn~eutto this Agreemeilt
in accordmce with tlus Article 14.
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14.2 Amendment or Modification of Agreement This Agreement may be amended or
modified from time to time only by a ~vritteiiinstrument adopted by the Management Board (as a Major
Board Decisioii) and executed by a Majority of tlie Members; provided, however., that \vithout the wricteil
consent of each Member adversely affected thereby (the "Affecied Afe~nbeIZ'),no amendme11t t.0 this
Agreement shall be made that (i) alters the maivler of allocation to tlie Affected Member for tax purposes
of any items of income, gain, loss, deduction or credit, or (ii) alters the manuei- of computing Distributions
to the Affected Member.

ARTICLE 15 - CONFIDENTIALITI'

.-.-
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Each Member aclulowledges tliat during the term of this Agreement, it insy have access to or
become acquainted with trade secrets, proprietar)~informat.ion and confidential idormation belonging to
the Company, including, but not limited to, infomation conceriung patents, research and develop~nent
data, testing and experimental results, techniques, records, basic research material, scientific, techlxical and
enguleerii~gdata and literarture, fornlnlae, and all other know-how, trade marlcs, trade secrets, business
plans and methods, expansion plans, strategic plans, marketing plans, contracts, or other business
documents which the Company treafs as confidential (collecti\rely "Cori$de~idcrztial Zilfor17zation"). Each
Member expressly agrees that all such Confidential Information is and shall remain the property of the
Company; and no Member sl~aliuse such Coniidential Momation in anfmanner detrimental to the best
iuterests of the Company, includiug but not limited to activities that are competitive with the Company,
no1 shall any sucl~Confidential Information be disclosed to any third pa* without the express written
consent of the Management Board. Upon expiration or other termination of a Member's interest in the
Company, that Member may not take or use any of the Confidential Information belonging to the
Company unless specifically authorized by this Agreement or othenvise agreed in ~yritingby tile Members,
and that Member shall promptly return to the Company all Confidential Information in that Member's
possession or control. The parties hereto acknowledgeand w e e that a breach of the covenants or
cause irreparable damage to the Company, the exact amount of
restrictions set forth in this -Article 15
which will be difficult to ascerlain, and the remedies at law for any such breacl~will be inadequate.
that if it breaches any such covenants or restrictions, then the Company
Accordingly, each Member
s11all be entitled to injunctive relief'and any other available equitable or legal relief. The foregoing
remedies shall be cumulative and non-exclusive, a11d in addition to any and all other remedies that may be
availade to the Company, and each Meinber hereby waives any security or bond requirement in
connection with the Conlpmy or such' other Member(s), as applicable, obtaining such injunctive or other
equitable relief. The provisions of this Article 15 shall survive the termination ofthis Agreemeilt.

will
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ARTICLE 16 - DEFINITIONS
16.1 Definitions. For purposes of tlGs Agieement, unless defined elsewhere in this Agreement,
md unless tlie context clearly indicates othemrise, capitalized temls used in this Agreement shall have the
meanings given such tenns belo~v:
'ilct" shall meail the1dal~oLimited Liability Co~npanyAct, Ida110 Code $$ 53 et seq., and
all anleildments to the Act.
"Additional Member" shall mean a Member, other than an Initial Meinber or a Substitute
Manber, who has acquired a Membership ~nterestafter the date of this Agreement, as shown on tl1e books

aud records of the Company and on Sclledule I hereto

"Afiliate" shall mean, with respect to any Person, any of the following: (a) any person
&lreotl]! or indirectly controllil~g,co~itrolledby or uilder common control wit11 such Person; (b) any Person
ownblg or controlling 10% or more of the outstanding voting interests of such Person: (c) any officer,
director or manager of sucll person; (d)any Person that is an officer, director, manager, trustee or holder of
10% or more of the voting interests of any Person described in clauses [a) througl~(c) of this defylition.
For purposes of this definition, the tenn "controls," "is controlled by" or "is under common control with"
shall mean the possession, direct or indirect, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the
management and policies ofa Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or
otherwise.
"A~eernent"shall mean this Operating Agreement including all amendments adopted in
accordance with this Agreement and the Act, and together with any ed~ibits,schedules, aitaclnnents or
annexes hereto from time to time, as the contexT requires.
"Boa~dMember"slaill mean an individual person ~ ~ 1 serves
1 0 on the Managernenr Board
pursuant to this Agreement
19
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"Busilzess Dajl" shall mean any day other than Saturday, Sunday or a legal hohday
observed in the State of Idaho

u

"Capital Accorr~zt" shall mean the account maintained for a Member or Assignee
determined in accordance with Section 7.8.
"Capital Contribution" shall mean, with respect to any Member, the amount of money,
propem or services rendered, or a promissory note or other binding obligation to contribute money or
property, or to render senrices, as p e ~ t t e dby thus Ageernent, contributed to the Company with respect to
the Membership Interest in the Company held by that Member plus any additional Capital Contributions
made by such Member. Any reference in this Agreement to the Capital Contribution of a Member will
Interest of the
include a Capital Conkibution made by any prior Member with resped to the Men~berslri~
Member.
"Code" shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as anlendeg or corresponding
provisions of subscqucnt s~~persedimg
federal revenue laws.
"Conzi~zit~ncnt"shall mean the obligation of a Member or Assignee to make a Capital
Contribution.

.
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"Compnrqr PraperQr" shall mean all real and persoilal property owned by the C o n ~ p a n ~ .
"Co~~zpa~ijr
Mi17.ii1zu.n~
Gairi." has the same meaning as the term "partnership minimum
gain" in Regulation Sections 1.704-2(b)(2) and 1.704-2(d).
'Damages" shall mean auy loss, damage, injury, reduced value, liability, clainx, demand,
settlement, judgment, award, fine, penalty,-taq fee (including a~iylegal fees, expert fees, account fees or

advisory fees), charge, cost (including any cost of investigation or enforcement costs) or expense of any
nature, uet of insurance recoveries.

"Dqfault irzleresl Rate" shall mean a rate per annum equal tothe lesser of (i) 18% per
an6nm or (ii) the highest maximum rate permitted by applicable 1a.w.
'IDcficif Capital Accoitrzt" shall mean with respect to any h4ember. the deficit balance, if
any, in such Person's Capital Account as of the end of the taxable year, after giving effect to the folio\~xin~
adjustments:
a credit to such Capital Account for any amount @t such Member is obligated to
(a)
restore .to the Company under Regulation Section 1.704-l(b)(2)(ii)(c), as well as any addition
thereto pursuant to the nex* to last sentences of Regulation Sections 1.704-2(g)(1) and (i)(5); and
a debit to such Capital Account for the items described in Regulation Sections
1.704-l(b)(Z)(ii)(d)(4),
(5) aud (6).
@)

This definition is intended to comply with tile pro.visions of Regulation Sections 1.704-1@)(2)(ii)(d) and
1:704-2,aid will be interpreted consistently with those provisions.

'iDisablirzg Corzduct" shall mean any act or failure to act which (a) constitutes willful
misfeasance, (b) is taken in bad faith, (c) is grossly negligent, or (d) is done in reckless disregard of the
duties involved in the conduct of one's position.
"Distributable Cash" shaU nxeau with respect to any fiscal period, all cash receipts
received by the Company from operations in the ordinary course of business, including, without limitation,
income from invested Reserves; but after deducting Operating Cash Expenses, debt service and any otlier
payments made in connection with any loan to the Company or other loan secured by a lien on Company
assets, capital expenditures of the Company, and amounts set aside for the creation of additional Resenres.
"Distributiorz" shaU mean monqr or other Property, from my source, d~stnbutedto tile
M~mbersby the Company
"Ecor~.onzicIiztrresr" shall mean a Person's right to share in the income, gains, losses,
&ductions, credit, or. similar items of, and to receive distributions from, the Company, but does
indude any other' rights of a Member, including, without limitation, 'the right to participate iq the
management or a%is ofthe Company, including, the right to v.ote on, consent to, or otbenvise participate
in any decision of the Members.
"Econonzic I~zterestEolder" shali mean any Person who holds an Eco~lomicInterest who
1s not a Member.
"E~ztif~i"
shaU mean 'any general parinership, iunited partnersllip, limited liability
coinpa*, coiyoration, joint venare, trust, business trust, cooperative or associatiotl or any other
orgauization that is not a natural person.
,
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Event ofBa111iruptcjr" shall mean. with respect to a Member..the follow~ng

(a)

any assignment by a Member for the benefit of creditors;

(b)

the filing by a Member of a voluntary petitton ~nbankruptcy,

tile subjection of a Member pursuant to the entry of an order for relief or,
(c)
following a hearing and judicial or ofhcr authoritative dr.termination tilereof; a declaratioil of
insolvency in any federal or state bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding;
the fiiing of a voluntary petition or answer by a Member seeking for such Member
(d)
a reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or sirnilas relief
under any law;
the filing of an answer or other pleading by a Member admitting all of or failing to
(e)
contest at least one of the material allegations of an involuntary petition filed against such Mexnber
in a proceeding of the type described in subparagraphs (b) above;

(a

(8 aMember's pursuit of, co~lsentto, or acquiescence in the appointment of a tmstee,
receiver, or liquidator of such Member, or of all 01 any substantial part of such Member's
properties if such pursuit consent or acquiescence is demonstrably evidenced by the actions or
omissions of such Member; or
the expiration of 60 days after the date of the coInmencement of a proceeding
(g)
against a Member seeking reorganization; arrangemenl, composition, readjustment, liquidation,
dissolution, or similar rglief under any law ifthe proceeding has not been previously dismissed, or
the exyiration of 60 days after the date of the appointment, without ~11~11
Member's consent or
acquiescence, of ahstee,receiver, or liquidator of such I\/iember, or of all or any substantial part
of such Member's properties, if the appointmeilt has not previously been vacated or stayed, or the
expiration of 60 days after the date of expiration of a stay, if i l ~ eappointment has not p r e ~ ~ i o u s l ~
been vacated'.
"Family Member" shall mean (a) the spouse, parents, grandparents, childre%,gr&dchildren, nieces, nepbews and siblings of (i) a Member who is an individual, (ii) the beneficiaqi, who
nlust be an individ&.l, of a Member if such Member is a trust and such beneficiaq has a right, tbgether
with other Familj~Members of such beneficiar): to receive a majority of the trust assets, or (iii) the sole
holder, who must be an 'individual, of equity or other controlling interest in a Member if such Melnher is a
bushless entity; (b) a trust for. the benefit of ( i ) the transferring Member or the beneficiary of the
transferring Member, (ii) one or more persons named ul part (a) of this definition, or (iii) Persons named in
both (i) and (ii); and (c) a business entity in which a Member is tile sole holder of equity or otherwise
controls such entity. Only Persons that are individuals, trusts or business entities meeting the foregoing
definitions may be deemed to be Family Members under this Agreement.
....

"Fiscal Yoaf" shall mean (i)
any 12-n101lth period commencing on January 1 and ending
on December 3 1, or (ii) any portion of the period described 111clause (i) for which the Company is required
to allocite Net Profits, Net Losses or other items bf Co~npanyincome, gain, loss or deduction pursualt to
-37-

" G W shall mean

U.S.,oeileralIy accepted accouirtiil'g priilciples in effect from time to

time.

"Go,~errznzental Body" shall mean any (a) nation, slate, cornn~onwealth, province,
teriitory, county, municipality, district or other jurisdiction of ally nature;. (b) federal, state, local,
municipal, foreign or other government; or (c) govenlmental or quasi-govenlmental authority of any nature
(including any governmental division, department, agency, commission, instrumentality, official,
organization, unit, body or entity and any court or other tribunal).
"Maoriiy Vote of the Members" shall mean the affirmative vote of Members having
Membership Interests in excess of one-half of the total number of issued and outstanding Membership
Interests of all the Members entitled to vote on, consent to, or approve a particular matter. Assignees shall
not be considered Members entitled to vote for the purpose of determiniug a Idajority.
'Marzagenze,zt Board" or "Boars' slwV mean the management board which manages the
business and affairs of the Company and which may exercise all such powers of the Company and take all
IawJiuI acts.
"Mernber" shall mean each Laitial Menlber, Substicute Member or Additional Member,
including, unless the context expressly indicates to toe contrary, an h s i p e e .
1 5

"Menzberslzip I~zferest"shall mean all of aMember's share in the Net Profits, Net Losses,
and other t a i items of the Company and distributions of the Company's assets pursuant to this Agreemeat
and the Act and all of a Member's rights to participate in the management or affairs of the Compm3r,
including the right to vote 0x1, consentto, or othenvise participate in any decision of the Members.
'%Memberil4itzimu1n Gain" has the same meaning as the term "parhler nonrecourse debt
ininhum gain" in Regulation Section 1. 704-2 (i).

"Member Nonrecourse Dcduch'o~zs" his the same meaning as the term "partner
nomecourse deductions" in Regulation Sections 1.704-2(i)(1) and '(2). The amount of Member
Nomecourse Deductions for i Company fiscal year, shall be determined iu accordance with Replation
Section 1.704-2(i)(2).

"Norzyecou~sc Dedclctiorts" has the mea~&g set forth in Regulatjon Section
1.704-2(b)(l). The amount of Nomecourse Deductions for a Company fiscal year shall be determined
pursuant to Regulation Section 1.704-2(c).
'Nonrecou?se ~iabiitty"has the meaning set fokh in Regulation section. 1.704-2{b)(3)
"

Operati~~g
Cash Experzses" sbU mean with respect to any iiscal period, the amount of
cash disbursed UI the ordinaql course of operations of the Company during such period, including, \without
~mitatio~,
all cash expenses, such as insurance premniums, taes; repair and mailrtenance expenses, and
legal and aicou~ltingfees. Operating Cash Exyeuses shall not include expenditures paid out of Resenres.

"Orgu~tizationEyetzses" shall mean tliose expenses incurred in the organization of the
Company including tile costs of preparation of this Agreement and Articles.
'iPercetztap Irzterest" shall mean, with respect to any Member, the percentage set forth
opposite the Member's name on Schedule I annexed hereto, as amended from time to time, and a.s ;o all
Economic Interest Holder who is not a Meinber, the percentage interest or part ofthe percel~tageinterest
that corresponds to tile portion of a Member's Econon~icInterest sucl? Persol1 has acquired, to the extent
the Economic Interest Holder has succeeded to that Member's interest.
"Person" shall mean any natural person or Entlty, and the heus, executors, administrators,
legal representatives, successors and assigns of each such Person dbere the colitext so permits
<'

Propertjr" shall mean any property, real or personal; tangible or intangible (including
goodwill), including money a~idany legal or equitable interest in such property, but excludulg services and
promises to perform services in ilie future.
"Regulations" slull mean, except where the context indicates otherwise, tile permanent,
temporary, proposed, or proposed and temporary regulations ofthe U.S.
Department of the Treasuq, under
the Code, as such regulations may be lawhlly changed from time to time.
"Xeprcsentatives" shall mean the Officers, d~rectors, employees, agents, attomqrs,
accountants, advlsors and representatives of the Company
"Resen~es"shU mean with respect to any fiscal period, h d s set aside or amounis
allocated during such.period to reserves which may be nlaintained by the Company for vrlorki~lgcapital and
to pay taxes, or oilier costs or expenses of the Company.
"Sale" shall mean any transaction (other iL-an the receipt of Capital Contributions) of the:
Company not in the ordinary course of business which is a disposition of real or personal property,
including, without liniiration, sales, condenmations, exchanges, recoveries of damage awards alld
insurance proceeds (other than busiuess interruption insurance proceeds).
"Sale Proceeds" shall mean all cash recelpts of the Company arlsing fi-on1 a Sale, less the
following^
the amount necessav for the payment of all debts and obligations of ille Company
(a)
relating to the particular Sale, including customary closing expenses;

tile amount of cash to be paid in co~lnectionwith such Sale (wizich shall include,
(b)
witl~outregard to damage recoveries or insurance or condenmation proceeds, cash paid or to be
paid in connection wit11 'repairs, replacernei~tsor renewais, relating to daniages to or padial
condeinnation of the affected property; and

tlle'amount appropriate to provide Resei?ies to pay taxes, insurance, debt senrice,
(c)
repairs, replacements or renewals, or other costs or expenses.

"Substitule Jh~nber"shall mean an Economic Interest E-folderwho has been admitted to
aU of the riglits of membership pursuant to this Agreement.
"Ternz " The term of the Compangr as set forth in Section 1 4 of t111s Agreement
"TrarzsfL.r".shall mean with respect to any A4embership Interest in the Company, or part
tliereot as a iioun,any volu~~tar)~
or i~?voluntar)rassignment, sale or other transfer. or disposition of such
Membership Lnterest or part thereof (wl~ichshall include, without limitation and notwithstanding any
provision of the Act otherwise to the contrary, a pledge, or the granting of a security interesk lien or other
encumbrance in or against, any Membersl~ipInterest in the Company, or part thereof) and, as a verb,
voluiitarily or involuntarily to assign, sell or otherwise transfer or dispose of such Membership 111lterest or
part thereof.
"Uizrecouperl Capital" means at any given point in time, the excess of (i) a Mernbeis
zr-gregaie Capital Contributions (includimg Additional Capital Contributions) over (ii) the total amounts of
Distributable Cash and Sale Proceeds theretofore distributed to such Member pursuant to the provisions of
this Agreement, but excluding any Mandatory Tax Distributions.

ARTICLE 17 - MISCELLANEOUS PROIQISIONS
17.1 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, together with all Exhibits and Schedules attached
hereto from time to time, represents the entire agreement among all the Menlbers m d between the
Members and the Company relating to the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior contracts,
agreements and understaidings anlo% them. No course of prior dealings among the Members shall be
relevant t o supplement or explain any term nsedin this Agreement.

17.2 Rights of Creditors and Third Parties. . This Agreement is entered into among the
Company and the Members for the exclusive benefit of the Company, its Members and their successors
and permitted assigns. This Ageement is expressly not intended for the benefit of any creditor of the
Company or my other Person. Except and only to the extent provided by appLicable statute, no such
creditor or third party shall have any riglltk under this Agreement, any Subscription Ag~eemeit,or any
other agreement between the Company and any Member with respect to any Capital Contribution or
otherwise.

17.3 Headings. The boldface headings contained in this Agreement are for convenience of
reference only, shall not be dee~uedto b e a part of this Agreement arid 'shall not be referred to in
connection &th the conslruction or inteyreiation of this Agreement.
.

.

17.4 Additional D ocurnents. Each ,Melnber agrees to. perfon11 all further acts and execute,
ackao\vledge and deliver any documents that may be reasouably n&essar-y to carry out the pro, '1~1011sor
intentions ofthis Agreement.
'

'

17.5 Successors. Subject to Articles 9 and U, this Agreement (a) shall be binding as to the
executors, administrators, estates, heirs and legat successors and permitted assigns, or nornillees or
representatives, oflhe Members.

17.6 Go~lerninzLaw. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with, and governed in
all respects by, tile internal laws of the State of Idaho (without giving effect to c0nflict.s of laws principles)

No failure on the part of any Person to exercise an)! power, right, privilege or
(a)
remedy under this Agreement, and no delay on the part of any Person in exercisiug any power, right,
privilege or remedy under this Agreement, shall operate as a waiver of sllcl? power, right, privilege or
remedy; and no single or partial exercise of any such power, right, privilege or remedy sball preclude any
other or iiirther exercise thereof or of anjl~'other power, right; privilege or remedy.
No Person shall be deemed to have waived any claim arising out of tllis
(b)
Agreemenf or any power, right, privilege or remedy under this Agreement, unless the waiver of such
claim, power, right, privilege or remedy is expressly set forth in a written instrument duly executed m d
delivered on behalf of such Person; and any such waiver shall not be applicable or have any effect except
in the specific instance in which it is given.

&

3.

17.8 Notices. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement all notices, requests and ot&
communications la any hlember shall be in writing (including telecopier or sinlilar wciting) and sllall be
given to such Member (and any other Person designated by 'such Member) at its address or telecopier
number set forth in the Memberslip Registry of the Company or such other address or telecopier number
a s such Member may hereafter specify for the punpose of notice. Each such notice, request or other
co~nmuuicationsllall be egective (a) if given by telecopier, when transmitted to the number specified
pursuant to this Section 17.8 and the appropriate coafinnatiou is received, (b) if given by mail, when
deposited in tlle United States mail, addressed to -fie Member, with postage prepaid, or (6)if given by m y
other means,v~l~en
delivered at the address specified pursuant to tbis Section 17.8.
17.9 \T1aiver of Partition. Eacll of the Members hereby irrevocably waives any and all rights
that such Member may have to maintain an action for partition of the Company's Property
17.10 Interpretation. Whellever from the contexT it appears appropriate, each term stat& in
either the singular or the plural shall include the singular and the plural, and pronouns' stated in either the
masculine, the feminine or the neuter gender s b d include the masculine, feminine and neuter.
. .

17.11 Su'mival. All indemnities and reimbursement obligations made pursuant to this
hgeement shall survive dissolution and liquidation of the Company until the expiration o f the lo~lgest
~ p l i c a b l estatute of limitations (including exTensions and \vaivers) with respect to the matter for which a
party would be entitled to be indemnified or reimbursed, as the case may be.

The ~ k m b e r sshall attempt in good faith to resolve any controversy o r clainl
(a)
arising out of or relating t o this Agreement, or the breacl~ternination or validity thereof (a "Dispute")
promptly by negotiation among the Members.

If a Dispute has not been resolved within 30 days by negotiation, the Members
(b)
shall attempt to mediate the Dispilte tlirougli the selection of a rnutually agreeable mediator who shall
conduct such mediation in coiliideuce.
If a Dispute is not resolved by mediat~on,then the Dispute shall be settled by the
(c)
Court of Law in the State of Idaho
Each Member shall be responsible for its own attorneys' fees incurred during m y
(d)
phase of dispute resolution.
17.13 Severability. In the event that any provision of this Agreement, or the application of any
such provision to any Person or set of circumstances, shall be determined to be invalid, unlawful, void or
unenforceable to any extent, the remainder of tl~isAgreement, and the application of such provisioli to
Persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is determined to be invalid, unlawful, void or
unenforceable, shall not be impaired or otherwise affecteed, and shall continue to be valid and enforceable
permitted by law.
to the fullest

17.15 Counterparts and Execution. This Agreement may be executed in one or more
counterparts, each of which will be deemed to be an original copy of this Agreement, and all of which,
when taken together, shall be deemed to constitute one and the same instmment. h y counterpart may be
delivered by facsimile; provided, howevel; that attachment of a facsimile counterpart to fhis Agreement
shall constitute the eepresentation and warranty of the person delivering the facsimile signature that such
person lm k l l power and authority to attach such signature and to deliver this Ageement. A n y facsimile
signature shall be re'placed with an original sipatuse as promptly as practicable.

[SIGNATURE ?AGE FOLLOWS]

IN W I m S S W E O F , the htial Members have signed this Operating Agreernerlt of
Enterjlrises, L.L.C., effective as ofthe EEective Date hrst set f o d ~
above.
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Schedule Il

MANAGEMENT BOARD AND OFFICERS

A.

Management Board:

Jerry Lee Losee
JoCarol Losee
William F. Rigby
Ronald R. Wameclce
To Be Determined

B.

Officers:

Jmsy Lee Losee, Presidei~t
JoCarol Losee, Vice President

Exhibit A

ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION

See Attached

Exhibit B

EMrLOYMENT A G r n E r n N T

See Attached

SKY ENTERPRISE, LLC
MEMBERSEKE INTETaST PVRCBASE AGXEEMEBT
TI%S MIXBERSETIP LNTEREST PURCBASE AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is
made and entered into as of t h e 2 3 day of September _, 2003, by and behveen SI<Y
ENTGRPRISE, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (the "Company"), and THE IDAHO
COWANY, an Idaho corporation (the "Investor"). The Investor desires to purchase a
Idembership Interest (as hereinafier defined) in the Company, and the Company desires t o issue
and sell such Membership Interest to the hiestor, in each case on the terms and conditions set
forth herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises, covenants and conditions set
forth herein, the parties hereto agree as follows.
Section 1.
DEFINITIONS. Capitalized terms used but not described in this
Agreement shall have the meanings given such terms in the Operating Agreement of the
Company (the "Operating Afleemenf'), a copy of which is attached as Exhibit A hereto.
Section 2. SALE O F MEMBERSHIP INTEREST. Subject to the terms and
conditions of this &eement, the Investor hereby agrees, and the Company hereby agrees to sell
and issue to the Investor a 50% limited liability company membership interest in the Colnpany
(the "Membership Interest'), in consideration for a Capital Contribution to the Company of One
Enadred Thu-ty Five Thousand Dollars ($13 5,000) (the "Investor's Capital Contribation"). It is
understood that the Invester's Capital Contribution may be in the form of assistance with
obtaining an operating credit line for Sky Enterprises, L.L.C.
Section 3.

CLOSING.

Closinc
The closing hereunder (the "Closing") shall take place
concurrently with the execution and delivery of this Ageement (the date of the Closing is
hereinafter referred to as the "Closing Date"). The Closing shall be effected by overnight
delivery of documents, andor facsimile transmission of counterpart signature pages of
docoments, as required in this Agreement.
3.1

3.2

Deliveries.
3.2.1 Closing Obligations of the Company.

At the Closing, the
Company will deliver,or cause to be delivered, to the Investor the following: (i) a duly executed
copy of the Operating Agreement, with the Member Registry setforth as Schedule I theretoamended to reflectthe Investor's purchase of the Membership Lnterest and the contribution of the
Investor's Capital Contribution; and (ii) the other documents and agreements referenced in
Section 6.1 of this Agreement.
3.2.2 Closing Obligations of the Investor At the Closing, the Investor
will deliver to the Company the following (i) the amount of the Investor's Capital Coni~ibuti~n,
-1-

-253-
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by bank cashier's or certified check payable to the order of or by wire transfer to an account
specified in writing by the Company in the 'installment amounts agreed to by the Investor and the
Company; (ii) a duly executed copy of the Operating Agreement; and (iii) the other docuinents
and ageements referenced in Section 6.2 of this Agreement.
Section 4.
REQPdSENTATIONS ANT) V'ARRANTIES OF TEPE C O M p A m .
The Company hereby represents and warrants to the Investor that, except as set forth in the
Schedule of Exceptions furnished to the Investor and attached to this Agreement as Exhibit B,
specifically identifying the relevant Section(s) hereoS which exceptions shall be deemed to be
representations and warranties as if made hereunder:
Orranization and Standino,. The Company is a limited liability company
4.1
duly organized, validly existing, and in good standing under the laws of the State of Idaho. The
Company has all requisite company power and authority to own and operate its propeflies and
assets and to carry on its business as now conductedand as proposed to be conducted. The
Company is duly qualified, is authorized to transact business, and is in good standing'as a foreim
corporation in all jurisdictions in which the nature of its activities and of its properties (both
owned and leased) makes such qualification necessary, except for those jurisdictions in which
failure to do so would not have, or which is not expected to have, individually or in the
aggregate, a material adverse effect on the Company or its business, assets, properties, co.ndition
(financial or otherwise), operations or prospects (as such business is presently conducted and as
i t is proposed to he conducted) (a "Material Adverse EffecP).

LLC Fower. The Company will have at the Closing Date all requisite
legal and limited liability company power (i) to execute and deliver this Agreement and the
Operating Agreement, (ii) to sell and issue the Membership Lilterest, and (iii) to carry out all of
the other provisions of this &eement and the Operating Agreement.
4.2

Subsidiaries. The Company does not own or control, directly or
indirectly, any interest in any other corporation, partnership, limited liability company,
association or other business entity. The Company is not a participant in any joint venture,
partnership or other similar arrangements.
4.3

4.4
Authorization; Bindine Oblizations. All limited liability coinpany
action on the part of the Company, its managers and members has been taken, or will be taken
prior to Closing, which is necessary for (i) the due authorization, execution, delivery and
performance of Chis Agreement and the Operating Agreement and (ii) the due authorization, sale
and issuance of the Membership Interest. This Agreement, when executed and delivered by the
Company and the Investor, as applicable, and the Operating &eement when executed and
delivered by the Investor and the other Initial Member thereto, will constitute valid and legally
binding obligations of the Company and the .Me~nbers,as applicable, enforceable according to
their respective,terms, except as enforceability may be limited by (a) applicable bankruptcy
insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, and 'other' laws of general application affectin;
enforcement of creditors' rights generally; and (b) general principles of equity that restrict the
availability of equitable remedies (the "Equitable Exceptions").

4.5
Valid Issuance o f Membership Interest. When issued in compliance
with the provisions of ths Agreement and the Operating' Agreement, the Membership Interest
will be duly and validly issued, and will be free of any liens, encumbrances or restrictions of
Icind based on the Company's actions and will, provided and assuming the accuracy and truth of
the Investor's representation and status as an accredited investor, be issued in compliance with
all applicable Federal and state securities laws; provided, however, that.& Membership Interest
may be subject to restrictions on transfer under Federal andlor state securities laws as set forth
herein or as otherwise required by such laws at the time a transfer is proposed, and subject to -the
restrictions on transfer set forth in the Operating Agreement. The sale of the Membership
Interest is not, and upon Closing will not, be subject to any ~reemptiverights or rights of first
refusal that have not been properly waived or complied with.

any

4

4.6
Membership. Upon consummation of the transactions contemplated
hereby, the Company will have two Initial Members, the Investor and J e w Lee Losee and
JoCarol Losee, each with a 50% Membership Interest in the Company. No other equity interests
in the Company are outstanding. Other than the Membership Interests, (a) no subscription
warrant, option, convertible security or other right (contingent or otherwise, including, withe;
limitation, conversion or preemptive rights or rights of first rehsai), proxy or, member
agreements ot ageements of any kind for the purchase or acquisition from o r by the Company of
any of its equity interest or securities is authorized o r outstanding; (b) the Company has no
obligation (contingent or otherwise) to issue any subscription, warrant, option, convertible
security or other such right to issue or distribute to any person or entity, any equity interest,
securities, evidences of indebtedness or assets of the Company; and (c) the Company has no
obligation (contingent or otherwise) to purchase, redeem or otherwise acquire any equity,
securities or interest or any interest therein or to pay any dividend or make any other distribution
in respect thereof There are no outstanding or authorized equity appreciation, phantom equity,
profit participating or similar rights with respect to the equity or securities of the Company.

4.7
Exempt Offering. Conditioned upon assuming the accuracy of the
representations and warranties of the Investor contained in Section 5 3 hereoc the offer, sale
and issuance of the Membership Interest hereunder will be exempt from the registration and
prospectus delivery requirements of Section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the
"Securities Act'), and will have been re&tered or qualified (or will be exempt from registration
and qualification) under the registrdon, permit or qualification requirements of all applicable
state 'Blue Sly" and securities laws, rules and regulations
4.8
Governmental Consents. No consent, approval, order, or authorization
of, or desipation, declaration registration, qualification or filing with, any local, state or Federal
oovernmental authority is required on the part of the Company in connection with the
Conlpany's valid execution, delivery and performance of this &eernent and the Operating
Agreement, and the transactions contemplated hereby and thereby, including without limitation,
the offer, sale and issuance of the Membership Interest; except thefiling of notices of sale with
the Securities andExchange Commission required by Regula$on D under the Securities Act, and
any other post-closing Glings as may be required under applicable Federal and state securities
laws, all of which the Company will file within the time periods required.

Comnkiance with Laws: Permits. The Company is not in material
violation of any applicable statute, law, ordinance, rule, regulation, order or restriction of any
domestic or foreign government or any instrumentaliiy or agency thereof in respect of the
conduct of its business or the ownership or its properties and assets, including without limitation,
any applicable statutory rule or regulation relating to licensing, environmental, building, product
safety, health standards or employment matters (including fair employment and antidiscrimination practices), public or employee safety or insurance regulations. The Company has
all franchises, permits, licenses and any similar authority necessary for the conduct of its
busiliess as now being conducted by it, the laclc of which or failure to obtain would, individually
or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect; and the Company believes it can obtain,
without undue burden or expense, 'any similar authority for the conduct of its business as
currently planned to be conducted. All such existing franchises, licenses, perinits and any
similar authority are in full force and effect, and no violations have been conlmunicated to the
Company in respect of same and no proceeding is pending or, to the best of the Company's
knowledge, tkreatened, toward the revocation of any such franchises, licenses, permits and any
similar authority.
4.9

4.10 Comnlimce With Other Instruments. The Company is not, and will not
by virtue of entering into and performing this Agreement or the transactions contemplated
hereunder and thereunder, respectively, he in violation or default of (i) any provision of its
Articles of Organization or Operating Agreement, as amended ('"Clta~.lerDocuments"), (ii) in
any material respect, of any term or provision of any mortgage, indenture, contract, ageement,
license, permit, instrument or contract to which it is a party or by which it is bound or (iiij of any
judgment, decree, order; writ or any statute, rule or regulation applicable to the Company, which
wo~ld,.individuallyor in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect. The execution, delivery
and performance by the Company of this Agreement, the issuance and sale o f the Membership
Interest pursuant hereto and pursuant to the Operating Agreement, and the consummation of the
other transactions contemplated hereby and thereby in accordance with the controlling
documents and/or agreements, will notj with or without the passage of time or giving of notice,
result in any such material violation or be. in conflict with or constitute a default under any of the
above, or result in the creation of any mortgage, pledge, lien, charge, or encumbrance upon any
of the properties or assets of the Company, or the suspension, revocation, impairment, forfeiture
or non-renewal of any permit, license, authorization or approval applicable to the Company, its
business or operations, or any of its assets, or properties. The Company has avoided 'every
condition, and has not performed any act, the occurrence of which would result in the
Company's loss of any material right under any license, permit, contract or any other agreement.

4.11 Related-Party Transactions: Noemployee, officer, manager or member
of the Company or member of his or her immediate family is indebted to the Company, nor is the
Company indebted (or committed to make loans or extend or guarantee credit) to any of them;
other than (i) for payment of salary for services rendered, (ii) reisnbursement for reasonable
expenses incurred on behalf of the Company, and (iii) for other standard employee benefits
generally made available to all employees, if any. None of such persons has any direct or
indirect ownership in any firm or corporation with which the Company is affiliated or with
which the Company has a business relationship or any firm or corporation that competes with the
Company, except that employees, officers, managers or members of the Company and members

of tl& immediate families may own stock in publicly-traded companies that may compete with
the Company. No officer, manager or member of the Company Or any member of their
imme&at.e families is, directly or indirectly, interested in any material contract with the
Conupany.
4.12 Title to Eropertv and Assets: Leases. The Company has good and
marketable title to its property and assets, and good tit1e.to its leasehold interests and estates, in
each case free and clear of all mortgages, liens, claims, encumbrances and charges. All facilities,
machinery, equipment, fixtures, vehicies and other properties owned, leased or used by the
Company are in good operating condition and repair and are reasonably fit and usable for the
purposes for which they are being used.
4.13 ~ntelieetunlProper-&. The Com,pany owns or possesses sufficient title or
legal rights to all patents, patent applications, trademarks, trademark applications, service marks,
service mark applications, trade names, trade name applications, copyrights, trade secrets,
information and other proprietary rights and processes (collectively, the "J'lztellectual Property
RigJzts") necessary for its business as now conducted and as presently proposed to be conducted,
without any known infringement of the rights of others. There are no outstanding options,
licenses or agreements of any kind relating to the foregoing, nor is the Company bound by or a
party to any options, licenses or a~eementsof any lund with respect t o the Lntellectual Propeny
Rights of any other person or entity. The business conducted or proposed to be conducted by the
Company does not and will not, to the best of the Company's knowledge, cause the Company t o
infinge or violate any Intellectual Property Rights of any other person or entity. The Company
has not received any communications alleging that the Company has violated or illfringed or, by
conducting its business as presently proposed.,.would violate or inf~ingeany of the Lntelle.ctua1
Property %ghts of any other person or entity, nor is the Company aware of any such violations.
The Company is not aware that any of its enlployees is obligated under any contract (including
licenses, covenants or commitments of any nature) or other agreement, or subject to any
judgment, decree or order of any cou.rt of administrative agency, that would interfere with their
duties to the Company or that would conflict with the Company's business as conducted or
presently proposed to be conclucted. Neither the' execution and delivery of this Agreement, nor
the carrying on of the Company's business by the managers and employees of the Company or
the conduct of its business, will, to the best of the Company's knowledge, conflict with or result
in a breach of the terms, conditions or provisions OS or constitute a default under, any contract,
covenant or instrument under which any employee is now obligated. The Company does not
believe it is or will be necessary to utilize any inventions, trade secrets or proprietary informatioil
of any of its employees made prior to their employment by the Company, except for inventions,
trade secrets or proprietary information that have been assigned to the Co1npany.
4.14 Litieation; Absence of Conditions. There is no action, suit, proceeding
or governmental inquiry or investigation pending or, to the Company's kcnowledge, currently
threatened against the Company or its properties before any court or govemmental agency, that
questions the validity of this Agreement or the Operating Agreement or the right of the Company
to enter into any of such agreements, or to co~isummatethe transactions Contemplated hereby or
thereby, or which might result, either individually or in the aggregate, in any Material Adverse
Effect, or any change in the current equity ownership of the Company, nor is the Company aware

that there is any basis for the foregoing. The foregoing includes, without limitation, actiolls
pending or threatened (or any basis therefore laown to the Company) .involving the prior
employment of any of the Company'semployees, their use in connection with the Company's
business of any information or techniques allegedly proprietary to any oftheir former employers,
or their obligations under any agreements with prior employers, or any of the Company's
directors, officers, employees or agents with possible investors of the Company. The Company
is not a party or subject to the provisions of any order, writ, injunction, judgment or decree of
any court or governmental agency or instrumentality. There is no action, suit, proceeding or
investigation by the Company c~~nently
pending or which the Company intends to initiate. The
Company has no knowledge or belief that (i) there is pending or threatened any claim or
litigation against or affecting the Company contesting its right to produce, manufacture, sell or
use any product, service, process, method, substance, pafl or other material produced,
manufactured, sold or used by the Company in connection with the operation o f its business; (ii)
there exists, or there is pending or planned, any patent, invention, device, application or
principle, or any statute, rule, law, regulation, standard or code which would result, individually
or the aggregate, in a Material Adverse Effect; or (iii) there is .any. other factor which may result
in a Material Adverse Effect.
.i',
V,

C

J

i!

4.15 Tax Returns and Bavments. The Company has timely filed a l l tax
returns and reports (Federal, state and Iocal) required to be filed by it, which returns andrepofis
are true and correct in all material respects. All taxes shown to he due and payable on such
returns, any assessments imposed, and all other taxes due and payable by the Company on or
before the Closing have been paid or will be paid prior to the time they become delinquent,
except those, if any, contested by it in good faith that are listed on t h Schedule
~
of Exceptions.
The Company has not been advised that any of its tax returns, Federal, state or other, have beell.
or are being audited as of the date hereof, or of any deficiency in assessment or proposed
judgment to its Federal, state or other taxes. No controversy with respect to taxes of any type is
pending or, to the best of the Company's knowledge, threatened. The Company has no
knowledge of any liability for any tax to be imposedupon its properties or assets as of the date of
this Agreement that is not ad.equate1y provided for. To the best of the Company's knowledge,
the Company has withheld or collected &om each payment made to each of its employees, the
amount of all taxes required. to be withheld or collected thereii-om, and has paid the saine to the
proper tax receiving officers or authorized depositories.
4.16 Ern~lovees. The Company has no collective bargainjng agreements with
any of its employees. There is no labor union organizing~ac'civity
pending or, to the Company's
knowledge, threatened with respect to the Company., Except as set forth in the Schedule of
Exceptions, (i) no einployee has any agreement or contract, written or verbal, regarding k s or
her e~nploymentand (ii) the Company is not a party to or bound by any currently effective
employment conkact, deferred compensation arrangement, bonus plan, incentive plan, profit
sharing plan, retirement
or other employee compensation pian or arrangement. To the
Company's knowledge, no employee of the Company, nor any consultant with whom rhe
Company has contracted, is in violation of any terms of any employment contract, proprjetary
information ageement, patent disclosure agreement, or any other agreement relating to the fight
of any such individual to be employed by, or to contract with, the Company; and to the best of
the Company's knowledge, the continued employment by the Company of its present employkes,
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and the performance of the Company's contracts and agreements with its independent
contractors, will not result in any such violation. The Company has not received any notice
alleging that any such violation has occurred. NO employee or officer ofthe Company has been
oranted the right to continued employment by the Company or to any material compensation
a
following termination of employment with the Company. The Company is not aware thtit ally
officer or lcey employee, or that any group of key employees, intends to terminate their
employment with the Company, nor does the Company have a present intention to terminate the
employment of any oEicer; key employee or g o u p of key employees. The Company has
complied in all material respects with all applicable state 'and federal equal opportunity, antidiscrimination, wage and hour, harassment and other laws related to employmellt.
4.17 Environmental and Safety Laws The Company is not in violation of
any applicable statute, law or replation relating to the environment or occupational health and
safety which would have, individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect and, to the
best of its Inowledge, no material expenditures are or will be required in order to comply with
any such existing statute, law or replaxion

;%
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4.18 Disclosure. The Company has fully provided the Investor or its counsel
with all the infoimation which the Investor has requested for decidin,g whether to purchase the
Membership Interest. Neither this Agreement, the Operating Agreement, nor any other
statements or certificates made or delivered by the Company in connection herewith contains
any untme statement of a materiai fact or oncts to state a materiai i ~ c necessary
t
to make the
statements herein or therein not misleading. Other than general market information, external rislc
factors and other such facts or conditions to which the Investor has access, t o the best of the
Company's knowledge, there are no facts,which would (individually or in the aggregate)
reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect.

REFRESEWTATIONS AND WhJXEUBTES O F TEE R VEST OR
Section 5.
The Investor hereby represents and warrants to the Company as follows (such representations
and warranties do not lessen or obviate the representations and warranties of the Company set
forth in this Agreement)
5.1
Requisite Powerand Authority. The Investor has all necessary power
and authority under all applicable provisions of law and its charter or organizational documents
to execute and deliver this Agreement and the Operating Agreement, to purchase the
Membership Interest and t o cany out and perform the Investor's obligations under the terms of
this-Agreement and the Operating &eement, as applicable. All action on the Investor's part
required foy the lawkl execution and delivery of this ~greementand the Operating Agreement
have been or will be effectively talcen prior to the Closing.' Upon their execution and delivery.
this Agreement and the Operating A&eernent will be valid and binding obligations of the
hvestor, enforceable in accordance with their terms, except as enforceability may' be limited b$
the Equitable Exceptions.
5.2
Consents -All consents, approvals, orders, authorizations, registrations,
qualifications, designations, declarations or filings with any governmental or banking authority
on the part of the Investor required in connection with the consummation of the transactions

. .

contemplated in this Agreement or the Operating Agreement have been or shall have been
obtained prior to and be effective as of ibe Closing.
5.3
Investment Re~resentxtions. The Investor und.erstands that the
Membership Interest has not been registered under the Securities Act. The Investor also
understands that the Membership Interest is being offered and sold pursuant to an exemption
from registration contained in the Securities Act based in part upon the Investor's representations
contained in this Agieement. The investor l~erebyrepresents and wanrants to the Company as
follows:

5.3.1 Accredited Investor. THE ETVESTOR IS AN "ACCREDITED
TN\IESTOR" AS DEFLNED D? RULE 501(a) OF REGULATION D, PROMULGATED gy
TKE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE CONMlSSION UNDER TI32 SECURITIES ACT
5.3.2 Investor Bears Economic Risk. The Investor has substantial
experience in evaluating and investing in private placement transactions of 'securities in
companies similar to the Company, so that it is capable of evaluating the merits and risks of its
investment in the Company and has the capacity to protect its own interests. The Investor is able
to bear the economic risk of this investment indefinitely. The ~nvestoralso understands that
there is no assurance that any exemption £rom registration under the Securities Act will be
available and that, even if available, such exemption may not allow the Investor to transfer all or
any portion of its Members, Interest under the circumstances, in the amounts or at the times
the Investor might propose.

5.3.3 Acquisition for Own Account.

The Investor is acquiring the
Membership Interest for the Investor's own account, not as nominee or agent, for investment
only, and not with a view to, or for resale or dist~butionin connection with, any distribution or
public offering thereof within the meaning of the Securities Act; ~ o v i d e d however,
,
that &e
hvestor may transfer a portion of the Membership Interest to its members, in accordance with
subject to federal and state securities laws. By executing this Agreement,, tile Investor
further represents that it does not have any contract, undertaking, agreement or arrangement urith
any person to sell, transfer or grant participation to any such pFxson or to anythird person, with
respect to the Membership Interest.
5.3.4 Restricted

Security.
The Investor understands that the
Membership Interest has not been, and will not be, regstere6 under the Securities Act, by
of a specific exemption from the registration provisions of the Securities Act which depends
upon, among other things, the bona fide nature of the investment intent and the accuracy of the
Investor's representations as expressed herein. The Investor understands tlut the Membership
Interest is a "restricted security" under applicable Federal and state securities laws and 'that
pursuant to these laws, the Investor must hold the Membership Interest indefinitely unless it is
registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and qualified by state authorities,. or an
exemption from 'such registration,and qualification requirements is available. The Investor
acknowledges that the Company has no obligation to regster or qualify the Membership Interest
for. resale. The Investor, hrther acknowledges that if an exemption from registration or
qualification is available, it may be conditioned on various requirements including, but not
,

limited to, the time and manner of sale, the holding period for ilne Membership Interest, and on
requirements relating to the Company that are outside of the Investor's control, and which the
Company may be under no obligation and may nor be able to satisfy
5.3.5 Other Restrictions.
Ths Investor acicnowledges that the
Operating A p e m e n t piaces additional restrictions on the transfer of the Membership Interest.

Operating Arr~eement.The Investor has carefully read and reviewed the
terns and conditions of the Operating Agreement, and has been afforded the opportunity t o
review the Operating .4greement with counsel of the Investor's choice. By purchasing t h e
&/ieinhershipInterest, and signing a copy of the Operaling Agreement the Investor a g e e s to be
bound by all of the terms and conditions set forth therein.
5.4

5.5
Disclosure Neither this Agreement, the Operating Agreement nor any
other statements or certificates made or del~veredby the Investor in connection herewith,
contains any untrue statement of a materid fact or omits to state a material fact necessary t o
make the statements herein or therein not misleading

Section 6.

CONDITIONS T O CLOSING.

Conditions to the Investor's Oblizations a t the Closino, The obligation
6.1
of the Investor to purchase the Membership Interest at the Closing is subject to the satisfactioq
at or prior to the Closing, of the following conditions, the waiver of which shall not be effective
against the Investor unless it consents in wnting thereto
6.1.1 Representations and Tifarranties True; Performance of
Obligations. The representations and warranties made by the Company in Section 4 hereof shall .
be true and correct in all material respects as of the Closing Date, and the Company shall have
performed all obligations and conditions herein required t o b e performed or observed by it on or
prior to the Closing.
. .

6.1.2 Consents, Permits and Waivers. The Company shall have
obtained any and all consents, perinitsand waivers necessary or appropriate for consumation of
the transactions contemplated by the Agreement and the Operating Agreement (except for such
as may be properly obtained subsequent to the Closing).
6.1.3 LegaI Investment. On the First Closing Date, the sale and
issuance of the Membership Interest shall be legally permitted by all laws and regulations to
which the Investor and the company are subject.
6.1.4 Proceedings and Documents
Ail company and other
proceedings in connection with the transactions contemplated hereunder and all documents and
instruments incident to such transactions shall be reasonably satisfactory in substance and form
t o the Investor's counsel and the Investor's counsel shall have received all such counterpart
originals or certified or orher copies of such documents as it inay reasonably request

Operating Agreement. Jerry Lee Losee & JoCarol Losee shall have
executed and delivered the Operating Agreemenr
6.1

6.1.6 Employment Agreement. Jerry Lee Losee & JoCarol Losee shall
have entered into an employment agreement with the Company, the form, terms and conditions
of which are satisfactory to the investor.
6.1.7
6.1.8
6.1.9

Intentionally Deteted
Intentionally Deleted
Intentionally Deleted

6.2
Conditions to the Com~any's Obliontions at t h e Closinq.
The
Company's obligation to issue and sell the Membership Interest to the hvestor is subject to the
satisfaction, on or prior to the Closing, of the following conditions (unless waived in writing by
the Company):

6.2.1 Representations and Warranties True; Performance of
Obligations. The representations and warranties made by the Investor in Section 5 hereof shall
be true and correct as of the Closing Date, and the Investor shall have performed and complied
with all agreements and conditions herein required to be performed or complied with by it on or
before the Closing

d"

6.2.2 Consents, Permits and Waivers. The Company shall have
obtained any and all consents, permits and waivers necessary or appropriate for co~lsummationof
the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and the Operating Agreement (except for such
as may be properly obtained subsequent to the Closing)
6.2.3 LegaI hvestment. On the Closing Date, the sale and issuance of
the Membership Interest shall be legally permitted by all laws and reglations to which the
hvestor and the Company are subject.
6.2.4 Operating Agreement.
delivered the Operating Agreement

The Investor shall have executed and

Section 7.
ADDITIONAL A G R E E m N T S O F T E E PARTDCS. The Company
and the Investor hereby covenant and agree as follows (each of which covenants and agreements
shall survive the Closing):
Confidentiality Each party hereto (the "Receiving ~ a 7 f f " agrees
'
that,
except
with the prior written permission of the other party, itshall at all times keep confidential
.
and not divulge, hmish or make accessible to anyone or use for any purpose other than to
consummate the t~ansactionscontemplated by this Aseement any confidential information,
knowledge or data concerning or relating to the property, business orfinancial affairs of the other
party to which such Receiving 'Party has been or shall become privy by reason of th&
Agreement, discussions or negotiations relating to.tkis Apeement, the performance of its
obGgations hereunder or the ownership of the Memberskip Interest purchased hereunder. The
7.1

.

'

'

provisions of this Section 7.1 shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, the provisions of
any separate nondisclosure agreement executed by the parties hereto with respect to the
transactions contemplated hereby. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein shall prevent
any party from disclosing (i) sucli information which has been publicly disclosed by a person
without a duty to the disclosing party or bound by an agreement of confidentiality, (ii) such
information which becomes available to the party on a non-confidential basis &om a source other
&an a party hereto, provided, that such source is not bound by a confidentiality agreement with
such party or other duty of confidentiality, (iii) information required to be disclosed pursuant to
subpoena or other court process or otherwise required by law, and (iv) such information that was
known to such party prior to its first receipt by the other party, as determined by dated
documentation.
IJse of Proceeds. The Company acknowledges and agrees that the
7.2
proceeds &om the sale and issuance of the Membership Interest pursuant to this Agreement will
be used Tor general working capital purposes.
Section 8.

,
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NLlSCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the
8.1
laws of the State of Idaho. Each of the parties hereto hereby submits to the r i o n e x c l u s i ~ ~
jurisdiction of the United States District Court for the District of Idaho and of any Zdaho court
sitting in the county of Bonneville, State o f Idaho for the purposes of all legal proceedings
arising'out of or relating to this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby. Each of the
parties hereto irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any objection which it
may now or hereafter have to the laying of the venue of any such proceeding brought in such a
court and any claim that any such proceeding brought in such a court has been brought in an
inconvenient fonun.
8.2
Survival The representations, warranties, covenants and w e e m e n i s
made herein or pursuant hereto shall survive any investigation made by the Investors and the
closing ofthe transactions contemplated hereby.

Successors and Assiens Except as otherwise expressly provided herein,
the provisions hereof shall inure to the benefit OSand be binding upon, the successors, assigns,
heirs, executors and administrators of the parties hereto and shall inure to the benefit of and be
enforceable by the parties hereto Neither party shall assign this Agreement, or any of its rights
or obligations hereunder, without the prior written consent ofthe other party.
8.3

8.4
Entire Agreement Tlus -eement,
the Exhibits hereto, the Operating
Agreement, and the other documents delivered pursuant hereto or in connection herewith
constitute the full and entire understanding and agreement between the parties with regard to the
subject matter hereof and thereof

Severability In case any provision of this Agreement shall be invalid,
8.5
illegal or unenforceable, the validity, legality and unedorceability of the remaining provisions
shall not in any way be affected or impa~redthereby

8.6
Amendment and Waiver This Agreement may be amended or modified,
and the rights and obligations of the Company and the Investor under this Agreement may be
waived, only upon the written consent oftlie Conlpany and the Investor

8.7
Delnvs o r Omissions. It is agreed that no delay or oinission t o exercise
any right,.power or remedy accruing to any party, upon any breach, default or noncompliance by
another party under this Agreement impair any such right, power or remedy, nor shall it be
construed to be a waiver of any such breach default or noncompliance, or any acquiescence
therein, or of or in any similar breach, default or noncompliance thereafter occurring. It is
further weed that any waiver, permit, consent or approval of any lund or character on the
hvestors' part of any breach, default or noncompliance under this Agreement, or any waiver on
such party's part of any pr'ovision or conditions of this Agreement, must be in writing and shall
be effective only to the extent specifically set forth in such writing.

Expenses. Each party shall pay dl costs and expenses that it incurs with
respect to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement
8.8

4
2'

m.

All notices required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing
8;9
and shall be deemed effectively given: (i) upon personal deliveryon a business day to the party
to be notified; (ii) when sent by confirmed telex or facsimile if sent during normal business hours
of the recipient, if not, then on the next business day; (iii) the f i s t business day after five (5)
days after having been sent by registered or certitied mail, return receipt requested, postage
prepaid; or (iv) on6 (1) business day after deposit with a nationally-recognized ove&ight courier,
speciEjiing next day delivery, with written verification of receipt. AI1 co~nmunicationsshall be
sent to ihe Company and the Investor at the addresses set forth below or at such other address as
the Company or the Investor may designate by ten (10) days' advance written notice to the other
parties hereto:

If t o the Company:
Sky Enierprises, L.L.C.
Attn: Jerry Lee Losee
Phone: (208)
Fax: (208)
If to the Investor:

The Idaho Company
A m : Mr. William F. k g b y
Phone: (208)
Fax: (208)
-

/

4

8.10 Attorneys' Fees. Ln the event that any dispute among the parties to this
Agreement should result in litigation, the prevailing party in such dispute shall be entitled to
recover from the losing party ail fees, costs and expenses of enforcing any right of such
prevailing party under or with respect to this Agreement, including without limitation, such
reasonable fees and expenses of attorneys and accountants, which shall include, without
limitation, all fees, costs and expenses of appeals
8.11 Counterparts aad Execution. This Agreement may be executed in one
or more counterparts, each of which will be deemed to be an original-copy of this Agreement,
and all of which when talcen together, shall be deemed to constitute one and the same
instrument. Any counterpart may be delivered by facsimile; provihd, however, that attachment
of a facsimile counterpart tothis Ageement shall constitute the representation and warranty of
the person delivering the facsimile signature that such person has full power and authority to
aMach his or her signature and to deliver this Agreement. Any facsimile signature shall be
replaced with original,signature as promptly as practicable.

8.12 Titles nnd Subtitles. The titles of 'lhe Sections and subsections of this
Agreement are for convenience of reference only and are not to be considered in construing this
Ageement
8.13 Pronouns. All pronouns contained herein and any variations thereof shall
be deemed t o refer to the masculme, feminine or neuter, singular or plural, as the identity of the
parties hereto may require

8.14 Brolrer's Fees. Each parly hereto represents and warrants that no agent,
broker, investment banker, person or firm acting on behalf of or under the authority of such party
hereto is or will be entitled to any broker's or finder's fee or any other commission directly or
indirectly in connection with the transactions contemplated herein. The Company and the
Investor hereby agree to indemnify each other for any claims, losses or expenses incurred by the

other party or parties as a result of the representations made by the Company and the Investor in
this Section 8 14 being untrue
8.15 Publicitv.
No announcement in a press release, advertisement,
professional or trade publication, mass marketing materials or otherwise t o the general public
relating to the investment transaction conteinplated by this Agreement shall b e made by either
the Company or the Investor without the prior consent of the other parties, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld, deiayed or conditioned except as required by law.

[SIGNATURE FAGE FOLLOWS]

IN WITNESS WFIEREOP, the Colnpany and the Lnvestor have executed this
Membership Interest Purchase Agreement as of the date first. written above

At .&A*

By:
.- >bJ
print ~ & e,~
: 5 i - CC$VO\\
Title:
-(tlu740%

The Idaho Company

b.V.f

-

Exhibit A

OPERATING A G m E m N T OF SKY EIWEEIZISE, LLC
[Attached]

[Attached]

PROIvEWSORY NOTE

II

SKY ENTERPRISES,LLC
JERKY LEE LOSEE
JOCARUL LOSBE
9 213 3 Frmds cn Road
Law Hot Springs.ID 83245

I ~ m f ;~~A;ME,

OR'S
ADDRESS hb3 S9K CJR TIN
(*'I;' ~ v c ; * :"rag" "mywor '%us" mews each Dzbior
/g~ns.)

SECtJREU P..1Ti2'Y7SN-QIVrEFWD .413a~~g&

("You1mmcans fhc Secured Party, ia successors &nd
s~sL~~s.)

Date: July 1,2004
M~turity;July 1,2005

LoanNo, 007
kmouslt; $26 1,000.00
Loan Fee: $0.00 "
F i h g ~ e s f,$496,00

$ICY ENTEWmES, a31 Idaho L i d t a d LiabiZiry Carparation, J E m Y LEE
L,DSEE, and JOCPAOS LOSEE,a&r date w i ~ o upace,
t
for ~ahtremceivad, I, we, or
. eiuha of us promise ro gay to t-he or& of TEEP D . a O C O W A W at 153, N, Ridge,
S'lbitl: 260, id ah^ Palls, ldabo, TWO H W W D Surm'-ONETE1OUs"ANDDOLLARS Am)
erj States, witk hierest t.haeon
001100 ($261,OOO.OO], palt
S FOWR PERCENT (4%)par
variable rate aF ~ x i - S4 X~ Z~ T $0
at
J~m&l,
fi~m
t h e &ti: hweof3
nnnwm, fully flcating md
payable as fo'ollaws:
maximum mount o f p ~ n c i p a1l c a
T ~ principd
E
s
recsive the m o m f of $305,936,XO and
bonaw i~n&r&is note. O
~res
COri
s in a closed-eLrrlsradt, You and 1
f'rtnxt! principal admaln..
1may b o m w up 10 t h rnaxi~'~.pi:l
~
a d y one time (md !subjectt o all otla~r;rm&itians,:,
I mzy request &raws in pmson3telephone or in ~rvritinganti1 xni6314ght on June 30,200j,

1ritae.st will be c ~ l ~ d a t an
e da 3651365 basis,
All paymnis hereimbouaprovided for shall be &.pliedfirst t o accrzed intersst

and the balanoc to feciuctiaa of prkcipd. Any payment not; paid vhm due: sbdll, at the
aptian a£"tI'iaXegd holder haeof, bear interest at the rate oPWALL STBET JOUF~??AI,
h case of default in t h e pawent
of my imta1illrnen.t ofprhcipal or my portion thereof, ur in t3e payment of my
irnsrnllmeat of intarest, or any portion thereof5the enti~epdncipalsum and pill unpaid
i~ntereatshall, at the option af the holdar hereof becom.6 hrn~distt4ydue, payable md
ootlectibls;, and aotion rnny a$ once be instituted for r e c o v q and coll~ctionof s m e in
m y CPW of pr0perjwi68iction. If this lzote is colieoied by an attorney, either with or
wifiaut suit, the urtdersigned agrae(s) to 2 %all~ coats and expenses, including a

p x t a PLUS NnrE!PBRCEHT (9%) pm annm1until paid.

reasonable athr;lay fee.

r

Prc,ae 1

Exhibit "'C"
-2 70-

1

The mdcers and mdcrsers of this note waive deaand, notice of son-payment m d
grcltzst, md agree that titis Sote may bc cxtaaded in whole or in pzri wiihour, &air
consent,

DEED OF TRUST
(WiL Euture Advnnce Clause)

DATE AND PARTES.The date of this Dccd ofTrust (Security insliurnenl) is ......<?&...&A ..?:"~!!...4~
......................
and the parties, heir addresses and taxidcntiiication numbers, if rerluired, arc ss follows:

114

Sky E n t e r p r i s e s , LLC

.

J e r r y Lee Losee
JoCarol Losee
9253 Prandsen Road
Lava Hat S p r i n g s , I D

'

!

83246

nIf chedccd, rcier to the attached Addendum incorporated herein, lor additional Grantors, tlicir signoturer and
acknowledgments.

fl

LEND=:

2.

The Idaho Compeny
151 N . Ridge, S u i t e 260, I d a h o P a l l s , ID 83403
P. 0. Box 51216, Idaho P a l l s , ID 83405-1216

COYVEYAN E . F x ~uo.! an:! ri1u:l-is xnsidsraliui:, O l e 1-ctip! slid iit!iicicn~y uf ,ul!ich is a.k.:~uuizdgcd, 2 n d
:o s-curt ll:c Sc-.,irc? Dc'ut (d-fiiicd l,rl~u,)anr! Ciicntor's pcrfor!iiincs imder this Szci!r!ll lnrtrwntni !;i;nlor
irrtvucab;y g i ~ u i shirpiins,
,
rcEt nrd ctnvv:r tu':ri~srce, in,!mst l o r t!se bcnelir ui l.er.dcr, will, puucr 01 sale, ~ h c
following described property:
L o t 9, Block 1, M t . J u n i p e r R a n c h e t t e s , Bannock County, I d a h o ,
as t h e same appears o n t h e a f f i e i a l p l a t t h e r e o f

.

.

The prope& ~slocatedin .........%?.E?!Ek

...........................
.
(Counl,')

at

........:.........................
..I :..................

9253 P r a n d s e n Road
Lava H o t S p r i n g......................
s .
83246
...................................................................................................................
Idaho ...........................................
(Addrcra)
(Ctiy]
tZlP Cuds)
:'ueclhcr mi!,: i l l iigh:r, cascrncnls, ;iprilr:ciranzcr, roy3llirs, mineral right:, oi! ant!
rig!l:s, all u,nr!:r ;ir.d iijinri:i:i
iig!its, liicl:cs, and wrici slo-k ~ i l dal! rxiilio%3cii jurxi? ix?tuvCn.el:ls, sxuc:crcs, fixtur:r. nnd rclii:iccrii~.nrr.:\a[
I:ny now, or s t any lice ir. tiic iuturc, 11- ? x i o! the ical crlair dcsrrbcd nl,,ve :a!: :clrricd i n ns "Pru:icrl) ").
3. MAXIMUM OBLIGAnONLIMlT. The total principal amount secured by ~ h i s ~ e c u rlnslrumint
il~
a! bliy onc timc
shall not exceed $ 1?..5.1?000:.00
.This limitation of amount does not include inlcicst nod
other fees and charges validly made pursuant to this Security InsLrurnent. Also, this lirnilation does not apply !o
advances made under the terms of this Security Instrument to protect Lender's security and to pertorln any of tiie'
covenants contained in this Security Instryment

....

.

........................................

3ECURED DEIITPSDXITURE ADVANC~+~.
The term "Secured D'ebtnis defined as [olluws:
A. Debt incuned under the terms otaU promissoly nole(s), contract(s), guaranty(s) or other evidence 01 debt described
below and all their extensions, ieoewals, modiBcations orsubsiitutions. (When iefeir,icir!g lhc rleblr helni~jil i.y
s~iggesledBiniyoit include iten~ssuch ni borioiucrs' nonier, nore nr!ioi!nfs, ib>lercsl role$ 11annlrifydnfa, eelc)
l b a n t o Sky E n t e r p r i s e s , U C , J e r r y Lee L o s e e , a n d J a C a k o l ~ o s e eb r e d
7/1/04 in the amount of 9261,000.00.with a i n a t u r i t y of 7 / 1 / 0 5 .
.

.
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B. All h111readvanws irom Lendci 19Oranlor oralhei hilure obligalions of Gianlor lo Lcndc;'uiidei any promissory
note, conlract, giiaranly, or olhei evidence of deb1 encculed by Granlor in.favur of Lcndcr execuled allcr ibis
Secuiily lnslmmcnl whelhei o r no! this Sccuiily lnslrumenl is specifically rcferenccd. if more than one person
signs this Securily Inslrurnenl, each Gianlor agrees that this Secudly lnrtrunr6nt will secrlie all future advancer and
future nbligalions Lhal are given lo or incurred by any one or more Granior, or any one or more Granlor and
orhers. All iuLure advances and olher hlure obligalions are secured b lhis Securily lnsiiiii~tenieven lliougl~;ill nr
part may not ycl be advanced. Alihilure advances and other lurure ohgalions are secured as il niatlc on llie dale
of this Securily lnslrumenl. Nothing in this Sccuiily lnslruiocnt shall consliliile a cornmiiment lo rn;tke addilinnal
or hilui- loans or advances in any amount. Any sucli eommiln~cntmust be agreed lo in a sepaillc wriliog.
C. All ubligalions Grantor owes l o ~ e n b e rwhich
,
may iarer arise, lo lbe erlcnl n o t prohibited by iaw, incltiding, hut
no1 Iimilcd lo, liabiiilies lor avcrdiafls icjaling lo any deposit accounl agrcernenl bclivecii Granlor and I.cndcr.
D. All addilivnai sums advanced and expcnses incurred by Lender [or insuring, presqiving or olhenvisc pruleclii!g
&lieProperly and ils value and any olher sums advanced and expense8 incurred by Lender under tlie lemls [if
lilis Security inslrumcnl.
niissecurily iilslrumenl \viU not sccrue any olher dcbl IiLender lalis lo give any required notice oi lhe righ! of rescission.
PAYMENTS. Gianlor agrces that all pa menla under l l ~ eSccured Debt wiil hp. aid when due and in accordanc~:
will) the l e m s of t h e Secured Debl and l d r Seeviihl Inslmmenl.
WARRANIT' OPTITLE. Granlor wansnts lhal Gianlor is or will be lawiully ,seigcd o l l h e eslale conveyed by lbis
Securily Instrumen1 and bas lhe right lo irrevocably grant, bargain, sell and convey lhc Properly lo Truslce, in Lrusl.
wiliiuower of sale. Grantor also warrants ihal IheProperlV
. . is unencumbered, ercepl for encumhrnl~cesof recurd.
PRT~)RSECUFIITY
INTERESTS. Wilh regard lo any o~iierrnbit~uge,
deed uf lr"s1, sccuiily sgicenrcrrl or ulllcr iicn
doc~in>onl
lhal crealcd a priorsecuiily inieresl oiencunibionce on LliePropcrly, Gianlnr agrces:
A. Ta make aU paymenls whendue and Lo perform or comply wilh nll covenanls.
B. To prornpliy deliver to Lender any notices that Granlor receives irom tile holder.
C. Not 10 ailow any modification or extension of, nor lo request any iuture advances under any n d ~ or
e agieelacnl
secured by llle llcn documint wiiiioul Lender's prior wrilten consent.
CLAIMS AGAINST TITLE. Granlor will ay all laxer, assesFments, liens, encurnhranccs, lease paymenls, g r o u n d
rcnls, ulililies, and other charges relatingto I E e ~ r o ~ e rwhen
t y due. Lender may require Grnnlor to provide lo L.ondrr
co ics 01 all noliccs Lhal such amounls are due and the rccclpls evidencing Grantor's paymcnl. Grnnlor will d e f e n d
titre la lhe Property vgainsisny claims (hat wauld impair lhelicn of this Security Instrurncnl. Orn!tloi ngrces lo assign.
la Lender, as iequesled by Lender, any rights, claims or defenses Gianlor may liave agninsl p;lillcs who supply labor
ormalcrials Lo maintain o: improve the Properly.
DUE ON SALE O R ENCUMBRANCE Lender may, at its oplion, declare the enlire balnncz o f the Secured Deb1 lo
be immcdialely due and pa able upon L e crealion of, or contisc! for lhe creation of, an lien encuntbrtmce, lransfei
or sale of the Propcity. ThL ri 111 IS subjccl to the reslridions im osed by federal law$ c.~'.,R.59i)! as s p p l i c i i b l ~
Tids covcnani shall run wilh tpo Propsrtity
. . and shall remain in ePfecl until the Secure' Debl 1s j>a8d in lul a n d this
Securily lnsliument is reicased.
PROPERTY CONDITION, ALTERATIONS AND INSPECTION. G r a n l o r wiil keep lhe Properly in pood

.

5.
6.

7.

8,

.?
9.

10.

.~ "
~~

~

consenl. Grnnloi will no! pcimi<aiy chanbe inairy h o s e , reslrGlivc covenin1 or-casement will~oul~ k n i & s s
wrilten consent. Grnnlar will nolih Lender of all demands, proceedings, claims, s o d aclions 0@insI Graolor, a n d o i
any lossor damage lo lhe Propcity:
Lcnder or Lendcr's agenls may, sl Lender's o lion, enter the Properly a1 any reasonable lime for lhe purpose of
inspecting ihe Propcrly. Lender shall give ranlor notice ul lhe time o I or b e f o r e an ins ecliun s ccifying a
reasonable urpose for the inspedion. A n y inspecllon or lhe Property +ail h e entirely for k n d e i ' s gdnefil a n d
Grantor wilfin no way rely on Lender's inspeclion.
AUTIIORITY T O PERFORM. If Granlor laiis lo perform any duly or any of t h e covenanls conlained i n lids
S~curilyInstrument, Lender may, wilhoul nolice, perform or cause liicm lo be performed. Granlor nllpoinls Lender
as allomey in Inct to sign Grantor's name or pay any amounl necessar lor performance. Lender's rig111 lo periurln for
Granlor slrall not create an obiigalion lo pcrform, and Lender's fairire lo perform will no1 preclude Lender linm
exercising any of Lender's other righls under the law or liiis Security Inslrunienl. If ally conslruclion on lhc Pri~perlyis
ilisconlinued or not carried on in a reasonable manner. Lendcr may take ail steps necessary lo proleci Lcnder's
security inlerest in the Property, indudingcomplclion of the conslruclion.
ASSIGNWENT OF LEASES AND. RENTS. Grsnlor lnevoiably granls,, bargeins, sells and conveys lo
!rust 131 1i:e bcl>eliloi 1.ender. ar ad:iiional s-cuiily all lhc r:gl?l; lillc irid inlcrcrl in anti i o any a i d all cxiiling uc
i a i u ~ clrascs, ruolcn\ra, and a n y ~ l h '~!,ritlrn~r vrcbal ag~:cmenls lor .!lc ilsc a r d uccupsiic! iii nny lirirliun n l lllc
I'ic"ei1y. ~nc.ul.ii~gnrly ex!?nsluni. rcil;.#alr, moJ:fici!iuor ur II:SEIIIUI~LIIIS
of S I I C ! ~Bglrr$nClllP (ill I C I C I ~ C1"J is
"l.easrs"i 3n:i irn16, ~ S S L I C S2nd 0 1 3 . l ~ J!I
~ iefcricd lo a5 ''Kenls''l. Cii:~c~!uiuill >t,:oniollv
, . n$oviclc Lciiclcr v i l l ~lrue
and coiiCct covics of all existinhand fuiuie Leases. Grantor niay kollect, recetve. enioy
. . and use 1\11: Rents so ion^u as
Giamor is nalln dciault undcr ihe t e r n o f this Securily inslrumknt.
Granior agrees that lhis assignment is immedialeiy eifeclive belwcen the parlies Lo lhis Securily iitsiro~ncnl.Grantor
aerees Ilia1 lliis assi~nmeniis efieclive as lo tliird osrllcs on Grantor's defaull when Lender vr l'roslee lakes oiiirn~niive
a: 8," ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ : tci
r ' t Ib-,, v o:n I.!C S ! x e <.ila:~l>o.Lfnl,::~ c.her.<,icc 1 ,sI.iL~.=oCP ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b~y :.a!: i I . .: &cn ,1;rcuio~
~ l
a;;rcz:
i.iai ILCSIJET
u i 'I'ius!:~ inly i.i;:c zri~irllporicsiii.ir ai lire :i:otier.)
w ~ . l ~ . ~lltc
u . it::ces,iiy ul c i > l ~ i i r . c n ; l la):)
~
icvI
r c .cn dr nrccr?3l:le and t i i ~ i l l l a~ Pr l c C I 111.11 3 c I l i l l VUSSCIIIIIII $ 5 dcc11:cli 10 OCCUI *.I:ZI~ LL:IIIICI., 118. i.?
.,.
C ~I i~
nc>tibm
~
~? .
dr defaull ind demands th; Granloi and Gianlor's tenants pay all Rents due and lo hecoii~cdue directly to
Lcndui. l~nmediatelysllcr Lender gives Grantor the nolice of deinuli, Granlor agrees lhsl either L&der o r Grenlor
may in?niediately n o l i b lhe tenants aiid demand lhat ail fulure Rents be paid directly lo Lender. On receiving nnlirc oi
dcfault, Grsnlor will endone and dclivcr lo Lender any paymcnl 01 Rcnls in Grantor's ussession nnd'wiilreccive any
Rents in trust for Lender and will not commingle (he Rents with any o1her:lunds. A n y arnoilnlz colloc~edwiii b e
applied as provided in lhis Securily Inslrumeni. Grsnlor warrants that no defauit exists undei ibe l.eases or any
applicable landlorditenant law. Grvnloi also agree8 la mainlain and require any lenanl la comj>lywith the terms 01 tile
TP.n%rs and annlirahla l a w

Ci)

ranto or

, - , .-. . -, -reguik~ionsuf LIir cundomibium drp!anned "nil development.
14. DEFAULT. Granlor will bc in deiaull itany party obligaled on the Secured Dcbl fails lu niake paymeit1 w h e n due.
Granlor will also be in dclault if the prospect of paymenl, pcrforniance; or realialion a: coiiaicr,l is significanily
impaired.
~

.

.

REMIIDES ON DEEAULT. In some instances, federal and state iaiv wili require Lender to provide Granlar with
notice oi the right tacure.or other notices and may establish time schediiies for foreclosure actions. Subject to these
limitations, ii any, Leodei may accelerale the S e n ~ r e dDebt and foreclose this Security Instrument in a manner
provided by law If Grantor is in deiault.
A t the option oi Leader, ali or any pait of the %geedtees and charges, accrued interesl and principal shall become
immediately due and payable, afrer giving notice if required by lBur,upop the. occurrence of a default or anytime
thereafter. in addition, Lcnder shail be entitled to all the remedies provided by law, the terns of the SecuiodDebl,
this Security Instrument and any rclateddocurnen~,inciudiog without limitation, tlie power to sell the Property.
I f ?here is a default, Trustec shall, in addition to any other pernilTed remedy, at [he request of the Lender, advertise
and sell the Property as a whoie or in separate parcels at public auction to the highest bidder for cash and convey
absolute titie free and clear of ali right, titie and interest of Grantor a t such time and,place as Tmstee designates.
Trustee shall give notice of sale including the t i e , terms and place of sale and a descnpuoli of the propcny to b e sold
as requited by the applicable law in effect a t the time of the proposed sale.
uponsaie of the property and to the extent not prohibited bg law, Trustce shall mukr and d~iivera deed to the Property
~ a l whjchconvoys
d
absoluto title to theeurcharer, and after &st qaying
ail fees, charges and costs, shall pay to Lender ail
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hz&, sifetv. Welfare or environment.
t e r n includes. without &&oitn.
an; substances d&ed as "hazardous
mate&alal,.'"<&c substances." "hazardous waste" or "hazardous substance" under iny EnviionmentalLaw,
GrantorieoresentE., warrants andamces t h a t
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B. Except as previously disclosedand achowbd_eed inwriting to Lender, Grantor and every tensnt have-been, are,

andshall remainin full com~liancewith anY. an~licable
Environmental Lsw.
..
if a r:lc,v: ~r :nr.:zi:ni,J relrli- n! 3 l i z r n l i o ~S~?bstru:c.::,ccur-, nu,
1.: lcr or ?i,3:1: tlir P i z l l ; ~
, ~l r : i: ~L ~
1171.+1:.>(1
~ ~ i!! iry 131:v:rnr11n.:u~i,!"1
;.
CU>ZITI>~IIP
I!:C T T O ~ C T111
~ ) s.dd1
.
51. :v:w., G:LT:CU
td;c .%!~n:cvssa:y ~c:r.:,!ld ?ctiur. u. b , L J C ~ . I ! I Cwkt.
~
211, ?.r.\i~:>r.)!v:xla: l.a\,.
D :ii;ll:oi skill irnin:~iiilcly ontiiy ~ . L C & L I in w:i:xlig CIS ::on A' Grantim cnjr r c i i 2 c to bel>evr there is a n y
uendu:g or :Iir~2t~lietl
U:\crt.gatlnn, c:iinl, ui prn-crdirlg :z!zi.'nc !o t i ~ r c l z s ? ci rh<es:cncd :el:sse o f m y
!h:?rooiis Sc.L~si~nu~.
or trlc u.olattu~iof arlr Env:rcrrotcuinl Law.
18. CONDEMNATION. Grantor will give Lender romp%notice of any pending or threatened action, by private, or
ouhlic entities to purchase or take anv.or all of t i e Propem thrauzh cdndematlon, eminent domain, or any other
C. jia~.ru: rn:.ii m:nicl::ntcly nr-ti) :.cr.d:r

.

'

is subicct t o the td&s of anv. Dnor modiaeo. dekd-of trust
this <ecuntY ~ns&ment This asienAent ofbroceeds
'
security a@ement.or other lien do<~unent:
19. INSURANCE. Grantor shall keep Pro ertji insured against loss by fue, flood, theft and other hazards and risks
reasonably associated with the Propeity Bue to its type and location. TNs insurance shall be maintained in the amounts
and for the periods that Lender requires. The insurance carrier providing the insuranke shall be chosen b y Grantor
subject to Lender's a proval, whlchshall not be unreasonably ruithl~eid.If Gratitor fails to maintain the coverage
described above, LeniPormiy, ar Lender's aplian, obtain coverage to protect Lender's rights io the Propwry according
to the terms of this Securily Instrument.
All insurnnee policies and renewals shall bc acccptdb.le to Lender and shall include a standard "mo?tgage clause" and,
where applicable, "loss payce ciause." Grantor shall immediately notify Lender of cancellation o r termlnatioii o f the
insurance. Lender shall have the right to hold the policies and renewals. If Lendcr requires, Grantor shallimmediately
give to Lander all receipts of paidpremiums and rcneu~alnotices. Upon loss, Granjor shall give immediate notice to
the insurance camer and Lender. Lender may m&e roof of loss if not made immediatelv bv Grantor.
!Ju!:-cr 7:k:rwiic ;gierd m w l l r s i , , ?:! nrir..i:cc pi:,::;ds
;kai: L e i;qI.cd lo lti: iirlrraii>n 31 i ~ . ; l n <.i
i ~ :I;e ? : ~ ; ~ e n y
or tr. 111t i c : i i i ~ ! 1 Lcb:, w!.cit:i r r o x i'lri: i.i: st L c i i ici r ..!~ti?li.4 i . y i p [ > i t : ~ : i ccf
~ ji:o:t?d: lo piii:cigd ihsll not
;iicco >r vi ~triani:the i , i c n ~ i c!t i>r !.:i.::l,~l;u .: . ~.Y ~ ~ Y Inor
. I c~LD.!: IIIC R:"L.tII?I of iinv~:cv~ner.:
h r \ , cxzcss \vill be
.. .
paij 13 t l l ; Giwiror. If :ne l i c ; , - i . ) is ica!:ncd ?; i e r j e r , .;I?. n!;i'i righl :c iny ,:liorlncc p >I:ciei l i ~ i '~iuc:::dr
i.:ssLng $ r u i n d:o.;pc
lo :be 1':oplry 'l!i:i.: tLe rc?:l:ilion rl.?!: i>:m10 i.cir3e1 :1 tiik cxlcr: of :iic Scciir-d D-br
irurrez?is.v Scloic !:lc xctulri:li.n
20. ESCROW$OR TAXES hINSURANCE. Unless otheiwise provided in a separztte agrosment, Grantor +ill n o t
bc requirsd to pay t o Le?derfuods far taxes andinsurance in escrow.
21. EJTANCL4.L 'RXPORTS AM3 .QDITIONAI DOCUmNTS. Grantor will provide to Lender upon request, any
financial statement or iniarmationLender may deem reasonably necessary. Grantor agrees to =ion, deliver, a n d file
any addiiianal documents or czrti&atiaa that h n d c r may consider necessary to pericct, continue, aod preserve
Grantor's abligations under this Sccuriw Instrummt and Lender's lien status on the Propeily.
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22. J Q ~ AND
~ T
LI.+BX~,
JIGNERS; SUCCESSOR^ AND ASSIGNS BOUNE.
;les
under this Security Tnstrumellt are loint and individual 1l Grantor signs this Security Insaument but does no. n
, an
evidcncz of debt, &antor doir so only to mortgage Grantor's interest in the Property to secure payment ,of the
. Secured Debt and Grantor does not agee to be personally liable on tire Secured Debt If this Security Instrument
secures a guaranty between tender and Grantor, Grantor agrees to waive any rights that may prevcnt Lcndcr .from
bringing any action or claim again51 Grantor or any party indebted under the obligation. These rights may include, but
arf not Ljolited to, any anti-deficiency or one-acuon laws. Grantor agrees that Linder and any party to,thLt Security
h s e m e n t may extend, modify or make any change in tire terms of thh Security lnstrllment or any evidence of debt
viikout Grantor's conseat. Such a change *,d
not
l release Grantor.uorn tlle.tems of this Security hstr.ment;. The '
.duties and bensfi~sof this Security Instrument shaU bind and benefit the successozs and assigns of Grantor and Lender.
23. ~PI;ICAELEILAW;
S E D W Z m ; DRERPRE7CATION. This Security instrument is governed by the laws of
the jurisdirnion rn which Lender is locatcd, excepi to the extent otherwise required by ibe iaws.of the juris,diction
,
where.tke Pro crty is locatcd. This Security Lnstmrenl js compietc aild fully mtegrated. Th~s.SecuntyIastrument may
not be amenled or modified by oral agreement. *y section in this Security Instrument, attachrncnta, or any
agreement reiated to the Secured Debt that connicts with applicable law will not be effective, unless thatlaw'e~yressly
or impliedlypermits the variations by wrjtten agreement. If my section of this Secuzity Instrumeat c m t be enforced .
according to its tmms, that section will be severed and will not affecf the enforccabiliry of the remainder af this
Security Instrument. Wbenevc~used,the s&uular shall indude the piural and the plural the singular. The captions and
hedings of the sections~ofthis Sccorily lnstrurnent are fox convenience only and are not to be'used to interpret or
define the terms of this Security Inscrummt.Time is.afthe essence in Lbis Security Instrument.
?A. SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE, Lender, at Lender's option, may from time to time remove Trustee and appoint a
succesaaz trustee witliont any other formality than the designation in writing. The successor trustee; without
conveyance of the Property, shaU succeed to dl the tilie, power and duties conferred upon Trutce by this Security
Instrument and applicable law.
35. NOTICE. Unless otherwise required by law, any notice shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first dais
matl to the appropriate party's address on page 1 of this Security Insbhment, or to any other address designated in
d t i n g . Notice to one grantor ~vill
be dceemed to be notice to all grantors.
26. W J % F & X S + E X C
to~the
~ ~extent prdhibited by law, Grantor waives all rights to homestead exempfion. appxaisernent
and thc ma*sbalhg of liens and assets relating to the Property.
27. D5CLARATION. Grantor declares that the Pro erty is eithcx not'more than tvknty acres in area or that the
Propem is Incatcd w i t h ap hcolyorated city or vllfage.
26. OTEER'I'ERMS. Ifckcl+, the following are applicable to this Security Instrument:
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. Dare)

..........

STATE OF
e..e...............
) ss.
On this .....155............day of ,.....J~%?...2004.:
...................,before me, a Notary Public, personally appeared
S e r q Lee Losee and
3wCaroL
Losee
...............................................
..............
....................................................................
.........7...........................
..............
to me oh the oath of .......................... .:
................
'P

-

%,

.

...............................

-

:..kbR,\C .,:. 3
..............

.

-

.-

FOR RECOI~VBXANCE .
bc cornplcrcd uncii pnid in lull)

T O TRUSTEE
,
.
.
The undsrsigzed is the holder of the note or notes secured by this Deed of Trilst. Said note or notes, togetherwith
all other indebtedness secured by this D e ~ dof Trust, have been paid in full. You are hereby directed to cancel this
Deed oiTr'rust, which is delivered hereby, and to reconvey, witbout warranty, all the estat'e now held by you under
t h i s Deed of Trust to the person or pers?ns legally entitled thereto.

.........................-.....................................................................................................................................................................
Date

'(Authorircd Bank Signatrrm)

.. . . i

-- .

0 \go4 Bantllq5ysiamr, hc, SL Cloud. Idlt

[i-lOW97-234{) Porn RE.DT.1D i . 5 ~
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0,
Line of Credit, The Secured Debt includes a ~evolviagline of credit provision. Although the Secured D ~ b t
may bc reduced to a aet-obalance, this Secwrity Lnstrument will remain in eEect until released.
Construction Loan. This Security Ins~menl'secnresan obligation incured for the construction of an
improvement on the Property.
Fixlure Wing. Grantor gmts to Lcndcr sscurily interkst in all goads thit Gxantor owns n o 6 or in the
futue and that are or will become fixtuzes related t o the Property. This Secwity Instrument suffic, as a
hancing statement and any carbon,phat~graphicor o t h r reproduction may be Wed of record for p*oses
05 Article 9 of the Uniform C o m e r c i d Code.
0 Riders. The covenants and agreements of each of the ~ f d e r schecked below are incorporated into and
supplement and amendthe terns of thjs Security Instrument. [Check. all applicable boxes]
CondomhiumIti&r 111 PlannedUnit Development Rider
Other ................................... .,.
Additional Terns.

.

.

SKY ENTERPRISE

Invoice NO.

??52 Franfiq~fiRd

Lava Hob Springs, iD 83246
Tni. 7n8-77G-55RG F a x 3n8-776-5j 19

.Petri
. . . . Sates
Associafes
." ....
. . . . . . . . .

Name
I Address
City

2452
. . . . . . . .~
. - ......~
.............

---.-----*..*.-

......... .-......
i

48

n Dr t

e

- ....-. .

......

.
..........

..... -. - -.. .-.- .- - ...- . . - . .

2/9/2005
......

-

.

~............~ ..-,,,
~ .....- .
state NE
. -- -.- ..-. ZIP .69162
.

.

b.~..

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . .- - . . . . . . . . . . .

.$?elwith 8 display cases

.

.......... - --

..........

..........

:

....-

.............

Unit price i

.... ..-.. -..-; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Payment Details -- ----\
Cash
@
I
Check
0
Credit Card

0

..,

,-

.

-.-..

.

..-...
.,-*..

....

TOTAL

A

i

. .,.

...................

--..-am--

,

.... ." .....

. . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . .

+--.

.........

,..j

i

SubTotal i..- . . . . . . . $1,056.00
i
..
Shipping & Handling !i-----...,.
...$
. .~~3b-i
.
-.-........ -. .State
. . - . . . . . -*-...- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
*

)

.

i

i
............

-.....................-

Office Use Only

Thank you for your order.

.

......

E. W. Pike
E. W+PIKE~3& s o c ~ ~ sP.A.
s,
151 N.Ridge Ave., Suite 2 10
P.O. Box 2949
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2949
Telephone: 208/528-6444
Telefax:
208/528-6447
ISB # 650

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

JERRY LOSEE and JOCAROL LOSEE,

)

husband and wife, and as Members and
1
Employees of Sky Enterprise, LLC, an Idaho )
Limited Liability Company
1

CASE NO: CV-06-908-OC

1
)

i
THE IDAHO COMPANY, and Idaho
Corporation, SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company, and
WILLIAM F. RIGBY, individually,

1
1

ANSWER AND COUIVTERCLAI

Defendmts/CountercIaimants The Idaho Company (Idaho Company), Sky Enterprises,
LLC ('%kyyy)and WiIliam F. Rigby ("Rigby"), jointly and severally answer Plaintiffs' Verified
Complaint for Wages, Declwatory Judgment, Discrimination, Damages, Quiet Title, and for
Judicial Dissolution of an LLC ("Complaint"), and file their counterclaim against
Plaintiffs/CounterdefendantsJerry Losee and SoCarol Losee ("the Losees") as follows:
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ANSWER
FIRST DEFENSE
1.

Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

SECOND DEFENSE
2.

Defendants deny all allegations of Plaintiffs' Complaint not specifically admitted

herein, or admitted by an affirmative allegation of fact

THIRD DEFENSE
3.

Answering 77 1- 10, Defendants admit the sanle.

4.

Answering 7 11-17, Defendants deny the same. Defendants affirmatively allege

that Plaintiffs were terminated from their employment for cause and because Sky lacked funds to
continue to employ anyone, including Plaintiffs, due to Plaintiffs' mismanagement, fraud, and
conversion of Sky assets to their own personal use and benefit.
5.

Defendants admit the allegations o f 1 18.

6.

Defendants deny the allegations of 119, and affirmatively allege that an

agreement was reached in mediation, which agreement was later breached by Plaintiffs.
7.

Answering 7 20, Defendants admit that Plaintiffs' wage claims were previously

before the Court in Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501-OC, and affirmatively allege that
said claims were, or reasonably could have been, adjudicated in that action and are therefore
barred under the doctrine of yesjudicata.
8.

Answering 721, Defendants re-allege their answers to 111-20 as if fully set forth

9.

Answering 1122-24, Defendants admit the same.

10.

Defendants deny 125.

herein.

2 -ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM

11.

Answering 77 26-27, Defendants admit that Plaintiffs have made such assertions,

but deny that there isany basis for those assertions, or that the assertions are true.
12.

Answering 7 28, Defendants admit that Plaintiffs seek such a declaration, but

deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to the relief they request.
13.

Defendants admit 711 29-30.

14.

Answering 7 3 1, Defendants deny the'same.

15.

Answering 7 32, Defendants admit that Plaintiffs seek such a declaration, but

deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to the relief they request.
16.

Answering 7 33, Defendants re-allege their answers to 711 1-32 as if fully set forth

17.

Answering 7 34, Defendants admit the same.

18.

Answering f 35, Defendants admit Defendant investor has a security interest in

herein.

the subject property pursuant to a validly executed and recorded Deed of Trust.
19.

Answering 7 36, Defendants deny the same.

20.

Answering 7137-38, Defendants admit that Plaintiffs have made certain requests

to the Court, but deny that Plaintiffs are entitled to therelief they request.
21.

Answering 7 39, Defendants re-allege their answers to 77 1-38 as if set forth fully

22.

Answering 7 40, Defendants admit that there was a general understanding that net

herein.

profits would be utilized, in part, to pay Sky indebtedness, and that may include the Promissory
Note, but deny the remaining allegations of said paragraph. Defendants affirmatively allege that
due to Plaintiffs' mismanagement and wrongful acts, there were no net profits of Sky to be so
utilized.
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23.

Defendants deny the allegations of 4 1.

24.

Answering 7 42, Defendants admit that since entry of the Order dated February 2:

2005, no additional Sky debt was attributed to the personal liability of Plaintiffs. Defendants
affirmatively allege that the reference in Exhibit H was to any new debt, and did not apply to
accruing interest on debt incurred by Plaintiffs individually prior to the court order.
25.

Defendants admit the allegations of 77 43 and 44, and affirmatively allege that

Plaintiffs have been h l i s h e d with updated and more current information since June 23, 2005,
and that the information provided as of that date does not accurately reflect Plaintiffs' obligation
under the Promissory Note and Deed of Trust.
26.

Answering t/t/ 45-46, Defendants deny the same, and affirmatively allege that

Plaintiffs have been furnished with updated and inore current information since June 23, 2005,

@

%

and that the information provided as of that date does not accurately reflect Plaintiffs' obligation
under the Promissory Note and Deed of Trust.
27.

Answering I/ 47, Defendants admit the February 2,2005 Order prohibited either

party froin incurring debt without written permission or court approval, but deny the remaining
allegations of 7 47.
28.

Answering 7 48, Defendants affirmatively allege the February 2,2005 Order

speaks for itself, and affirmatively allege that since that Order, the parties have agreed that
income statements and general journal entries would be provided on a more infrequent basis, due
to lack of activity or change in said statements and journal entries on a bi-weekly basis.
29.

Answering 77 49-57 Defendants deny the same.

30.

Answering t/ 58, Defendants re-allege their answers to 1/1/ 1-57 as if fully set forth

herein.
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3 1.

Answering 7 59, Defendants admit all contracts in Idaho are subject to the implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
32.

Answering 77 60-61, Defendants deny the same, and affirmatively allege that any

breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing has been on the part of the ~laintiffs.
33.

Answering 7 62, Defendants re-allege their answers to 77 1-61 as though fully set

forth herein.
34.

Answering 77 63-66, Defendants deny the same.

35.

Answering 77 67-69, Defendant Rigby admits to engaging in banter with Plaintiff

JoCarol Losee, and affirmatively alleges that she participated in, and sometimes initiated, the
kind ofjoking exchange set forth in said paragraphs. Defendant Rigby denies the remaining
allegations of 77 67-69.
36.

Answering 77 70-78, Defendants deny the same.

37.

Answering 77 79-80, Defendants admit Plaintiff JoCarol Losee submitted a

Charge of Discriinination to the Idaho I-lunan Rights Commission and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commissioil on or about March 14,2005, and affirmatively allege that Plaintiffs
charge was dismissed by those entities, after which Plaintiff was provided with her statutory
notice that she had a right to file a lawsuit.
38.

Answering 7 81, Defendants deny the same.

FOURTH DEFENSE
39.

Plaintiffs' damages, if any, were the result of their joint and several actions and

failures to act.

FIFTH DEFENSE
40.

Plaintiffs' claims are barred by the equitable doctrine of unclean hands.
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SIXTH DEFENSE
41.

Plaintiffs' claims are barred by their own prior material breach of their

agreements wit11 the Defendants.
SEVENTH DEFENSE
42.

Plaintiffs' claims are barred due to their failure to mitigate their damages.
EIGHTH DEFENSE

43.

Plaintiffs' claims are barred as a result of their actions and failures to act.
NINTH DEFENSE

44.

Plaintiffs' claims are barred based on res judicata.
TENTH DEFENSE

45.

Plaintiffs' claims are barred based on the doctrine of accord and satisfaction.
COUNTERCLAIM

As and for a counterclaim against Plaintiffs, Defendants, jointly and severally complain
as follows:

1.

This Court has jurisdiction in this matter, and venue is proper in the Sixth Judicial

District of the State of Idaho, Bannoclc County.
2.

The Losees are residents of Lava Hot Springs, Idaho.

3.

Idaho Company is an Idaho corporation in good standing.

4.

Sky is an Idaho limited liability company authorized to do business in the State of

5.

Rigby is a resident of Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Idaho.
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6.

On or about September 23,2003, the Losees and Idaho Company executed a

Membership Interest Purchase Agreement and Operating Agreement of Sky Enterprise, L,.L.C.
("the Agreements"), copies of which are annexed to the Complaint on file herein.
7.

The Agreements provided that in return for financing, Idaho Company would

receive 50% interest in Sky.

8.

Idaho Company initially agreed to provide $135,000 in financing, and it was

understood and agreed by all parties that this financing would constitute Idaho Company's
capital contribution to Sky.

9.

The initial management board of Slcy consisted of the Losees , Rigby and Ronald

R. Warnecke.
10.

In the spring of 2004, additional fimding was required, and Idaho Company

agreed to increase the Sky operating line to $261,000.
11.

In exchange for the additional funding, on or about July 1,2004, the Losees

executed a Promissory Note, Deed of Trust, Pledge of Security and UCC financing agreement in
favor of Idaho Company.
12.

Pursuant to the agreement reached between all parties, the Deed of Trust was

recorded in the records of Bannock County and the UCC financing agreement was filed with the
Idaho Secretary of State.
COUNT I
MISMANAGEMENT
13.

Defendants re-allege paragraphs 1-12 as though fully set forth herein.

14.

From September 23,2003 to March 2004, the Losees were responsible for all Slcy

accounting and record keeping.
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15.

In March 2004, Idaho Company requested a review of Sky financial statcinents

and accounting procedures followed by the Losees.
16.

The review was conducted by two independent parties, I-Ial Latin and Daryl

17.

Mr. Latin and Ms. Snyder found material failures and reported them to Idaho

Snyder.

Company.
18.

Mr. Latin and Ms. Snyder found that reports were not being prepared and

provided for review as required by the Operating Agreement and that the Losees failed to keep
proper and complete accounting records for Sky.

19.

Thereafter, Idaho Company took over record keeping, check writing and

accounting functions for Sky.
20.

In approximately May 2004, Sky began manufacturing the Rite-Back, and the

Losees hired employees to support them in that effort.
21.

The Losees hired employees under the age of 16 to work for Sky.

22.

Immediately upon discovering that the Losees had hired under-age workers, Idaho

Company informed the Losees that Idaho law prohibited their employing children under age 16,
and demanded that they cease and desist in doing so.
23.

Thereafter, the Losees hired their 15-year-old nephew.

24.

The Losees hired employees to work for Sky without ensuring that worker's

compensation insurance covering those employees was in force and effect.
25.

The Losees utilized Sky funds for their own personal expenses, without making

reimbursement to Sky for the same.

8 - ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
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26.

The Losees' personal expenditures and mismanagement depleted Sky resources,

so that there were not sufficient funds to continue manufacturing Rite-Back units or to continue
paying Sky employees.
27

The Losees' mismanagement made it necessary to terminate the employment of

all Sky employees, including the Losees individually.
28.

As a result of the wrongful conduct by the Losees alleged herein, Defendants have

sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

COUNT I1
CONVERSION
29.

Defendants re-allege paragraphs 1-28 as though fully set forth herein.

30.

During the time they were responsible for accounting functions for Sky, the

Losees diverted Sky funds and converted them to their own personal use and benefit, in an
amount well known to the Losees and to be determined at trial.
3 1.

The Losees purchased a motor vehicle, a 1996 Tahoe with Slcy funds, and titled

said vehicle in their own name.
32.

Thereafter, the Losees pledged the vehicle as collateral for a personal loan, and

utilized the proceeds therefrom for their own personal use and benefit.
33.

The Losees purchased a bedroom set with Slcy funds for their own personal use

and benefit, and have failed and refused to rc-pay Sky for the same.
34.

The Losees deposited Sky receipts in their personal bank account and utilized the

funds for their personal expenses, and have failed and refused to re-pay Slcy for the same.
35.

As a result of the wrongful conduct by the Losees alleged herein, Defendants have

sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
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COUNT 111
BREACHOFCONTRACT
36.

Defendants re-allege paragraphs 1-35 as though fully set forth herein.

37.

On or about September 23,2003, the Losees each entered into an Employment

Agreement with Sky, copies of which are annexed to the Conlplaint as Exhibits "C"and "D."
38.

The Losees agreed to perform their duties "in a manner consistent with safe and

sound business practices and in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations."
39.

The Losees failed to comply with applicable laws and regulations of the State of

Idaho when they hired workers under the age of 16 years.
40.

&
S

The Losees failed to comply with applicable laws and regulations of the State of

Idaho when they failed to secure workers compensation insurance before hiring employees.
41.

The Losees did not follow safe and sound business practices in their accounting

methods.
42.

The Losees were required, under the Operating Agreement, to "maintain

reasonable books, records and accounts of all operations and expenditures of the Company."
43.

The Losees failed to maintain reasonable books, records and accounts of all

operations and expenditures of Sly.
44.

The Losees failed to retain, in Sky records, invoices and receipts of their

expenditures.
45.

The Losees failed and refused to provide documentation of expenditures made by

them during the time they were responsible for accounting functions of Sky.

10 - ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
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46.

On or about September 17,2004, Idaho Company invoked the mediation clause of

the Operating Agreement, and requcsted the Losees to participate in mediation as required by
that agreement.
47.

A mediation was conducted on Friday, September 17,2004, with Marvin M.

Smith as mediator.
48.

An agreement was reached wherein the Losees had until Friday, September 24,

2004 to arrange a buy-out of Idaho Company interest in Sky.
49.

The agreement hrther provided that should the Losees fail to arrange the buy-out

by September 24, 2004, Duane Fugelberg would be appointed as the fifth member of the Sky
management board.
50.

The Losees failed to arrange a buy-out.

5 1.

Fugelberg attempted to assume his position as the fifth member of the Sly

management board; however, the Losees refused to comply with the terms of the mediation
agreement and challenged Fugelberg's appointment to the management hoard.
52.

As a result of the Losees' breach of the contracts between the parties, Defendants

have sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

COIJNT IV
FRAUD

53.

Defendants re-allege paragraphs 1-52 as though fully set forth herein.

54.

The Losees, without the lcnowledge or consent of other Sly Members,

fraudulently diverted Sky funds for their own use and benefit.
55.

The Losees falsely represented that they were utilizing Sky funds and loan

proceeds solely for the benefit of Sky.
-287-
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56.

The representation was false, and the Losees were diverting Sky funds for their

own personal use and benefit.
57.

Defendants relied upon the Losees' representations, to their detriment.

58.

During the course of the previous litigation between these parties, the Losees

concealed invoices from other Sky Membe~sand from their attorney.
59.

The Losees received fmds from the sale of Sky merchandise, which they

wrongfully and without proper authority deposited into their own checking account.
60.

The Losees then utilized the funds for their own personal use.

61.

Defendants relied upon representations made by the Losees and their counsel that

all hnds would be properly accounted for.
62.

Defendants' reliance was justifiable because it was based upon a court order.

63.

As a result of the wrongful conduct by the Losees alleged herein, Defendants have

sustained damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

COUNT V
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY
64.

Defendants re-allege paragraphs 1-63 as though fully set forth herein.

65.

As Members of Sky, the Losees owed a fiduciary duty to the other Sky Members.

66.

The Losees breached their fiduciary duty to other Sky Members when they

converted Sky assets to their own personal use and benefit.
67.

The Losees breached their fiduciary duty to other Sky Members when they

encumbered Sky assets for their own personal use and benefit.
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68.

The Losees breached their fiduciary duty lo other Sky Members when they failed

to comply with regulations of the State of Idaho and the federal government regarding hiring
employees.

69.

The Losees breached their fiduciary duty to other Sky Members when they

concealed the sale of Sky inventory from other Sky Members and from their attorney.
70.

The Losees breached their fiduciary duty to other Sky Members when they failed

to follow proper accounting procedures and produce invoices for expenditures of Sky funds.
71.

As a result of the wrongful conduct by the Losees alleged herein, Defendants have

incurred damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

COUNT VI
VIOLATION OF COURT ORDER
72.

On or about October 27,2004, a stipulation was reached, and an Order was

entered in Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501-OC.
73.

The Losees received a copy of the Court's Order.

74.

Since October 27,2004, the Losees have incurred debt which they have caused to

be billed to Sky, in violation of the Court's Order in Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501-OC.
75.

Since October 27,2004, the Losees have informed their personal creditors that

Sky is responsible to pay debts they have incurred, and furnished said creditors with the name of
Sky Member Ron Warnecke as the person responsible for paying said debts
76.

The Losees continue to contract for services and incur debt in the name of Sky,

including telephone services with AT&T which they have failed and refused to pay, despite
demands that they do so.
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77.

Sincc October 27,2004, the Losees have withheld sales documentation from other

Sky Members, in violation of ihe Court's Order in Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501-OC.
78.

Since October 27,2004, the Losees have converted Slcy funds to their own

personal use, in violation of the Court's Order in Bannock County Case No. CV-04-4501-OC.
79.

As a result of the Losees wrongful conduct alleged herein, Defendants have been

damaged in an amount to be proven at trial.
COUNT VII
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS

b\a

'2

80.

Defendants re-allege paragraphs 1-79 as though fully set forth herein.

8 1.

Defendants have retained counsel to defend this action and to prosecute their

counterclaim herein.
82.

Defendants should be awarded their reasonable attorney fees and costs of suit

incurred herein pursuant to LC. 5 12-120 and 5 12-121.
83.

Defendants should be awarded their reasonable attorney fees and costs pursuant to

the provisions of the contracts between the parties.
84.

Defendants should be awarded their reasonable attorney fees and costs in

accordance with LC. § 45-615(3).
WHEREFORE, Defendants pray:
1.

For damages due to the Losees' mismanagement of Sky in an amount to be

determined at trial.
2.

For damages duc to the Losees' conversion of Slcy assets to their own personal

use and benefit in an amount to be determined at trial.
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3.

For damages due to the Losees' breach of contract in an amount to be determined

4.

For damages due to fraud committed by the Losees in an amount to be determined

5.

For damages due to the Losees' breach of their fiduciary duty to other Sliy

at trial

at trial.

Members in an anlount to be determined at trial.

6.

That the Losees be assessed such penalties and sanctions as the Court deems

appropriate and as permitted by Idaho law for their violation of Court Orders in Baivloclc County
Case No. CV-04-4501-OC.
7.

For attorney fees and costs in accordance with the parties' Operating Agreement

and pursuant to applicable Idaho law.

8.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just in the premises.

DATED this

&-day of c?$

f-

,2007.

Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing, to the
following, by the indicated method on this &day

-

of

,2007, by U.S

mail, hand delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto

[v"f U S . Mail

Nick L. Nielson
120 North 12"' Ave., Suite 7
Pocatello, ID 83205-6 159

s

[

1 Hand Delivered

[ ~ u . sMail
.
[ I Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered

Craig R. Jorgensen
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - Suite A4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904
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E.W. Pike (ISB #650)
W. PIKE 6'ASSOCIATES, P.A.
151 N. Ridge Ave., Suite 210
P.O. Box 2949
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2949
Telephone: 2081528-6444
Telefax:
2081528-6447

n.

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JERRY LOSEE and JOCAROL LOSEE,
husband and wife, and as Members and
Einployees of Slcy Enterprise, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Company,

1
1
1
)
)

THE IDAHO COMPANY, an Idaho
Corporation, SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC,
an Idaho Limited Liability Company, and
WILLIAM F. RIGBY, individually,

1
1
1
1

CASE NO: CV-06-908-OC

DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR
AMEND JUDGMENT OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR
RECONSIDERATION

)

1

Defendants and Counterclaimants, jointly and severally ("Defendants"), move the Court,
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e), to alter or amend the partial summary judgment
entered herein. In the alternative, Defendants move for reconsideration of said entry of partial

1 -DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND SUDGMENT O Q IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
RECONSIDERATION
-293Z

summary judgment pursuant to 1-R.C.P. 1l(a)(2)(B). This motion is made and based upon the

papers and pleadings on file with the Court, and is supported by the Brief in Support of

Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend Judgnzenl, or, in [he Alternative, for Reconsideration
filed contemporaneously herewith.
Oraf argument is requested.

DATED:

November 19,2007.

CERTLPXCATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true-and correct copy of the foregoing, to tlze
2007, by U.S. mail, hand

following, by the indicated method on this
delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto.

] U.S. Mail

//'

Nick L. Nielson
120 North 12'%ve., Suite 7
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159

C I Fax

[ J Hand Delivered

[dfU.S. Mail

Craig R. Jorgensen
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - Suite A4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904

[
[

3
3

Fax
Hand Delivered

2-DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT OR, IN TEE ALTERNATIVE, FOR
RECONSIDERATION
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c

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing, to the

/kday ofNovember, 2007, by U S mail, hand

following, by the indicated method on this

delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto

d(

Nick L. Nielson
120 North 12" Ave., Suite 7
Pocatello. ID 83205-6159

[ U.S.Mai1
[ I Fax
[ ] I-Iand Delivered

Craig R. Jorgensen
Attorney at Law
1246 Yellowstone - SuiteA4
PO Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904

[d U.S. Mail
[ 1 Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered

E.W. Pike

*.
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i

NICK L. NIELSON (#3787)
120 North 12th Avenue - Suite #7
P.O. Box 6159
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6t 59
Telephone: (208) 232-1 735
Facsimile: (208) 232-0048

CRAIG R JORGENSEN (# 1990)
Attorney at Law
920 East Clark
P.Q. Box 4904
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4904
Telephone: (208) 237-4 f 00
Facsimile: (208) 237- 1706
Attorneys for Plaintifs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

JERRY LOSEE AND JOCAROL LOSEE,
)
husband and wife, and as Members and Employees )
of Sky Enterprises, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability)
1
Company,
Plaintiffs,

1
)

1
1
1

vs.

CASE NO. CV-06-908-QC

THE IDAHO COMPANY, an Idaho Corporation, )
SKY ENTERPRISES, LLC, an Maha Limited
1
Liability Company, and WILLIAM F. RIGBY,
)
individually,
1

ORDER GRANTING PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND
JUDGMENT

)

Defendants.

1

THIS MATTER came on for hearing of its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on
November IS, 2007. The Plaintiffs were represented by Nick L. Nielsen and Craig R. Jorgensen,

Defendants were represented by Edward W. Pike.

ORDER GRANTING PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AND JUDGEMENT - PAGE 1

After reviewing the file, briefs, memorandums, affidavits, pleadings, and the arguments of
counsel, the Court hereby grants Plaintiffs Motion Eor Partial Summary Judgment.
It is specifically ordered that tlte Deed of Trust dated 1st day of July, 2004, and recorded in
Bannock County Records as instrument number 204 14683, is hereby declared null and void and any
encumbrance created by any said Deed of Trust is released from the property described therein.
The property encumbered and by the Deed of Trust described above is described as follows:
Lot 9, Block 1, Mt. Juniper Ranchettes, Bannock County, Idaho, as the same appears on the
official plat thereof.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the Promissory Note signed by the
Plaintiffs, Jeny and JoCarol Losee is null and void.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

/q

day of November, 200
PETER D. McDERMOTT
District Judge
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE

With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order CERTIFIED, in
accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for
delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above
judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may
be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules.

-

DATED this B d a y of November, 2007.

PETER D. McDERMOTT
District Judge

ORDER GRANTING PARTIAL SUMMARY -297JUDGMENT AND JUDGEMENT - PAGE2

E. W. Pike
Alan Johnston
E. W. PIKE & ASSOCIATES, P.A.
151 N. Ridge Ave., Suite 2 10
P.Q. Box 2949
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2949
Telephone: 208/528-6444
Telefax:
208/528-6447
ISB # 650
Attorneys for 'Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
JERRY LOSEE arid JOCAROL LOSEE,
Ptaintiffs/Responde~it,

THE IDAHO COMPANY, et al.,
DefendantsiAppellan~s.

TO:

)
)

Case No. CV-06-908-OC

1
?
?
1

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

1

)
)

Plaintiffs JERRY LOSEE AND JOCAIROL LOSEE, Attorneys NICK 1;. NIELSON
AND CRAIG R JORGENSEN, a ~ i dTHE C L E W OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED
COTJRT:
NOTICE IS I-IEREBY GIVEN, pursuant to Rule 1I of the Idaho Appellate Rules:
Tlze above named Appellants appeal against tlxe above named Respondents to tlie Idaho

Supreme Court from the Order Granting Partial Summary Judgment and Judgment entered in the

I . NOTICE OF APPEAL

above-entitled matter on November 19,2007, reconsideration of which was denied on December
19, 2007, District Judge Peter D. McDermott presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the above

stated Order on Appeal was certified under I.R.C.P. S4(b) as a final judgment upon which appeal
can be taken.

3.

The preliminary issues on appeal are:
a.

Did the record before the District Court contain conflicting inferences?

b.

Could reasonable persons reach differing conclusions from the evidence
presented?

c.

Did the District Court fail to construe disputed facts in favor of the
nollmoving party?

d.

Did the District Court commit errors of law and fact in granting partial
summary judgment to respondents?

e.

Did the District Court fail to support its judgment with findings of fact and
conclusions of law?

4.

A reporter's transcript is not requested.

5.

Record:

6.

We are not aware of any documents which need to be included in the Clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28.
7.

I certify:
a.

2. NOTICE OF APPEAL

A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter

b.

We have not been notified of any fees for additional documents in the
Clerk's record.

c.

That the appellate filing fee has been paid

d.

That the service has been made upon all parties required to be served
pursuant to Rule 20.

DATED this

day of December, 2007.

...

E.W. Pilce & Associates, P.A.
Attorneys for-.P1ai~~fIAppellant

"! i.-,d%.:i..

"?*,

/

J

L

~

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing, to thc
following, by the indicated method on this;/%-/

day of December, 2007, by U.S. mail, hand

delivery or facsimile, with the necessary postage affixed thereto
Nick L. Nielson
P. 0. Box 6159
Pocatello, ID 83205-6159

[ G U S . Mail
[ ] Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered
,
'

Craig R. Jorgensen
P. 0. Box 4904
Pocatello, ID 83205-4904

3. NOTICE OF APPEAL

Y/u.

[
S. Mail
[ I Fax
[ ] Hand Delivered

IN THE DISTNCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
S A T E OF IDAHO, EN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

JERRY LOSEE AND JOCAROL LOSEE,
Plaintiffs-Respondent,

)

1
j

vs.

\

I

THE IDAHO COMPANY, et al.,

Defendants-Appellants,

Supreme court NO.

j

3 48 8 7

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF

1
1

(4.3

rT
3

APPEAL

)

-

1

32

-4

9

-

Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock County

-0

flonorabte Peter D. McDermott presiding.
I

A

i1.r"
4

Bannock County Case No: CV-2006-908-OC
Order of Judgment Appealed From: Order Granting Pa&ial Summary Judgment
and Judgment dated November 19,2007, reconsideration of which was denied
on December 19,2007.
Attorney for Appellant: E.W. Pike, E.W. Pike & Associated, PA, Idaho Falls.
Attorney for Respondent: Nick t. Nielson, Pocatello and Craig R. Jorgensen,
Pocatello.
Appealed by: Defendant
Appealed against: Plaintiff
Notice of Appeal filed: 12-24-07
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No
Appellate fee paid: YES

Request for additional records filed: NO
Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: NO

31
Entered on ATS b

2w

Name of Reporter:
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? NO
'

Dated

O

DALE HATCH,

(Seal)

P

D

~

-

,

aTi
~
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TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE:
CLERK'SCERTIFICATE
Supreme Court Case No. 34887
STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Bannock

1
1

I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of
The State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that the above
and foregoing Clerk's Transcript on Appeal in the above entitled cause was compiled
and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and correct Clerk's Transcript on
Appeal of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of
the Idaho Appellate Rules.
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled
cause, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the court
reporter's transcript and the clerk's record as required by Rule 32 ofthe Idaho Appellate
Rules.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of
said Court at Pocatello, Idaho this

In and for Bannock County, Idaho

(SEAL)
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE:
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK
TO ORIGEVAL EXI-IIBITS
Supreme Court Case No. 34887
I, DALE HATCH, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the District
Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of
Bannock, do hereby certify that the following are the original exhibits marked for
identification and introduced in evidence at the trial of the above and foregoing
cause; to-wit:

There are no exhibits

IN WITNESS WIIEREOF, It have hereunto set my handad-affl

"'p

the seal

of said Court, this the 2
-kday o

Court, Bannock County, State of Idaho

(SEAL)CERTIFICATE OF CLERK
TO ORIGINAL EXHIBITS

-304-

TITLE OF COURT AND CAUSE:
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Supreme Court Case No. 34887

I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certi@that I have

personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to

each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

E. W. Pike
Alan Johnston
P. 0.Box 2949
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2949

Nick L. Nielson
Craig R. Jorgensen
P. 0,Bqx 6 159
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-6159

Attorney for Appellant

Attorney for Respondent

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and &fixed the seal of
said Court this

day o

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

f

m

~

(

-305-

s

a

.2008.

